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Middle Schools
Changed.To Same
Sex Academy
SEE PAGE 8-A

Tampa Artist
To Perform
In Big Show
SEE PAGE 12-A

Former Buc
Arrested
.on Warrant

SENTINEL RECEIVES AWARD FOR
ITS COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Harram Temple No. 23, Inc., Prince Hall Shriners held their 32nd Annual
Potentate Ball November 13, 2010 at the DoubleTree Hotel. Noble Byron,
Chief Rabban, was the Ball Chairman. The Sentinel was among those
being honored for Its Involvement In the community. Ronnie Souter, left, .
Illustrious Potentate of Harram Temple No. 23, Inc., and Michael Dozier,
right, Past Potentate and Master of Ceremonies for the evening, presented the Sentinel award to Harold Adams and Mrs. Gloria Adams Andrews. (Photo by Julia E. Jackson)

SEE PAGE 23-A
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ing is like sailing the ocean : no one has ever seen it
- East African (Kiswahili)
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Residents Thankful For life, FamiiV This Holidav Season
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

The state of the economy is
on the minds of many as we
approach t his Thanksgiving
Holiday. Some Sentinel readers shared their comments
about what they are thankful
for this year.
Fire Chief Tom Forward said, "This Thanksgiving
I am thankful for a tremendous faith in God, for my lovely
and always supportive wife,
Cynthia, and our three children and my close family and
friends.
"I am equally grateful for
the tremendous opportunities
that this great city has afforded
me to grow personally and
professionally and to finally be
able to give back in such a
manner as I am able. For this
cause, I live eternally in the
red."
Ms. Ann · Jenkins said,
"First, I am thankful to God for
just being the awesome God
He is. I think Him for waking
me up each morning and giving me the mental Clarity and .
the opportunity to make a difference in my community.
"I make the work that I do a
positive expression, I am forever
thankful , and
on
this Thanksgiving, I am going

to e11joy bringing to life the ·
unique value that is mine to
create. Happy Thanksgiving to
all
God's
children. "
Atty. Clinton Paris said,
"With all the turmoil in th e
world and what is not right
with America, I am still very
thankful to live in the greatest
country in the world at the
greatest time in history. This
is our moment in history and
we must honor our forefathers
by doing what is required to
ensure that future generations
enjoy the same prosperity that
we have been blessed · to
enjoy."
Ms. Lillian Stringer
said, "I am thankful for life,
health and strength and the
love of my family."
Danny Green said, ''I'm
thankful for being alive a nd
spending time with my mother
a nd other fami ly members,
and I donate money to families
in need every yea r.
"In addition, travel to New
York City fo r Macy's Parade,
which I do every year on
Thanksgiving Day. I thank the
Lord for my health and a good
job."
Ms. Ann Porter said, ""I
am very thankful this Thanksgiving. I thank God for being a
six-year survivor of breast cancer, for having the honor of

being the mother of 4 successful children and wonderful aspirations for 6 grand-children.
"God has given me the
comfort ofbeing accepted at a
spirit-filled church and many,
many fri ends and relatives in
all walks of life. Finally, God
has allowed · me to live to see
our people come from the outhouse to the White House."
Ms. Linda Smart said, "I
have so ma ny things to be
thankful for! What particularly
comes to mind is how God
gives us insight on where we
need to go on a daily basis, and
how He encourages and helps
us to exercise wisdom.
"I Thessalonians 5:18
the Apostle Paul writes: "In
every thing give thanks : for
this is the will of God in Christ
Jesus concerning you ." We, as
a commu ni ty, should celebrate
being thankful each and every
day!"
Ms. Tina Wright sa id, "I
am thankful for my deliverance and the free will to accept
it."
Billy Wheeler said, "I am
thankful in knowing without a
doubt that no matter what situation life may bring, God is in
ultimate control and He will
perform that good thing which
He has promised."
Ms. Twanda Bradley said,

"Every morning I thank God
for the breath of life. This
Thanksgiving, in addition to
thanking God for my family
and friends , I thank Him for
strength ening the love and
unity of my church family (St.
James AME) and our new pastor, Rev. Michael B. Price."
Howard Harris said, "I
am thankful because I have
lived long enough to know:
when you're down on your luck
no matter how bad your life
sucks, there's always someone
else who has it even worse."
Ms. Sonia Franklin said,
"Thanksgiving has always
meant a time for me to reflect
on how good God has been to
me and my family. I'm thankful that the lack of us having
some things today, makes us
just that more thankful for
family and friends, our true
blessings.
"In all things give, 'Thanks
unto th e Lord, for He is
good. ' Happy Thanksgiving."
Ronnie Moorer said, "I
am thankful to have a God that
blesses me with the things that
I need. Some may say that my
needs are small. To me, they
are big, because I didn't get

them by myself. It is God, who
blesses me through other people. May God bless you all and
have a Happy Thanksgiving
Day." ·
Ms. Janelle McGregor
said, ''I'm most thankful for my
mom. She's always there for
me even when I feel like I know
what's best and go against her
advice.
"Then when my decisions
don't pan out the way I
thought they would, she helps
me to get back on my feet. I
don't say this often, but "Mom
I truly appreciate and admire
you."
James Ransom said, "I
am thankful for the love of
family, good health and friendship. I am thankful for being
in . a country where you can
m,ake difference regardless of
your socio-economic status.
"I am thankful and grateful
for those who came before us,
those who made the ultimate
sacrifice so that we could live a
better life today. During this
Thanksgiving season, I am also
thankful to God to be able to
join others in the ongoing battle for justice and equality because the struggle continues."
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· All Serious Injury Claims
· Wrongful Death
· Nursing Home Abuse
· Medical Malpractice
· Slip &Falls
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Bank To Host Second
Annual FAMU Reception For
High School Students
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Last year, Fifth Third"Bank
held its first J<lorida A & M
University School of Business
and
Industry
Student
Reception. This yea r, the bank
will host a reception in Tampa
on Monday, November 22nd,
at the Fifth Third Bank
Training Center, 4427 W.
Kennedy Blvd., 3rd Floor ,
from 6 p.m. until 7:30 p.m.
On Tuesday, the bank will
host a second Student
Reception will tak e place at
the Signature Place Building,
153 2nd Avenue, South , St.
Petersburg, from 6 p.m. until
7:30 p.m. State Representative
Darryl Rouson and Ms.
Angela Rouson, FAMU
Board of Trustee member, will
be in attendance.
Ms. Rosetta Coleman is
SPHR, Senior Vice President,
Human Resources Direc tor ,
for Fifth Third Bank. Earlier
this year, she was appointed to
Flod(ta A&M Universitis
Foundation
Board
of
Directors.
Ms. Coleman said, "We are
excited to sponsor the Student
Reception for the second year.
We have also decided to host
two receptions this year, with
the second taki ng place in St.

New District 3 Countv
Commissioner Readv To Get Staned
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

Petersburg. "
"The receptions
are
New Hillsborough County
open to the
District
3 Commissioner,
public and
Les
Miller,
said he's
we are solicalways
been
prepared
to hit
iting students
and
their
the ground running if he
parents to
was successful in gaining the
attend. Our
HOSElTA
seat.
goal is to
COLEMAN
Now that he has officially
t alk a b o ut
been
sworn in, Comm.
high er lea rning, edu cation, job
Miller
said the top priority
opportunities, and the overall
process."
in his district is jobs, and
The eve nt is geared toward · that will be his focus .
all high school stud ents who
"To bring in jobs to my
plan to attend an institution of
di strict, we need economic
higher learning.
developments. Thatis what I
Me mbers of the b a nk 's
want to work on with my
senior leadership team will
colleagues and the private
provide insight on caree r
sector. District 3 has been
opportunities in financi al services, and financial goal se tneglected too long when it
ting.
comes to economic developThe Student Reception will
m e nt. We must also insist
offer an opportunity for stuthe new businesses hire peodents to lea rn about degrees
ple who live in the area."
offered in domestic·, and inter" ~o , there 's a need to
national internships, scholarcreate
more affordable
ships, and relationship buildhousing.
live spoken to my
ing through networking.
colleagues,
and they know
For additional information
about the receptions call (813)
where I stand."
306-2553; or the Florida A &
M University School of
Busin ess a nd Indu stry at
(850) 412-7095.

D-3

COMMISSIONER
LES MILLER

Comm. Miller said there
are other issues as well, such
as getting crime under control.
"We're also going to have
to deal with the panhandling
issue, and we must handle
that delicately. It's not right
that panhandling and vending is covered under the
same statute."
"People who sell newspapers or firemen trying to
raise funds should be

allowed to do that. We 've
got to make it fair all around
for everyone. It's impossible
to know who is sincere and
who is not out there."
"It's going to be tough, and
both sides aren't going to be
please with the outcome."
Comm. Miller said he
hasn't given any thought to
crime rising due to panhandling being shut down.
"That's just one more thing
weill have to look at."
Comm. Miller's staff
consists of longtime friend,
Bernadine White-King,
and Larry Williams, who
has served as campaign
treasure for both he and his
wife since 1988.
Joining Comm. Miller as
new
officials
are
Commissioners Victor
Crist
and
Sandy
Murman. Comm. AI
Higginbotham was sel.~.cted as chairman over
Comm. Mark Sharpe,
who was re-elected along
with Comm. Ken Hagan.

At Verizon, we know how important a home phone is to
your family's safety and security. Verizon is a proud sponsor
of Lifeline, a program that offers qualified customers home
telephone service at a discount. You could save up to
$13.50 a month on your home phone bill and up to SO%
on the installation fee 1• You can even upgrade your voice
features at an additional charge. With a home phone, you'll
have peace of mind and a 24/7 link to family, friends and
community services such as the pollee, fire department and
ambulance. Contact us today to learn more about Lifeline
and find out if you qualify.

VISI.T or CALL LIFELINE TODAY.
www.verizon.com/florida/lifeline
1-800-VERIZON
1

Ma)(fmum benath toWitd lmtallatlon charges 15 SJO. DOf!s not
Include. charges ror wiring !mid" the home. Terms 11nd condltlom
subJ•ct to chan~. 5omo rosttktlons may apply. C>2010Varizon. All
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News Alert: The Florida Law States That You May Be
Entitled To $1 0 000 For loss Wages And Medical Care ...

HOME PHONE SERVICE?
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AUTO ACCIDENT REFERRAL SERVICE

NEED AFFORDABLE

l<

Support and Help from
the beginning to the end
• Attorneys - An Attorney
win come to you at home
or work - No Recovery,
No Fee
• Investigators- If there is
a dispute on how the accident occured
• Transportation Available
• Auto Repair- Body Shop
• Medical Care Provided
• Phannacy - Free Delivery
• Specializing In: Car, Bus,
Bicycle, Motorcycle, Slip
& Fall, Pedestrian Incidents, loss Wages,
Wrongful Death And .
More ...

chelle B. Patty

Local: 813-495-3702 Toll Free: 1-866-352-4200
Available 24 Hours ·A Day /7 Days A Week
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AThanksgiving
Wish From Us To You

hey call themselves "The Mighty Men ofValor." This
local church group on certain Sundays, can be heard
to sing one of its favorite songs, "Lord, I know you been
so good! Lord, I know you been so good! I could've been
dead and in my grave! But Lord, I know you been so
good!" Doesn't that remind you of Thanksgiving?
During our darkest days, without doubt and for his
own unfathomable reasons, God makes a way for many
of us to survive. And for that kindness, 'G od, we thank
you. Even at its bleakest hour,.in spite of unbelievable
oversight and in the face of insurmountable stupidity,
God sees fit for America to survive. And for that, God we
thankyou.
For, without doubt, this coming Thanksgiving, America shall indeed, survive ... with turkeys on the table, can·d ied yams, potato salad, honey-baked hams, collard
gree~, lima beans, macaroni and cheese, and biscuits, if
you please?
And when we are through stuffing ourselves, perhaps,
we might think of the second verse of that old gospel
tune, "Lord I know you been so good! Lord, I .know you
been so good! You watched over me, all night long. Lord,
I know you been so good!" And for that kindness, on be-.
half of every American living or yet to live, God, we thank
you!

IARepublican Thanksgiving!

C

onsidering current Republican succe's ses statewide
and on Capitol Hill reminds us of the Bear and the
Camper. You may recall, a bear came upon a hapless
...J
LL camper and gave chase. As the camper ran for his life, he
prayed to the Almighty, "Please, Lord, don't let this bear
catch up to me and kill me!" Meanwhile, the bear reportedly was praying, "Our Father, thank thee for this meal I
am about to receive!" Amen? We believe you get the picture.
With a vengeance, a Conservative Republican Party
and so-called Blue-Dog-Democrats (very similar to the
old 1950's and 6Q's Jim Crow ''Yallah-Dawg Democrats"),
are hiking back to Capitol Hill with a motto as raucous as
"Remember the Alamo!" Indeed, the "To-Do" list of newly
invested Republicans resembles the shopping list of a
madman who just hit the Lottery. And the target of their
phlegm is America's President-scapegoat Barack Obama,
who must staDd almost single-handedly with his finger in
the dam to keep back floodwaters of a rabble that only has
to mention Obama's name to gain sup.p ort for its cause.
However, no matter how tasty President Obama may
seem to new Republican legislators, he by no means, is
the main dish, this Thanksgiving. For, that honor goes to
those eligible voters who either stayed home, last November, or who voted' their shoe-size rather than their commonsense.
w
May Republicans enjoy their new post as Thanksgiving
~ bears. And may certain American voters embrace their
new role as Thanksgiving turkeys!
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Floridians At The
Mercv 01 Repubiicans
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f things don't get better in
Florida, or if conditions
get worse, the citizens of
Florida will have nobody to
blame but themselves and the
Republicans. Tallahassee,
. Florida, the home of the Capitol and the center of government for the state is
completely controlled by Republicans.
The speaker of the House,
the president of the Senate,
the governor of the state, and
all members of th e State Cabinets are Republicans . The
Republicans also have a veto
proof majority in both
Houses of the Florida Legislature. What does this all
mean? It means the Republicans can do anything they
want and Democrats are powerless to stop them.
This is not a good time to
be-a Democrat in Tallahassee.
They can't pass anything unless Republicans approve,
and they ca n't stop anything
Republicans want to do. Not

since the Stamp Act has any
party held this type of dominance.
The party of the Republicans are already showing
their political arrogance. Last
Tuesday at a special session
in Tallahassee, the Republicans could not wait to show
off their new recently obtained political muscle. In
what they called a message to
outgoing Governor Charlie
Crist, they moved to overturn a couple of bills that the
lame duck governor had vetoed.
It is frightening to think
about the kind of stuff that
will come out of this Republican political haven over the
next two years. Women will
· have to worry because the
Republicans may try to make
it more difficult to exercise
their right guaranteed by
Roe vs. Wade. That is the
right to an abortion.
Teachers have to worry
because the legislature may

The bnching I
Charlie Crist

T

hose of us who've been
around for a while
know a lynching when we see
it. We know what people
mean when they wipe tobacco
juice. off slobbery lips and
grin, "T'ain't nothing personal." So, when I and my
partners who sit on the step
read what newly invested Republicans had in mind to do
.to form~r Gov. Charlie
Crist's vetoes, we looked at
each other and laughed, especially when Republican
pundits swore on their mothers graves, "T'ain't nothing
personal." Ha-haaah! Pass
me the spittoon!
Here! You look at it yourself. Regardless of the fact
more recent news articles reveal Republican legislators
have recanted their initial
pledge to clean house up in
Tallal1assee, what I love about
the printed word is once it's
printed, you can't take it back.
So, the history of a Republican blood-purge still stands,
and ·it includes most all of the
18 vetoes Crist made and the
370 million dollars he·refused
to spend, to the utter anger of
his then-fellow Republicans.

No doubt humming a
modern version of the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic," Republican - legislators went
early to Tallahassee to overturn - among other things everything Crist told them
they couldn't overturn.
Off goes Crist's embargo
against offshore drilling!
Down goes Crist's refusal to
phase out tenure for public
school teachers! Boom goes .
Crist's blockade against requiring women seeking abortions to have ultrasound
testing. Splat goes Crist's vetoes against ignoring environmental concerns. And most
idiotic, Kaboom goes Crist's
unwillingness to accept and
spend ·$31 million dollars in
federal stimulus funds!
Now, why would Republicans fight to rescind Crist's
rescinding of accepting and
spending "Obama-money?"
Reply Republican representatives, "The reason is clear. If
Crist is against it, we've GOT
to be for it! (any fool can understand that)!"
Indeed, "Florida Republican Legislators Gone Wild"
have become so feverish that

and better yet, will pass aversion of the vetoed Senate.Bill
6. Such a bill could abolish
tenure and tie teachers pay
directly to student performance.
That's not all, education
has to worrythis Legislature
will enact legislation designed
to sJ:eer more public funds
and students into private
schools: Poor people need to
be afraid because the Republicans will cut social programs.
At the risk of sounding
funny, I have to say the rich
have to worry. The rich have
to worry beca~se this Legislature will enact legislation that
will allow the rich to make so
much money until they will
have trouble hiding it from
the Internal Revenue Service.
I warn you not to underestimate the damage this bunch
of ultra-conservatives can do.
I believe that I can truly
say to the average Floridian to
hold onto their hats, because
for the next two years, we are
in for a wild ride.
I remember when the elephants had control of both
Houses of Congress and the
White House. That was the
beginning of the mess that we
are in now.
Look around you. The rich
got richer and the poor got
poorer.
they even threaten to get in
the way of a virginal Republican Governor who supposedly is their "fair-haired-boy."
Rick Scott is said not to be
concerned, in public, regarding the drastic antics of his
fellow GOPers. However, behind closed doors, one could
no doubt hear Rick screaming, "What in the heck are
those guys doing to me?"
Meanwhile,
former
friends and supporters have
begun picking up the bones
and tissue of Charlie Crist's
former Camelot. Bits and
pieces of him .are strewn
throughout
Tallahassee's
Legislative Hall.
The stench of the rot of
Crist's once fresh, bipartisan
ideas clogs the nostrils oflegislators who have oroken out
their dancing shoes as they
now prepare to compromise
with a political devil who is
hell-:bent on making former
enemies eat vomit.
On second thought, lynching is not an appropriate
word for .what will soon happen to a former truly Democratic
adn1inistra,tion
(C~arlie Crist's administration). Per.haps, the words
"rape,'" and "mockery" would
better suffice what we can expect from Tallahassee, in
coming weeks.
Yes, we who've been all
the way.up the road and halfway back, know political vigilantism when we•see it. And
now, fellow' 'Floridians, you
will see 'it, too!
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, 31 didn't
risk. And
now they're payi . dearly for
their reluctance. ,
·:·:,rh ·1*I~ 1J?hiladelphia Eagles,
~"th~ ~~lyteam ' willing to give
Vick a· ·chance, are being
blessed with success because
they saw something the others couldn't envision. A bundle oftalent and energy at its
lowest point ready to explode
upward.
I love the fact that Vicl{ is
having a career season at the
expense of all those who
doubted him. I can only
imagine what's going through
the minds of the NFL executives who passed up on the
opportunity to sign him, especially the ones whose
teams are struggling · with
mediocrity at the quarterback
position. Their backsides
have to be sore from all the
self-kicking.
Vick's good fortune is a
testament to what dual benefit second chances have on
those who receive them as
well as those who give them.
His return to superstar status
after being knocked off his
pedestal and losing everything including his cars,
houses and money, proves
that as long as a person believes in himself, someone
else will believe in him and
anything is truly possible.
Anyone wanting to contact Barr can reach him at:
Clarence Barr 43110-018;
Bennettsville F.C.I.; P . 0.
Box
52020;
Bennettsville, S. C. 29512. Reality On Ice is © by the
Florida Sentinel Bulletin
Publishing Company.
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As a first time offender
myself, I knew what Vick
was going through. I hated
the fact that his actions put
him on a path towards something I wouldn't wish on my
worst enemy, (then again , I
probably wouldn 't mind my
worst enemy experiencing
some of this).
But, I also knew that Vick
was smart enough to learn
from his mistakes and that
being incarcerated would give
him a much greater appreciation for life and freedom.
Unfortunately, there were a
lot of people who didn't share
my optimistic view point.
When Vick was released,
he was viewed as a pariah
throughout the NFL community. No one wanted anything
to do with him.
Even teams who were in
desperate need of his services
were scared to touch him.
There just wasn't a market
willing to deal with the backlash of embracing someone
who they saw as cold-blooded
enough to drown Lassie.
They didn't see the mati
who had served his debt to
society and who desperately
wanted to prove himself a
changed individual. They
were blinded by the controyersy and the fear of having
their games bombarded with
picket signs.

I am writing this piece
after watching Michael
Vick completely dismantle
the Washington Redskins on
Monday night football. And
the only word that comes to
mind while I t ry to describe
the excitement of the game is,
damn.
The entire time I watched
Vick make spectacular play
after spectacular play in what
can arguably be considered
his best performance ever, I
couldn't help but think about
how close the world came to
being cheated out of witnessing such a remarkable display
oftalent.
No one could have imagined this three years ago.
When Vick was demonized
across the country for his role
in a dog-fighting operation
and sentenced to federal
prison, the general consensus
was that his football career
was over.
I have to admit, even I
went in on Vick in this column. Being one of his biggest
fans and harshest critics, I remember grouping him in
with a number of other
knuckle-headed athletes who
insisted oil jeopardizing their
futures by engaging in behavior unbecoming of individuals trying to maintain their
newly acquired millionaire
status.

Fire Sends
Residents Running

Firefighters stand through an opening in the roof to survey
the damage to a home on 45th Street.

On Tuesday morning,
Tampa Fire Rescue units responded to a fire at 5210
North 45th Street. Fire crews
reported smoke and flames
coming from the rear of the
house. The wood frame house
was surrolln.ded by old cars, a
truck, a trailer and a large
fence malcing access difficult.
· The fire was burning the
house and in the ba<;k yard a
pickup truck and a trailer
were also burning.
Fire crews reported that
flames were shooting up 20 to
30 feet into the canopy of a
large tree and threatening a
nearby apartment building.
Crews worked hard to stop the
flames from spreading and
brought the fire under control.
An investigator from the
Tampa Fire Marshal's Office
determined that four adults

and a teenage girl lived in the
house. Marina Terrero, 62,
reported smelling smoke and
alerted the others, including
her husband, Edwardo and
the property owner for the
past 19 years, Franklyn
Christophers, 73, and his
wife, Olga. All got out of the
house safely.
An investigation determined the fire staited outside
in the trailer or the truck and
moved into the house. The
exact cause has yet to be determined, but it does not appear suspicious. The house
was heavily damaged, and the
displaced families are being
assisted by the American Red
Cross.
Because of all the vehicles
in the yard, City Code Enforcement officials were also
called to the scene.
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PARKING

RATES

MATIHEW KOCHEVAR. ESQ. THOMAS E. PARNELL, ESQ

.. .

..
1-800-711-5452

PERSONAL INJURY AND w ·R ONGFUL DEATH

.

AUTO, TRUCK, MOTORCYCLE OR BOAT ACCIDENTS. SLIP AND FALL,

(813) 975-4444
711 1:. I' ll
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NDALE- HUBBELL, THE HIGHEST ·
-"• FIRM
RATING fOR LEGALABIUTY AND ETHICAL STANDARD, WORLDWIDE\
Tlw Hiring IfA Urw}'flr Is An fmportunt O.slcion That Should Nat Bu &mrd Solely Upon Adwlrtlsenram.
You Decidlu. A.flc Us To & nd You FREE ll'ri111tn
Aboul Ottr Qualif/colloru Al1<1liiqJ<Jriltn<'<J.

811/o~

Economy Parting LongTennGarage ShortTenn6arage YaletParting
$9.00/day
$15.00/day
$20.00/clay
$25.00/day
Heavy Air Travel Days- Sunday, Nov. 28, Monday, Nov. 29, Friday,

Nov. 19 and Wednesday, Nov. 24, respectively. Allow more time on these peak days.
I

Vistt www.tampaairport.com for
holiday travel tips and ~ check flight
arrival and departure ti~es.

Tampa. ·
International
• • Airport

KIM MINER

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

On Friday (today) at 3 p.m.,
DACCO's Weed and Seed Safe
Haven along with the East
Tampa Weed and Seed Steering Committee will host "Project Safe Neighborhood" at the
NFL YET Center on the corner
of 34th Street and Lake Avenue.
East Tampa Weed and Seed
Coordinator, Kim Miner,
said they will be trying to get
kids to make a pledge to gun
safety.
"We will have McGruff, The
Crime Dog, and Tampa Police officers will provide gun
safety training.
"This is very crucial, and parents are encouraged to make
sure their children attend this
event. Gun safety isn't something that's talked about
much, but there is a dire need
for it, especially with more
people in homes arming themselves for safety."
Project Safe Neighborhood
is just one of several initiatives
that will be made available to
the public through DACCO's
Weed and Seed Safe Have n
and the East Tampa Weed and
Seed group.
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Fall Festival
Tabernacle of Hope (Pastor
Kenneth Stewart) invites
the community to its Fall Festival on Saturday, November
20, 2010, 10 a. m. - 2 p. m. at
1711
W. Kennedy Blvd.
(33606).

The event will have free medical screenings courtesy of
Tampa General Hospital, free
food (BBQ), clothing giveaway, bounce houses and face
painting.
Need a ride? Call (813) 254-

:::rJ

You deserve to be heard. Experience a bank that's dedicated to Ustenina.

c
~

Your flna.ndal needs are as unique as you are. That•s why SunTrust fs committed to truly listening
and provfdfna the right solutions to help you reach your goals. vou•u get the personal attention
you deserve as well as the genuine servtce that you should expeet. Because a bank committed to
helptna you succeed can make all the dffference. Stop by your local branch, call an.653.0137 -or
vfstt suntrust.com/soltd to learn more.

5260.

Solid Waste
Thanksgiving Holldav
Collection Schedule
The residential and commercial collection schedules for
City of Tampa Solid Waste
customers will be affected by
the Thanksgiving holiday.
There Will be no residential
garbage, yard-waste recycling,
blue-box recyclirig, or commercial services on Thursday,
November 25, 2010.

•

SUNTRuS'r
Lfve Solid. Bank Solid.
'

Sun Trust Bank, Member FDIC. «:12010 SunTrust Banks. Inc. SunTrust and Uve Solid. Bank olld. re federally registered setVice meOO; of SunTrust Banks, Inc.
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

The

Hillsborough

C: County School Board re-

LL

cently approved changes
that will affect six middle
schools next year. Those
changes will create two single gender middle schools
in East Tampa.
Changes for the upcorping school year will transform Franklin Middle
Magnet School to an AilBoys Academy and Ferrell
Middle Magnet School to
an All-Girls Academy.
The
changes
for
Franklin are being underwritten in part by an $11.5
million grant over the next
3 years.

The
Hillsborough
County School District is
underwriting the changes
for Ferrell Middle Magnet
School.
Ms. Doretha Edgecomb, Chairman of the
Hillsborough
County
School District said, "Research has shown that
some students do _ better
without the distractions of
the opposite sex. This is
just another chance for parents to decide what is right
for them and their child.
Parents have the option of
sending their students to
another area school if they
choose to do so. None of
the students will be forced
to attend the schools."
Lockhart Elementary

Magnet School and Young
Middle Magnet School will
become Creative Science
Schools.
The students will matriculate from Lockhart to
Young.
other
middle
· Two
schools who will undergo
changes in the fall are
Rola_nd Park K-8 and
Walker Middle School.
Both of these schools will
become Schools oflnternational Studies.
Ms. Linda Cobbe,
spokesperson for the Hillsborough County Public
School District said the International Studies Program is a pre-requisite for
the International Baccalaureate Program.

Organization To Host Communitv·
Thanksgiving Dinner

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

For the second straight
year, Our Sisters, Our
Friends, and their sponsor,
Mark Wilson of the Village Inn Restaurant on
South Dale Mabry, will be
host the second annual
Community Thanksgiving
Dinner with the theme,
"Bountiful Harvest."
The event will be held
Saturday, November 20 1h
from 1 p. m. until 5 p. m. at
the Ragan Park Community Center, 100 East Lake
Avenue.
Sisters, Ola Abreu and
Sheilah Youngblood,
founded Our Sisters, Our

Friends with hope of bringing relief to people who
suffer and offer a hand to
those who are truly in
need.
"We maintain our sincerity, because we believe
that's the honest way to approach people," said Mrs.
Youngblood.
"Virtually every venture
we've undertaken has been
done at our own expense,
and we are grateful to be
able to help others. We
also would welcome pa_rtnerships along _the way."
This Saturday's event is
free and open to the public.
To find out more about
Our Sisters, Our Friends,
call (813)347-0160.

THE DEDICATED ONES
5th Anniversary
Celebration
Doors Open 6 P. M.
Program @ 7 P. M.

Admission: $10
Heaven Destiny Church
4104 E. BrtcOtt Ave. •.Tampa, 3361 o
Pastor Tom Jones

On Program: From Tampa- Jehovah Praise • Rev. & True Disciples •
Exciting Gospel Warriors • CoCo &: The Chosen Ones, Moren, GA •
.

Unitee, Tallahassee, FL

To l'urch;asc lh·~istratiun tickets or ('nnl"en·nre inl"nrm:atiun,
t'nntarl (}ucen Lennard, J·: wnt ( 'nnrdinatnr at iN 13) H02 - N~(a6

MT. ZION A.M.E. CHURCH
3708 E. Lake Ave. * Tampa, FL 33610-8024

'Music 'Ministry

Sunday, November 21, 2010 * 4 P.M.
Theme: "Old Landmark" Scripture: Jeremiah 6:16
Featuring

REV. W. D. SIMS
Pastor

Sl Matthew Missionary Baptist Church
Mass Choir
And
Special Guest Choir

BROTHER
J. RICK WRIGifl'
Minister Of Music

St. John Progressive Missionary Baptist Church Choir #3
Dr. Bartholomew Banks, Pastor
For more Information, please contact Bro. J. Rick Wright, (813) 924-6484
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Radio Show Hosts To Give Awav Free Turkevs
discussions on women's
health, fair and balanced political analysis, protecting
consumers, and local community issues."
The focus of this week's
show will be the beauty of
charity. One the show, those
who have recently given back
to the community will be featured.
"Knowing that action
speaks louder than words, we
will show the true beauty of
charity by giving away a free
turkey every 15 minutes on
the show," said El-Amin.
"This particular week was
chosen for the giveaway, because this is the week Muslims around the world
celebrate their religious holi-

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

This Saturday, November
20th, the radio show, "Honest Opinion, Keeping It Real,
and Making It Happen, " will
give away free turkeys.
For nearly a year, the radio
show, hosted by Hakim
"The Dream" Aquil and
co-hosted by Jarvis ElAmin, has given their listeners more than just quality
broadcasting.
"Our show focuses on topics that educate, inform, enlighten,
and
positively
motivate
people,"
said
Aquil.
"Some of our previous
shows have included serious

day, Eid-Al-Adha. For Muslims, this holiday commemorates the end of the Hajj, the
annual Muslim pilgrimage to
Mecca, which is one of the
. greatest religious observances in Islam."
On Eid-Al-Adha, Muslims

also remember and commemOt·ate the trials and triumphs of the Prophet
Abraham by providing food
to those in need.
"Since we are also nearing
Thanksgiving, the show
wanted to give away turkeys

to help those in the community happily celebrate their
holiday as well," said Aquil.
Honest Opinion, Keeping
It Real, and Making It Happen airs Saturday mornings
from 9 a. m. to 10 a. m. on
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How good and how pleasant·it is for
brethren to dwell together in unity.
••• Psalm 133&1

Saturday, November 20th 2010
~1-....-.
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@ Taproot Community Cultural Center

m

1483 Tampa Park Plaza • Nebraska Ave.- Tampa, FL 33605
For More Information Please Call: (813) 423-1822
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10:00 am-1:00pm
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Sunday, November 21, 2.0 I0 o 4 P. M.
Faith Church Of God In Christ
561 0 Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd.

REGISTER TODAY!!
FREE MEDICAL SCREENINGS (Bp, G1uco1e, mv, lkl-•i'is)
FREE MEDICAL AND
BYMEDICALPR0ftXg0NALS

(In the rear of Redeemed Church)

PASTOR MARION CRAWFORD
Senior Pastor
PASTOR P.OOSEVELT CRAWFORD

Male Speaker

PASTOR WIWAMS EVANGEUST ETHEL R. PETERSON
(Faith Church d God In Christ)

Slnsei-s: BRO. ED HENRY * GORDONAIRES
Everyone Is Welcome. Refreshments After The Service.

SPONSORED BY FRUIT OF GLORY MINISTRIES AND CENTER FOR MANIFESTATION CHURCH
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Seven Women Compete For Top
Honors In Annual Fashion Show

Tampa Native, FAMU
Senior In Weekend
Theater Performance

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Young women from other
cities throughout the country
will meet at a Tampa hotel
this weekend. They v.rill be
contenders for top honors in
the Second Annual "Miss
Big, Bold & Beautiful
Presentation And Fashion Show. "
The event v.rill take place
on Saturday, November 20,
at the Embassy Suites Hotel,
3705 N. Spectrum Blvd. The
event v.rill begin at 5 p.m.
Ms. Sherrie K. Collins,
founder of Pageants by Sherrie K, v.rill serve as the host.
Ms. Sherrie Collins,
said, "We are encouraging
full figured women to participate in this exciti ng event.
~ We believe that divas come
c in all sizes ahd every woman
a: wants to look her best. Men
LL.
are also invited to participate
c in
z this exciting event. "
<t:
The women competing
the " 2010 Miss Big,
for
~
c Bold & Beautiful" title, a
en $250, and other prizes and
w
::::» incentives. Ms. Carolyn
.... Plummer-Riley, a Tampa
>
a:
native, will serve as the MisC
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MS. BRITIANY
COLLINS

MS. LATREISE.
COLLINS

MS.MEIOSHA
REED

MS. CAROLYN
PLUMMER-RILEY
Mistress of Ceremonies and
Fashion Commentator

tress of Ceremonies and
Fashion Commentator.
The women vying for the
title are: Ms. Ruth Rozier,
Ms. Shevon Avery, Ms.
Courtney Betney, and Ms.
Meiosha Reed, v.rill all represent Tampa. Models from
other cities are Ms. Courtney Clayton, of Chicago,
IL; Ms. Brittany Collins,

of Avon Park, FL; and Ms.
Latreise Collins, of Atlanta. Georgia.
"The models are required
to demonstrate their potential in two fashion categories.
This competition is designed
to place models on the path
to success, but more importantly, to build self confidence," Ms. Collins said .

Jasmene Robinson as Amethyst in Since '76.

J asmene Britt' ny Robinson, a graduating senior in Theatre Performance at Florida A&M University, performed the role
of Amethyst in the production of Since '76 by Dr. Shirlene
Holmes.
FAMU's Essential Theatre presented the production November 12-14, 2010 at Charles Winter Wood Theatre in Tucker Hall.
Marci J. Stringer directed the production.
Jasmene's performance in Since '76 was partial fulfillment
of her senior project.
The daughter of Beverly Robinson and Rev. Sylvester
Robinson, J asmene performed the role of Sand in an excerpt
of Since '76 in Spring 'o9 and the role of McCrae in A Trip To
Vaudeville.
No stranger to working behind the scenes, Jasmene has
participated in the FAMU Connection 25th Edition (Spotlight
Operator), worked as Assistant Stage Manager f9r Crowns
(2010) and Classic NEC. She currently performs with the FAMU
Connection 26th Edition.
She has worked in various other capacities for Beyond Therapy, Crumbs from the Table of Joy and Dea rly Departed.
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* * * Special SURPRISE Celebrity Guest* * *
I

CapdeVIla's at ~ Teresita Restaurant
3246 West Columbus Drive *Tampa, FL 33607
/

Saturday, December 11, 2010 * 6:00 ,..,...........
*Semi-Formal Attire
Tickets are available NOW!
$25.00 per perso~
$15.00 per person:
Ages 10 and under

For Ticket;., Please Contact:
Deac~ness E~nestine Trice
813.671.2909
I 813.625.8711
'
•..
.
Deaconess Jackie Brown
813.245.8655
'·
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2nd Annual Pour Out Your Talent

The tim e h as come once
agai n to find out just who is
the Best in the Bay as Tre-Stylz
Entertainment prese nt s its
2nd An nu a l Pour Out Your
Talent Showcase at 8:oo pm
Sunday, November 21 at the
Ritz Y'bor.
Featuring the finest display
of s in ge rs, r appers, po e ts ,
dancers and co med ians, area
talent will go head-to-head to
co mp et e for cas h pri zes, a
pla ce m ent on Coast 2 Coast
MiJ...1:apes, and a four-hour studio block (which includes mix

and mastering ofone single).
Winners in minor categories
will also receive a cash prize.
Guest judges include multiplatinum producer Ensayne
Wayne, fa m e d produ ce r
Luney Tune z, Reg io n a l
Promotional rep fo r Wamer
Brothers, Francesca More
and President of Hittmen DJs/
VP of Zone 4 Inc., Kaspa.
The show wi ll be hosted by
th e e nt erta in e r, Sweet CC
and Demetrius, AKA Drunk
D (formerly of 94.1). ·
Sealing the night off with one

of the liveliest after parties of
the yea r will be a live performance by Interscope Records
R&B hea rtthrob, Misho n performing his hit single "Turn It
Up" featuring Roscoe Dash.
"We've built a solid reputation on helping .to create new
co ncepts and inn ova tive pro-

du ctio n s," says Tre-Stylz
Entertainment founder, Tracy
Carter, affectionately known
as Ms. Tre.
From 5:30 pm -7:30 pm will
b e the Super Producer
Listening Party. Duriri g th e
Listening Party, r eg iste red
artists will have the opportuni-

ty to meet, share and learn
from renowned producers.
It all kicks off at 8 pm. Doors
open at 7 p. m.
To register, for VIP tickets or
more information, call 813495-9762 or visit www.TreStylzEntertainment.
com.
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College Hill COGIC
(6414 North 30th Street, Tampa, FL 3361 0 I 813-239-3161)
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,_ ~ College Hill Teenage Choir, Children's Choir & Choir #1
&
-_~_...~ege Hill Mass Choir
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, November 21, 201 0

JJ

8 A.M. & 11 A.M. Worship

~

Theme:
Choir Securely Standing On
The Rock; Singing, Shouting
And Praising The Lord.

CJ)
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With Special Guests:
A.K.A. (8-nointed Kadeem & Anthony)
& Sis. Mary Grace (an accomplished pianist born
with a disability that should have made playing the piano
almost impossible. You have to ee it to believe it!)

r-

Minister of Music

c:

Elder Charles Davis
Pastor

*We do ask that you bring an unwrapped toy for children in need for the holiday season

MARY E. MAY
Founder/President

Theme: All About Prayer

Prayer Breakfast & Conference

Friday &saturday, December 10 &11, 201 0
Conference Colors: Red, Gold, Green - Praise * Worship • Testimony
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Sis. Karin Thompson
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Tampa Artist To
Perform In Big Show

In The Spotlight

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
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No matter what yo u may
have h ea rd or seen , Khia
ass ures everyo ne that she's
been working h ard, touring,
and h aving a ball.
Khia (born Khia Chambers) is just about finished
with h er 6 1" album, and has
just returned from a tour in
Greece.
"I really feel great at this
point of my career. I have a
live band a nd I'm much
more involved in the finished product ~han in the
past. I'm also doing more
singing, and not as much
rapping.
"My desire has always to
be a singer. I'm not really a
rapper:"
"I really don't get a lot
from today's artists. I do understand that longevity is
important in t his industry,
and when you look at the
success of the older artists,
you'll see they're still in hot
demand while the others

have faded away.
Khia said the industry
today isn 't as tough for
women as it was in the past.
"Technology and your own
motivation can make you
successful. As an independent artist coming out of
Tampa, I think I've had fun
and enjoyed a lot of success. "
Khia's new album, "Been
A Bad Girl," features material she wrote, and repre-
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Wash, Condition & Wrap $20
Blow Out
$20
Relaxer
$40

Wash & Roller Set $15
Color Retouch
$20

·sents what sh e calls the real
Khia a nd the kind of music
she's always intended to
perform.
"If th ere's one constant in
this industry, it's that some
women still feel the need to
present themselves sexually
to be successful along with
their talent. I think I'm
beautiful the way I am.
"I don 't respect the women
that turn th emselves into
so m ething th ey' re not just
to attract a n audience. I
think they pressure th emselves into taking that route
beca u e th ey just are n 't pati e nt e nough to put in the
tim e and enetgy and do it
th e right way. "
Khia said she'll be performing for her hometown
with live show on Channelside at the Im a.x a nd at the
lmprov in Orlando.
"I want everyo ne to come
out and support th e music. I
just want to perform all over
the world with my band and ·
continue to associate with
the real pioneers of the industry. I want to continue
evolving. "
Khia said she has to give
a lot of credit to Too Smooth
and his promotion team.
"Too Smooth is one of the
original promoter , and has
done a lot to help me and
my career over the years. "
On Sunday, December 5111 ,
Too Smooth Entertainment
will be bringing you "Wei. come Back Khia , Live In
Concert" at Studio Inc.,
3603 West Water Avenue.
Also featured will b Jack·boy from St. Petersburg
a nd Ganksta from Tampa.
For more information
about this show and upcoming events, visit the web ite
at ~UL~~~~&a~~

or call (813) 244-7474

KAYSHAREE
As Thanksgiving approaches, we prepare for that
big feast. But for today, feast your eyes on our Spotlight feature, Kay Sharee. This 24-year-old Gemini
said her favorite stars are TI, Lance Gross, Denzel
Washington, and Young Jeezy. Her hobbies are
spending time with her family and friends, modeling,
hanging out, going to the movies and kicking back
and relaxing. In the future, Kay Sharee said she's
looking forward to graduating from medical school
and eventually owning a clothing store. Her philosophy oflife is: "Live life to the fullest. Always put God
first in anything that you do in life. Life is always a
learning tool. " The man in Kay Sharee's life must be
honest, outgoing, friendly , in love with life, love's
God, and love's to have fun. Congratulations to Kay
Sharee as this week's Spotlight feature.
If you re interested in being in the Beauty Unlimited
or Spotlight, please send your information and photo,
including
a
contact
number
to:
.ijohnson@tlsentinel.com.

arbershop·:
3431 22nd

Tampa,FL~ (

Exciting Opportunity For New Cosmetology
Gaduate Students If You Have Recently
Graduated From A Cosmetology School And
Ara Ucensed And Looking For An Exciting
Opportunity? Advance To The Next Level!
Friendly Atmosphere, Great Location,
Accepting Walk- Ins, Reasonable Booth Rental
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SEASON'S BEST FROM~

@

INCLUDES CADILLAC
2
PREMIUM CARE MAINTENANCE
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$1 949
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4 years or 50, 000 miles', including:
• Oil changes • Tire rotatiQJ1S • Multi-point vehicle inspection
• Engine and passenger compartment air filter replacement

Tax, title, license, and dealer fees extra. Mileage charge of :25/mlle over 32, 500 miles.

VISIT YOUR CADILLAC DEALER OR CADILLAC.COM TODAY.
•Eumple bned on surveJ. Eachdealersels its own price. You r parmnnh may vary. Payments aro for a 20 11 Cadlll .>c CTS Sporl Seda" with an MSRP of $ 37, 2QO; 3Q mo,th lypayn>ents total $ 1!,6 11. Op\1 01\ to pun:l>.m at leaso l!lld for an an>ount lo be det<>rmlned
at le-ase siQ nlng ..A IIy must approve lease. Takt' delivery by 1/ 3/1 1. Lconce Pli.Yl for ex er-n wc.u. Paymenls m ~ y be lyhcr In surnc s.t <'tr:s Not <'vnll ablt' with somco ot ~rof-f('~. ResldenC")I t1! tr lctlons apply. ' VIsit www.tadill.it.ttmlpremium..urt for df:tdll s . ~ \Vhichevtt comes
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The Splendor Of A
Florida Classic Weekend
The Florida Classic, an
annual football battle
between Florida A&M and
Bethune Cookman, takes
place this weekend. This
event brings grads and
friends of both schools from
all over the country. The
event is like a big family
reunion right up until game
time. Then the rivalry begins.
The game 'pits husbands
against wives, · siblings

~
a:
LL

against each other, neighbors
against each other and
friends against each other.
Once the game is over, the
celebration resumes and the
bragging begins for the win::ners. The event is a fashion
show. People are there
dressed in all the latest fashions and strutting proudly
for all to see.
The Orlando, Florida event
features two of the finest

"It's That Time AGAIN!"
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*FLORIDA CLASSIC XXXI*

university bands in the universe in FAMU's 'Marching
100' known internationally
and the Wildcat Marching
Band of Cookman. These two
bands engage in the battle of
the bands and they put on
quite a show.
It is worth the price of
admission just to see tqese
two great bands perform.
I have been told that in
recent years, attendance at
the Florida Classic has been
falling off. I heard that people still come to- Orlando,
they just don't come to the
game. People might be less
inclined to come because the
game is believed to be a
. blowout in the making.
The Cookman Wildcats are
a perfect 10-0 on the season
and 7-0 in the conference.
For the most part, the
Wildcats have been blowing
their opponents out. The
FAMU Rattlers are 7-3 on
the season and 6-1 in the
co nfe renc e. The Rattlers
hav e won most of their
games by small margins .
From all indications , this
game appears to be a sure
Cookman win.

November 2Qttl Weekend - Orlando, FL
All-Inclusive Hotel, Ticket, &/or Party Packages
"Come Enjoy The ULTIMATE 'Grown Folks Get-Away'/"

Don't Miss ANY Of The Fun This Year ... "Come & Join US!"
For Tickets, Hotel Information, and to Order Online:

813-988-9264 or VenomNatlon@aol.com
Website: www.venomnation.com/gofamu.html

Bucs Take 6-3
Record On The Road
Against The 49ers
There is no Joe Montana
_or Steve Young under center
for the San Francisco 49ers
anymore.
This Sunday at 4:05 p. m.,
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
will be looking at Alex Smith
or Troy Smith when they
come to town to -face the 2-6
49ers.
With his job on the line,
49ers head coach, Mike
Singletary, hopes his team
can compete with the Bucs,
and you can bet he will serve
up a double dose of his ground
game, featuring Frank Gore.
The Bucs are coming off a
spectacular win against the
Carolina Panthers, and quarterback Josh Freeman is no
longer a best kept secret to
opposing defenses.
The Bucs also appear to have
gotten their running game
together with both Carnell
"Cadillac" Williams and
LeGarrett Blount turning in
top performances last week.
In the weak NFC Less (or
West) , the St. Loui~ Rams
share the division lead with
the Seattle Seahawks with 4-4
records.
Look for a big game from
Buccanee r wide receivers
Arrelious Benn and Mike
Williams, and for rookie
defensive lineman Gerald
McCoy to continue to
improve.
He a d Coach Raheem
Morris has gone on record as
saying his team is the best in
the NFC, and hasn't backed off
t hat claim in spite of a loss to
the NFC South Division leading Atlanta Falcons two weeks
ago.

Middleton's New
Basketball Coach
Readv To Get Staned
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
G. S. Middleton High
School's new head basketball
coach, Darius Ford, said
he's ready to get started.
Ford came to Middleton
from Orlando Jones,
where he coached and
taught. At Middleton, he's
now in the process of conducting tryouts.
"I have some great 3-sport
athletes and I'm splitting the
junior varsity and varsity
players to see what I've got
to work with."
7When it comes to my athletes , their grades are the
most important thing to me.
I monitor that along with
their behavior. I also support m y athletes in their
other sports. I also do my
weekly summaries to determine their eligibility."
Ford has been coaching
for 11 years. He is a 1988
graduate of Hillsborough
High School where he played
football, basketball, and ran
track.
"I attended Garden City
Community College in
Kansas, then played football
at Florida State University. I
graduated from Evangel
University in Missouri with
a degree in History. ~
Ford said he got a chance
to coach in junior college
with a little league baseball
team.
· "I played baseball with the
Belmont Heights Little
League, and played with
Gary Sheffield, Derek
Bell, Maurice Crum,

COACH DARIUS FORD

Carl Everett and others.
I've managed to stay in contact with most of them over
the years.
"I originally wanted to play
college basketball, but ended
up .playing football. My basketball coaching experience started when
I was in junior college 'at the
Boys and Girls Club."
Ford said he wanted to
coach either football, ba$ketball, baseball or track.
"I think I have more of a
basketball body, and thought that was better suited forme."
"As far as this year's
Middleton team, we want to
be above .soo and make the
district playoffs. Those are
our goals. We also want an
overall 2.5 GPA or better."
Ford said he stressed to
the students that education
will always come first.
"I have a great rapport
with the parents of my players, and they understand
how important an education
is."
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Browns To Sign
Ex-Buc Clifton Smith

CLIFI'ON SMITH

CLEVELAND, OH - Th e
Cl eve l a nd Browns hav e

agreed to contract terms with
form er Pro Bowl kick re turner Clifton Smith.
Smith was released ea rli er
this seaso n by Miami, an d
>vorked o ut fo r th e Browns
on Tuesday, said the person
who spoke.
Th e Browns n ee d a ki ck
r eturne r a ft e r Pro Bowler
Joshua Cribbs dislocated
to es in Sunday's loss to the
New York Jets. Cribbs could
b e out for sometime, leavi ng
ro okie Joe Haden as
Cleveland's primary returner.

Redskins Have Out Clause
'LANDOVE R,
MD- Nothing
is s tr aig ht for ward
a b o ut
Donovan
McNabb these
da ys . It turns
out th e $ 40 DONOVAN
million he is MCNABB
supposed to be guaranteed in
his new contract could turn
out to be a mere $3.5 million.
McNabb's agent, Fletcher
Smith, clarified some of the
details of McNabb's deal

Tu es day. He says whi le th e
con tract is worded so that it
has "$ 40 milli on in gua rantees," the Redskins do h ave
a n option to cut McNabb at
the end of the seaso n 'v\ith no
furth er money due.
McNabb receives a $3.5
million bonus this yea r as
part of th e new agreement,
but the rest of the five- year,
$78 million package would
come to naught if the tea m
decides to cut ties.

SeahawksDE
Raheem Brock
Arrested In DUI .

RAHEEM BROCK

SEATTLE
- Seattle
Seahawks d efe n s iv e e nd
Raheem Brock was arrested
for in ves ti gat ion of driving
under the influence just hours
before th e Seahawks traveled
to . Ari zo n a to face the
Cardinals.
Washington State Patrol
Trooper Julie Startup confirms Brock was arr es ted
ea rl y Sat urd ay morning in
Seattle.
Brock played in Seattle's 3618 win over Arizona. Seahawks
coac h P ete Carroll said
Mo nday he didn 't know about
Brock ' s a rr es t until after
Sunday's game. Carroll says
h e spo k e with Brock on
Monday morning and the team
will deal with it once all th e
info r mation
ha s
been
obtained.
Brock has 13 tackles and
three sacks for' Seattle this season.

Eva Longoria Files For
Divorce From Tonv Parker
LOS ANGELES - Eva
Longoria filed court papers
Wednesday to divorce basketball star Tony Parker, citing
irreconcilable differences.
Longoria, a star of TV 's
"Desperate Housewives, " and
Parker, an NBA AJI-Star with
the San Antonio Spurs, were
marri ed July 7, 2007. They
have no children together.
According to a press release
fro m the TV s how "Extra ,"
Longoria told show host and
longti m e fri e nd Mario
Lopez th a t s h e found hundreds of text messages from
a noth er woman on Parker's
phone, who turned out to be
Erin Barry th e soon-to-be
ex -wife of Brent Barry, an
ex-teammates of Parker.
Longoria also told Lopez
that he r now estranged husba nd cheated on her earlier in
the marriage with yet another
woman, with whom he kept in
touch via Facebook, according
to the release.
"She is d evasta ted , she
wa nts us all to know that ,"
Lopez said. " But she's
strong. "
In the court filing , Longoria requested that her name
be
restored
to
Eva
Jacqueline Longoria. She
h a d taken Parker's name
when they married.

TONYPARKER,EVALONGO~

ERIN BARRY And BRENT BARRY

Th e filing also stated the
couple had a prenuptial agreement but no details were provided.
Longoria asked the court
to require each side pay its
own attorney fees. She also
wants to receive spousal sup. port from Parker but not pay
any to him.
Longoria's spokeswoman,
Liza Anderson, said the
actress had no comment.
Parker wasn 't immediately
available for comment.
Longoria, 35, did not indicate in the court filings when
the couple broke up.
Parker, 28, signed a multiyear extension with the Spurs
two weeks ago. At the time,
the point guard from France
insisted he and Longoria
wanted' to remain in San
Antonio.

Oden Out For Rest 01 Season
PORTLAND, OR -- Trail
Blazers center Greg Oden ,
the former No. 1 draft pick
whose short career has been
marred by injuries, will haye
microfracture surgery ·on his
left knee and will not play this
season.
Oden hasn't played since
last December because he
needed surg.ery to repair a
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frac tur e d left
pat e ll a.
The
Blaze rs say thi s
operation ,
announced
Wednesday
night and sched- L.._..:.:__ ___....~
uled for Friday
in Vail, Colo.,
will repair damaged cartilage and is unrelated to the patella inj ury.
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WEsLEY SNIPES

OCALA, FL - Federal
attorneys have asked a central Florida judge to revoke
Wesley Snipes' bond if the
actor is not granted a new
trial for tax evasion.

Snipes did '·not attend the
hearing Monday in i :fede'ra-1' 1 ' _ _._
court in Ocala. His attorneys
say h e deserves a new trial
because of jury bias in his
2008 conviction. They say
NEW YORK - The initial
two jurors are now accusing
U.S
. shipment of Michael
other jurors of deciding the
Jackson's
"Michael, " due
case without hearing eviDecember
14
on
Epic Records,
dence. They also say prosecuis
900 ,000, according to retail
tors hid damaging informasources.
tion about a key witness.
Record label Sony is projectFederal prosecutors on
ing first-week CD sales of
Monday said questioning
340,000 and digital album
those jurors about their
sales of 6o,ooo.
deliberations would violate
That projection is similar to
juror rules and intimidate
debut-week
sales
of
future juries.
Jackson's album "This Is It,"
The star of the "Blade" trilthough that album had the
marketing strength of a major
ogy faces a three-year prison
motion picture behind it.
sentence. Snipes has been
"This Is It " so ld 373 , 000
free on bond while appealing.
units in -its first week and has
sold 1.6 million units since its
r elease in October 2009,
according
to
Nielsen
SoundScan.
Second week projections for
"Michael," are set at 280,000
units, while digital sales are
expected to slip from its debut
week percentage of 15% to 8%. ·

Plavuirl savs Thev
Turned Down Kanve
West Nude Photos

Playgirl, the famed women's adult magazine, is
making headlines for speaking on Kanye West's
leaked nude photos.
A rep for the publication
has revealed that the magazine turned down the opportunity to publish nude photos of Kanye West before
they hit the net in late
October.
According to Playgirl, they
were offered the now infamous pictures of Kanye
West exposing himself in
his boxer shorts, but decided
against it.
A spokesman for the mag
tells E Online,
·
"It would have cost us
$100, 000 , and we said no.
We should have said yes."

KANYEWEST

As previously reported
Kanye spoke on the nude
photos circulating the web
and said he was disappointed that he got "cut off."

Rappers In Jailil
It's All Our Fault
Simmons savs
Lil Wayne was just
. released from his stay at
Riker's Island. T.I. is on his
way back to jail for violating
his probation. Wiz Khalifa
might be on his way to the
slammer too . And it 's all
your fault , says Russell
Simmons.
"Simmons, co-founder of
Def Jam Records , says it's
his fault and society's fault
that our favorite rappers are
making poor decisions.
In a recent interview with
an Atlanta's radio station,
Simmons said that the glorification of crime in hip-hop
has made bad behavior
"more acceptable."
He bases his claims on the
idea that society consists of
consumers who have control
over the market, an d that
the albums we buy speak to
not only what we want to
hear, but also what we
expect and accept in our
community. If consumers
stopped purchasing hip-hop
filled with lyrics about
domestic abuse and gun violence, a shift would occur.
"We got these images out of
the streets," Russell said to
V-103. "The violence, the
things they talk about are
topics we chose."
Not all the rappers are bad

RUSSELL SIMMONS

people, Simmons said.
They have the ability to inact
positive decisions in members of our community as
well. Rapper T .I. , who
recently receiv_e d an 11. month prison sentence for
drug possession, recently
talked down a man from
ju~ping off a building in
Atlanta.
"T.I is very insightful. He's
a good person," Simmons
said. "These guys are learning their lesson in front of '
the world. And it's a good
thing they' re growing up
before us. Otherwise, th
might not have grown up at
all."
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Killer Mike Refutes Nov 2 1 'ow ~vne Jalks
-d \ BetomlngAn
I
K
I
lnvo vement n 1 nappJnQ,
orthodox Jew
_ '
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Assault Allegations., __ -~v

KILLER MIKE

Atlanta rapper Mike
Bigga (formerly known as
Killer Mike) is speaking out
to clear his name in a recent
lawsuit filed against T .I. and
a number of his associates in
the alleged beating of a studio engineer.
Bigga recently told the
Atlanta Journal Constitu-

~ 7ne

..

lion,
"These allegations are 100
percent false ... While I don't
want these false all~gations
to tarnish my legacy as a rapper, I'm far more concerned
with the impact this will have
on the youth I frequently
· mentor and counsel."
Norris Gresham, an
Atlanta sound engineer has
filed a lawsuit against T.I.
claiming that he was beaten
by the rapper's associates
when they accused him of
stealing a chain.
Gresham, an employee of
T .I.'s Echo Studios in
Atlanta , says he was held
captive and assaulted for
over 12 hours on September
8, when Mike Bigga could
not find his gold diamondencrusted chain and medallion.
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SHYNE

Moses Michael Levi for·merly known as Shyne, is
giving the world access to his
new found beliefs as an
Orthodox Jew.
The rapper who spent nine
years in jail after a nightclub
shooting with Diddy and his
then girlfriend J.Lo, sa t
down with th e New York
Times to discuss his new
lifestyle.
Since his release in October
of 2009 , the rapper was
deported to Belize where his
father serves as the prime
minster.
Following that, he moved to
Jerusalem where he says he
has sessions of "Talmud "
st ud y with strict rabbi s in
between working on a musical comeback.

Jav-z Gives
Fans
E -

Ultimate xper1ence
With New Website
Jay-Z is out to set yet
another trend, no not in music
or in publishing but online.
In anticipation of the release
of his upcoming anthology,
The Hits Collection, Jay has
decided to incorporate a state
of the art website that introduces a truly interactive fan
experience.
The site gives fans a way to ·

not only learn r--------,1
the history
and career of
Jay-Z, but
also gives an
exclusive look
at behind the
~--~
scenes phoJAY-Z ·
tos, videos and
a discography released during
the period selected.

Diddv Upset With Jav
Electronica For Signing
To Roc Nation
Diddy is reportedly upset
that
his
friend
Jay
Electronica signed with
Jay-Z at Roc Nation.
While a number of people
were ecstatic that Jay
Electronica made a pivotal
move in his career and signed
to Jay-Z's Roc Nation record
label last Friday, Diddy was
reportedly upset and aired out
his grievances with the rapper
over Twitter.
The Bad Boy Records head
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DIDDYvs.
JAY ELECTRONICA

took to his Twitter page to
speak on the b'e trayal he felt
from a "good friend" coincidentally soon after news of
Jay's signing took place.
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THE ANNUAL ANNIVERSARY
BIRTHDAY BASH!
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ARSHA AMBROSIUS
HOPE SHE CHEATS ON YOU
(WITH A BASKETBALL PLAYER)

WEDNESDAY,
<¥?~.!n~ ·
NOVEMBER 24TH. 2010
CHANNELSIDE
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~ ... -

For tickets visit: www.channelsideimax.com•813 389-0441•813 787-0398•1MAX Theatre•615 Channelside Dr.

WWW.HABARICLOTHING.COM
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Unstoppable- Inspired by a true story, Denzel Washington stars in this action thriller. Made $22M. (Budget
$1ooM). [**·*112]
Skyline - This low budget alien movie was surprisingly
good. Very violent. Not for kids. Made $12M. (Budget
$10M). [*"·*112]
Colored Girls - Tyler Perry directs Ntozake Shange's
Award winning play about life, love and survival. J anet
Jackson and Whoopi Goldberg star in this drama. Must-see
for women. Made $30M (Budget $21M). ["****]
Megamind - A super-villain (voiced by Will Ferrell)
wants to become a hero and be accepted by a female reporter. Kids will love this Dreamwork animation . Still No. 1
at box office. $88M. (Budget $130M). ["***112]
Due Date- Robert Downey, Jr. stars in this cross-count ry trip to make it in time for his baby's birth. The movie
struggles for laughs. Made $s8M. (Budget $6sM) (** 112]
Saw 3-D - Hopefully this is the fin al chapter of different
ways to mutilate somebody. If you like bloody movies, this
one is for you. Made $43M. (Budget $2oM). [** 112]
Paranormal Activity 2 - This supernatural tale has
more scary scenes than the first. Very good horror movie
without the blood. Definitely not for kids. Made $81M.
(Budget $3M). [****]
Red - Morgan Freeman and Bruce Willis star in this action/comedy about retired CIA agents on the run from a hit
squad. Worth seeing! Made $79M. (Budget $58M). [*** 112]
Jackass 3D- If you liked the first or second mov1e, this
one is more grossed out. This movie is so ... oo crazy, you
can't help but laugh. Made $114M. (Budget $2oM) [***]
Secretariat - A true story about the greatest race horse
of all-time. Made $54M. (Budget $35M) [***]
The Social Network - This movie is based on the life
of young billionaire Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook.
Must See! Made $87M. (Budget $soM) [****]
Let Me In - A little boy becomes close with the strange
girl next door. Very good horror movie. Made $11M. (Budget
$2oM). [*** 112]
Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps - Michael Douglas,
Shia LaBeouf and Josh Brolin star in this movie about Wall
Street. A must-see to learn how the people who invested in
stocks were ripped off. Made $51M. (Budget. $70M) [***] ·
Legend Of The Guardians: The Owls Of Ga'Hoole
- Wow! Great movie for kids and adults. Should get an
Oscar for top animation. Made $52M. (Budget $8oM) [****]

RATINGS
**** - Very Good I *** - Good I ** -Average I * • Wait For Video

ALL MY CHILDREN- A tragic .a_ccidentoccurs; Colby sees Asher with no shirt on and tries
to hide the effect it has on her; Kendall "invites Annie and JR to the big Thanksgiving dinner she
is planning. Amanda asks Griffin to lunch to get the story about Carolyn; Bianca introduces Griffin to Kendall; Erica becomes territorial when Jackson tells her how supportive Krystal has been.
BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL - Hope invites Liam to be her date for a party; Amber formulates a plan to help Oliver win Hope back; Ridge and Brooke join Dayzee and Eric at the hospital in support of Stephanie. Amber wants Oliver to crash Hope's party, but he's reluctant; Rick
tries to keep Thomas from stealing the spotlight from Hope; Hope confides in Madisqn that she
wants to take her relationship with Liam to the next level.
.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- Bo advises Rafe to marry Sami immediately in order to protect her;
EJ confronts Sami about shooting him; Mel.anie and Nathan get very sick and are put in quarantine; Philip realizes he's ready to be a father; Carly and Daniel grow concerned about Melanie.
Sami is forced into agreement with EJ; Brady's guilt causes him to dream about his mother, Is~
a bella; Chad goes to see Stefano; Rafe confronts Nicole about giving EJ the video of Sami's confession; Vivian calls Maggie and taunts her.
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Jason warns Carly to back off of Brenda; Robin vows to fight
against Lisa; Ethan and Maya may accept Edward's challenge. Luke becomes suspicious when
he overhears Carly giving Lulu advice; Lisa uses a hypodermic needle to inject drugs into Robin's
IV; Johnny may help protect Lisa.
ONE LIFE TO LIFE- Brody threatens to get Marty fired; John delivers a mysterious box to
Blair; Kelly encounters Kevin in London. Rex and Gigi may finally make love again; the DNA results are in on the fathers of Natalie and Jessica's babies; Blair puts the moves on Ford.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Sharon slips back into old habits; Tucker is suspicious of
Blake. Diane manipulates a Thanksgiving invitation from Jack; Sharon decides to leave town.

Today's Birthday-- Contemplate masters who inspire you, philosophically, artistically and
spiritually. Apply what you gain through this meditation to your personal life. Change can be
good, especially when the impulse comes from your own heart and mind.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)- You perceive the ebb and flow of energy between work and
home. Maintain an open mind, as you resolve issues behind the scenes. Agreement flows.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)- For the first time in a while, you perceive the love others
send your way. You want to reciprocate. Give gifts that you'd like to receive.
.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - At first, you're nervous. Upon closer inspection you.find
that all the elements are coming into balance, if you just allow them to. Be patient.
Aquarius (Jan ..2o-Feb. 18)- Let go of imagined slights. Instead, ask for more information
to confirm doubts. Maybe you were missing something. Open dialogue resolves most difficulties:
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)- Old habits die hard sometimes. You know you need to make
some changes, but secretly resist it. Gain leverage by paying attention to your reluctance.
Aries (March 21-Apri119) -You get all sorts of ideas today about how things can be accomplished. Getting others on the same page may be ~ore challenging. Patience is youffriend.
Taurus (April2o-May 20)- Envision ancient archeological sites. Rituals and ceremonies
can influence• people, b1inging subtle feelings to the surface. Sharing your dreams reduces tension.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)- Others benefit from obvious demonstrations of your love. No
idea is too corn . Let your imagination run wild. Expect interesting responses.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - You d like to be off on an independent adventure, but feel tied
to family or hou hold re ponsibilities. Take care of necessities first, and then go play.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -An older individual believes they have the only right idea. You
know that s not true, but you get more done if you go along with it while making subtle changes.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Undercurrents at work coUld create a darker mood. Shake it
loose by suggesting music and movement. Stand for what you're committed to and be flexible on
the rest.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - To make the most of interpersonal connections, pay attention
to subtle clues in body lan~age. That wa~, you tune in to the unspoken. Give hil.gs freely.

MR. DALE
M.HAYWOOD
Homegoing services for
Mr. Dale M. Haywood oft717
N . Oregon Ave., who passed
away on Wednesday, November 10, 2010, will be held on
Saturday, November 20,
2010 , at 2 p. m. at New St.
Matthew Missionary Baptist
Church, 1006 South 50th
Street, Pastor Alec F . Hall
with Elder Harry M . Cloud,
eulogist. Interment will be in
Orange Hill Cemetery.
Dale was born July 13,
1969, in Tampa, to Benzie
and Wllma Haywood.
Dale enjoyed cooking, basketball, baseball and football.
He was preceded in death
by: his brother, Derrick Haywood; sister, Cherra Haywood; and aunt, Nancy
Slater.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: wife, Erica Haywood; children, Brandon M.
Haywood,
Brandi
M.
Figueroa,
Bradley
M.
Figueroa,
Brianna
M.
Figueroa, Maurice Haywood,
Jada Scranton and Wyndale
Scranton; grandchild, Samiayah Marie Grigsby; pare nts,
Benzie and Wllma Haywood;
brothers, Randolph (Bobby)
Hopkins; sisters, Debra S.
Rolax, Chander Haywood
(George) and Veronica Faison (Theodore); great, great
aunt, Nora Williams; great
aunt, Katherine Gainous;
aunts, Idell Mills (Namon) ,
Linda McCardy, Willie Mae
Williams and Marjorie Godfrey; uncles, Elder Harry
Cloud, Sr. (Sharlean), Jerry
Cloud, Kenneth Haywood
and Benjamin Haywood
(Ella); nieces, Cherra, Erica,
Morgan, Vernice, Ashley,
Yasmin, Kiarra, Chiara,
A.Ipanda
and
Amari;
nephews, Andre, Jr., Jaylen,
Deondre
and
Sadarian;
cousins, Joseph "Joe" McCardy, Edward Holmes,
Kejth Gainous, Kyle E. Gainous and Alphonso Holmes;
family and friends, Frances
Figueroa, Barnes, West,
Caldwell, Gainous and Slater
families; and a host of other
sorrowing relatives and
friends.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home Friday, November 19 , 2010,
from 5-8 p . m. The family will
receive friends from 5-6 p.

MRS. ANNIE
RUTHKEEBY

MS. SHIRLEY
ANN SHELLMAN

Homegoing services for
Mrs. Annie Ruth Keeby of
2429 Camden Oak Place, Valrico, FL, will be held on Saturday, November 20, 2010, at 11
a. m. at Aikens Funeral
Home, 2708 E . Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Blvd.,
Tampa, with Rev. Michael
Neely, officiating.
Mrs. Annie Ruth Keeby
transitioned into heavenly
rest on November 12, 2010, at
Brandon Regional Hospital .
Mrs. Keeby was a resident
of Jamaica Long Island, NY,
for approximately 66 years.
She relocated to Tampa after
retirement and lived at River
Pines Retirement Homes.
Mrs. Keeby was born November 23, 1926, in Americus, GA. She was affiliated
with Temple Heights Baptist
Church and enjoyed fishing
and caring for her neighbors.
Mrs. Keeby was preceded
in death by: her mother, Mrs.
Millie Watts; grandfather and
grandmother, Lumb and
Alice Smith; husband, Willie
Keeby; aunts, Mary Lizzie
Mooney and Addie Ball; uncles, Johnny Smith and A. J.
Smith; and cousins, Affie
Smith, Jr., Charlie Smith,
Willie Mae James , Geraldine
Pierce and Willie Green.
She leaves precious memories in the hearts of: daughter,
Rosa
Williams ,
grandchildren,
David
Williams
(Nellie) ,
Rita
Williams and Don Carlos
Williams; great grandchil dren , Deshannon Williams,
Nicole Williams, Tcnisha
Williams, VA-Lenicia Wilson,
David Williams, Jr. , and
Daniel Williams; and a host of
cousins, among who are,
Maudie Marshilll Oike a sister), Jacqueline Mann (Victor) and Victoria Mann;
caregivers,
goddaughter,
Mary Spencer; and many
more sorrowing relatives and
friends.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home on Friday, November 19, 2010, from
5-8 p.m.
Family and f-riends are
asked to meet at the chapel at
10:45 a. m. fm· the service on
Saturday.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

Celebration of life service
for Ms. Shirley Ann Shellman
of Brandon, who passed away
on Saturday, November 13,
2010, will be held on Saturday, November 20, 2010, at 11
a. m. at Brown Memorial
Church of God In Christ, 2313
E. 27th Avenue, Tampa,
Bishop Matthew Williams,
pastor, with Elder Tommy
Jones, officiating.
Ms. Shirley Ann Shellman
was born on January 27,
1965, in Bainbridge, GA, to
Elder Nelson and Aretha
Shellman, Sr.
Ms. Shellman was educated in the Hillsborough
County Schools, where she
graduated from Tampa Bay
Tech High School in 1983 as a
certified nurse's assistant.
She later attended Tampa
College to further her education in Nursing and continue
working in the health field for
15 years later.
Ms. Shirley acknowledged
and accepted Christ at an
early age in life. She joined
Brown Memorial Church of
God In Christ under the leadership of Bishop Matthew
Williams, where she remained a member until she
answered God's call.
She leaves to cherish her
memory: three devoted children, Felicia Morley and special friend (Jeremy), Natasha
Morley and Henry Morley;
· grandson Jeremiah Atkins;
caring and loving parents,
Elder Nelson and Aretha
Shellman, Sr. ofTampa; two
brother , Nelson (Yulonda)
Shellman, Jr., Kissimmee,
FL, and John (Vanessa) Shellman, Tampa; three sisters,
Tere a (Robert) Johnson
Gibsonton,
FL,
Mary
(Clemon) Virgil, Tampa , and
Deidre (Jermaine) Creal,
Tampa; five aunts, Emma
(Thomas) Killingsworth, McDonough, GA, Ada Bell,
Tampa, Emma Lizzie (Horace) Brown, Bainbridge, GA,
Betty (Robert) Christian,
Bainbridge,
GA,
and
LaWanna (the late, James)
Williams , Columbus, GA;
uncle,
Jack
(Shirley)
Williams, Jupiter, FL: and a
host of nieces , nephews and
relatives; godmother, Annette Jeffery; two godchildren , CaDeidra Creal and
Trevor, Jr.; godbrother, Terrance (Cheryl) McGriff; two
special
friends,
Annette
Richurds and Sis. Diane
Wingfield.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home on Friday, November 19, 2010, from
5-8 p. m. The family will receive friends from 6-7 p. m.
Family and friends are
asked to meet at the Church at
10:45 a. m. for the service on
Saturday.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

m.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the church
on Saturday for the service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

Phone lhl At ·

(813)248-~

••••

PASTOR
ALB ERTHA
WILLIAMS
Celebration of life services
for Pastor Albertha Williams,
who passed away on Tuesday,
November 16, 2010, at her
home, will be held on Saturday,
November 20, 2010, at 2 p . m.
at Center for Manifestation,
3102 E. Lake Ave., Pastor Mark
Jones, Sr., with Bishop Dexter
McDonald, officiating. Interment will be in Rest Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
She was educated in Hillsborough County Schools. She
was a licensed practical nurse
and worked in several medical
facilities throughout Hillsborough County.
As a young adult she faithfully and diligently served as a
worker of the First Born
Church of the Living God in
Tampa, pastored by the late
Elder J. P. Hill. There she
served as youth Sunday school
teacher, usher, missionary,
secretary, hospitality committee and district field worker
and evangelist. She exemplified leadership through her
pursuit of a greater understanding of God's word. She attended the Seminary and
Training School in Waycross,
GA, at The Faith Theological
and Training College in Tampa.
After leaving the First Born
Church of the Living God and
serving in other ministries, she
founded the Tabernacle of
Peace Revival Center Church,
Inc. in 1995 and pastored to the
time of her demise.
Her desire was to always
help those in need.
She leaves to mourn: her
husband.
Deacon
Sidney
Williams; son, Melvin Watson ,
Sr. (Rebecca); 2 stepsons
Donell Williams and Vance
Governor (Sandra); grandcluldren, Melvin Jr. (Tamara),
Shanethia
(Betsy-mother),
Kendall, Christovher, Lee,
Sylvia (Tekoe), Sonya, Leah,
Kimberly, Cornell, Sidney,
Deaundrea (Terrance), Ramona, Abel, Javolin and Tessa;
great grandchildren, Melvin,
HI, Melik, James, Micah,
Rolando, Bryana Tekoe, Tiera,
Elijalt, Mia, Marquise and
Kevin; sisters, Fannie Durant
and Mary Graham; brothers,
Charles Freeman, Johnny
Freeman, Ralph Freeman
(Charity) , Cleveland Freeman
(Nancy), Benjamin Freeman
(Melodic) and Livingston
Thurston Jr.; motlter-in-law,
Edith Dean; sisters-in-law, Patricia Faulks (James) , Gloria
Richardson and Ruth Dean·
brotlter-in-Iaw: James Hale;
devoted goddaughter, Sharon
Jefferson
(Troy);
special
daughter, Carolyn G. Seals;
best friend,
Lois Brannon
(Wmie); close friend, Mary
Hall; Th.e Tabernacle of Peace
Revival Center Church Family;
and a host of aunts, uncles,
nieces, nephews, cousins and
fTi ·nds.
The vie\ving will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home on Friday, November 19, 2010 from
5-8 p.m.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the ·church on
Snturda}r for tlte service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

MRS.JANNIE
MAE JOHNSON
Hoinegoing services for
Mrs. Jannie Mae Johnson, who
passed away Friday, November
12,2010, will be held Saturday,
November 20, 2010, at 1 p. m.
at Northside M. B. Church,
5706 N. 40th Street, Rev. Riccardo Robinson, pastor, and
Elder David R. Watkins, Pastor
of Restoration Ministries
Worldwide, officiating. Interment will be at Florida National Cemetery in Bnshnell
FL, where she will be re-united
with her husband, an honorably discharged veteran, who
preceded in her in death in
2006, on Monday, November
22,2010.
r
Mrs. Jannie Mae Johnson 0
was born March 17, 1943, to :tJ
John and Emma Nash in
c
Kosciusko, MS.
Jannie m oved to Florida in l>
1963 and married her soul (/)
mate, John Henry Johnson. To m
this union, they were blessed
with 11 children. She was a :::!
wonderful
wife,
mother,
grandmother,
and
great- m
r
grandmother.
She was preceded in death aJ
by: her soul mate of 44 years, c:
John Henry Johnson; her par- r
r
ents, John and Entma Nash; m
brothers, Rnben Nash, Wllson
Nash, Luke Nash, Lou Willie :::!
Nash, John Wesley Nash,
floward Lee Nash, and George "'C
Everett Nash; and sisters, c:
Jessie Pearl Nash and Emma aJ
Jane Nash.
!:
She leaves to cherish her (/)
beautiful and loving memories: ::I:
m
11 children, Henry Johnson
and wife, Sharon, Keith John- c
s_o n, Jeffery Johnson and Kim, m
Steven Johnson and Drial, <
Bridgette Johnson, Kimberly m
Johnson-Tripp and Robert :tJ
Tripp, Rodney Johnson, Eric -<
Johnson, Sheila Johnson, -f
Alphonso Brown and Pamela c:
m
Johnson; brother, Joe LaVon (/)
Nash; 4 sisters, Lou Vicey
Nash, Louise Nash, Minnie c
Pearl Nash and Laura Nash; 36 ~
grandchildren, Niki Johnson,
Darvette Hismith, Meka Davis, l>
Ashley Boggs, Bandy Boggs,
Jasmone Boggs, Kewaina c
Johnson Rychelle Johnson,
Stiquisha Johnson, Shaniqua :tJ
Bell-Johnson, Shandrial John- c
son Stephon Johnson Steven
Johnson Jr. Jnai Johnson ~
Jeffery Johnson, Jr. Joshua
Johnson Jelisha Johnson,
Dontavious Johnson, Shanitra
Johnson , Antonio Johnson,
Roneshiu Askiew, Carl Askiew,
Jr. , Raheem Askiew Keldric
Daniels, Kendric Daniels D~
ius Curry Marquis Johnson,
Sharonda Grant-Johnson Brianna Johnson, Alexandra
Johnson Elijah Johnson Eric
Johnson Erica Johnson Olivia
Johnson Nikia Jolutson and
arl John on· 15 great grandchildren, Nia Finlasyia Antinisha Johnson, Adrian and
Adrianna Johnson, Dlvite
McKinn y, Duane McKinney,
Wyniah Graham, Timyab Addison, Marquis White, Kimora
Ever tt Jeffery John on, •m
Jalayshia Jolutson, Derrick
Ander ·on Jr. Dontavia Johnson and I Anna Richardson;
and a host of otlter grieving
family and friends.
Th
family will receive
friends Friday from 6-8 p. m. at
Northside M. B. Church.
.
Friends attending th homegoing c •remony are asked to
assembl at the funeral home .....
cp
at 12:45 p. m.
A HARMON BtiluAL.
l>
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Homegoing services for
Ms. Karon Cole who passed
away on November 7, 2010,
in a local hospital will be held
Saturday, November 20,
2010, at 11 a. m. at New Fellowship Missionary Baptist
Church, 912 E. Fairbanks
Street, Rev. James Anderson,
pastor, officiating.
Ms. Karon D. Cole was
born April3, 1959, in Tampa,
to Mrs. Elouise Ovory) Lucas.
Ms. Cole attended the public
schools in HillsborougL
County and obtained her
diploma. Ms. Cole was a lifelong retail worker before her
illness and disability.
Ms. Cole leaves to cherish
memories: brother, Johnny
Ivory and wife, Sharon;
nephews, Johnny and Chris
Ivory, and Cincere Dante;
nieces, Keyontia Everette;
cousins, Willie Knight, Joyce
Stephens, .fuanita Thomas,
Lawrence Cottman and Sandra Rolfe; and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins ,
great nieces and great
nephews; and other relatives,
along with extended familles
that include the Lucas,
Austin, Mingo and Logan
families; and friends.
Visitation will be Friday,
November 19, 2010, at Jackson Funeral Home, 4605 N.
34th Street, from 5-7 p. m.
Family and friends are asked
to assemble at the church,
913 Fairbanks St., on Saturday for the service at 10:45 a.
m.
Arrangements entrusted
to Jackson Funeral Home.
"A JACKSON SERVICE"

IN lOVING
MEMORY

RHONIE E. SCOTT
1953 - 2007
'SON'
Our family is filled with
hope and faith and held together with love and grace,
since your transition.
Love and miss you:
mom and dad; Rhon and
Ann Scott, Rhonda Scott,
Brenda Scott-Williams and
Barbara A. Scott, sisters.

Richard D. Shaw, 57, a devoted Jehovah Witness, died
on Thursday, November 11,
2010.
The services will be held
Saturday, November 20,
2010, at 2 p.m. at the Jehovah
Witness Kingdom Hall, 1901
E. Giddens Avenue, Tampa,
33610. Interment will be at
Rest Haven Memorial Cemetery, 4615 E. Hanna.
Richard was born, educated and employed in Hillsborough County. He was
baptized as a Jehovah Witness on August 26, 1980. Although young, he was a
devoted Witness, a loving father, brother and friend.
His loving memories will
forever be kept in the hearts
of everyone who knew and
loved him.
He was preceded in death
by: his father, Richard Shaw;
son·, Willie Eugene Shaw; and
nephew, Ramon Fitzgerald
Filer .
He is survived by: his
mother, Mrs. Helen Carr
Shaw; siblings, Allen W. Carr
a nd wife, Elouis c; their children , Caroline Carr, DeWayne Carr and
wife,
Cherise, and James Carr; sisters , Aleatha Shaw-Filer and
children , Taneya Goods and
Joseph Filer, Gail Gainous
and husband, Shelly and their
children, Tiffany Gainous,
Michelle Gainous and Shelena
Gainous ;
Mizella
Reynolds and children, Chyra
Reynolds
and
Dwight
Reynolds,
Diana
ShawFitzgerald and children,
Orrin Fitzgerald and Nicole
Fitzgerald; other family survivors
include,
Leona
Williams, Thelma Vaslequez,
Rose Williams, Gerome and
Johnnie Lee Scott, Walter
Scott, Henry and Wilamena
Freeman, Deloris Randolph,
Lolita Wells, Linda McCray,
Vera Mae Calhoun , George
Peltz, Jewel Sneed, Thelma
Williams, Annie Mae Shaw,
Napoleon Fitzgerald, David
Freeman, Alfreda Baker, Ora
Baker, Betty Baker Guzman
and their families; extended
family, Ann and Anthony Session, Victoria Smith, Patricia
Williams and family, and
Charlie Lewis; and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins and
other sorrowing friends.
Visitation will be Friday,
November 19, 2010, at Jackson Funeral Home, 4605 N.
34th Street, from 5-7 p . m.
Final viewing will be Saturday, November 20, 2010, at
the Jehovah Witness Kingdom Hall, 1901 E. Giddens Avenue, from 12-1:30 p. m.
THERE WILL B.E NO
VIEWING AFTER THE EUWGY.
Family and friends arc
asked to assemble at the
Kingdom.Hall for the service.
Arrangements entrusted
to Jackson Funeral Home.
"A JACKSON SERVICE"

MR. SERGIO
RODRIGUEZ
Mr. Sergio Rodriguez of
1505 West Chestnut Street,
passed away Tuesday, November 9, 2010.
Graveside services will
take place Monday, November 22, 2010, at 11 . a. m. at
Florida National Cemetery,
6502 Southwest 102nd Avenue, Bushnell, FL. Interment will follow immediately.
Mr. Sergio Rodriguez was a
· native of Florida and a resident of Tampa for over 70
years. He attended the public
schools
of Hillsborough
County. He retired from the
Hillsborough County School
System.
Mr. Rodriguez was preceded in death by: his parents,
Luis
and
Juana
Rodriguez; his wife, Lilly Bell
Rodriguez; 2 s isters, Sarah
Rodriguez and Ida Santana;
and 2 brothers, Pilon Rodriguez and Leonard Rodriguez.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: 3 sisters, Margaret
Rodriguez of New York, Delores McCoy of California,
and Yvonne Griffin of Virgtma Beach; 2 brothers,
Arthur Rodrigue.z of California, and Luis Rodriguez of
Tampa; 7 nephews, Carlos
Santana of Oregon, Ricky
Santana, Arthur Rodriguez,
Jr. , and Deondre Rodriguez,
all of California, Royce Griffin and Stanley Griffin , both
of Washington , D. C. , and
Marlo Rod.r iguez of Tampa; 4
nieces, Lisa Rodriguez of California, Tanya Rodriguez of
Houston , TX, Dianne Rodriguez of New York, and
Monica Griffin of Oregon; devoted cousins, Caridad Arenas and Antonio Arenas, both
of Tampa; good friends ,
James and Geri Kelly and
Willie Russell ; and many
other family members and
friends.
The remains will repose
after 5 p. m. , Friday, November 19, 2010 , at Ray Williams
Funeral Home, 301 N.
Howard Avenue, and the family will receive friends from 67p.m.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern ,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuneralhomc.com

Homegoing celebration for
Mrs. Helen L. Mitchell of
Tampa, who passed away
Monday, November 15, 2010,
will be held Saturday, November 20, 2010, at 11 a. m. at
Cathedral of Faith, Inc., 6304
N. 30th Street, of which
Bishop James H. Howeli is
Pastor, with Pastor Willie T.
Carpenter, officiating. Interment will follow in Rest
Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
Mrs. Mitchell was born in
Starke, FL, and was a resident
of Tampa for over 50 years.
She attended True Love Missionary Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death
by: her father, James Jackson , Sr.; her husband, Robert
Mitchell; brother, Louis Jackson; sister, Eleanor Beauford;
and brother-in-law, William
Mitchell.
She leaves to cherish memories of her: her mother, Bernice
Jackson;
children,

Shell, lsarel (Dean) Murray
(Linda),
Edward
(Bruce)
Mitchell and . wife, Sharon,
Robin Mitchell and Gloria
Mitchell Watkins and husband, Ralph; grandchildren,
Angel Love, Sherry, Rachel,
Edrise and lsarel Murray,
Larry and Charmine Vickers,
Ryle Shell, Roderick Burney,
Ronnie and Thomas Austin,
Rechee' Wilson, Nikita George,
Toni, Erica and Shaneka
Mitchell, and Erica and Robin
Wiggs; 43 great grandchildren; brothe~s, James Jackson, Jr. (Christine), Larrie
Jackson (Val), Zarah Jackson,
Leslie Jackson (Sandra), Gregory Jackson (Harriet), Isaac
Jackson and James Beauford,
Jr.; sisters, Pauline Bacon
(Isaiah), Carolyn Jackson,
Cheryl Leonard (Robin), Roxianne Harris, Valerie Schlosser
and Peggy · Jackson; special
niece, Joy (Teritika) Beauford;
special cousin, Raymond Lee;
sister-in-law, -Laura Maura
(Leroy); special friends, Ocie
Butler,
Anthony
Harris,
Yolanda and John Miller,
Frances Jennings and Eula
Bostick; and a host of other
sorrowing
relatives
and
friends.
The remains will repose
from s-9 p. m. and the·family
will receive friends from 6-7 p.
m., Friday, November 19,
2010, at Wilson Funeral
Home, 3000 N. 29th Street.
The funeral cortege will
arrange from 4310 Porpoise
Drive.
Friends are asked .to assemble at the church at approximately 10:45 a. m., Saturday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www. wilson-funeralhorne.com

FUNERAL
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HARMON LFD.813

PRICES

_626-8600 JAMES HARMON

5002 N. 40th Street • Tampa,_Florida 33610

Some may remember Jack Benny, the
television comic who played the role of a
penny-pinching miser, insisting on remaining 39 years old on stage despite his actual
age, and who often played the violin badly.
Honored by his hometown, a middle school
is named with his famous statement as
"Home of the '39ers."
As Jack Benny's perpetual age is warmly
acknowledged we, too, recognize our
daddy's transition to perpetual care to the
"Home of the '39ers!" The gospel message
sung by Aretha Franklin's "Never Grow
Old," is encouraging just to know " ... in a
land on afar away strand, 'tis the beauti-.
home on the shore; it was built by Jesus
on high arid there you will never grow
old... "
Well Daddy, enjoy your celebration and
Mama too; by faith and belief in Jesus, one
day, we will join you in the Home of the
'39ers! Good night Daddy, we'll see you in
the morning!
With heartf~lt praise to God, the
Williams Family.
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EARLIEST "WILL" WILLIAMS
Class of '71

MRS. VERA COMER WOODARD
November 17th

IN lOVING MEMORY
OF OUR DEAR FATHER

IN
MEMORIAM

Celebrating beautiful birthday memories of our loved
one who h as received her heavenly gift from God!
Forever in our hearts, your loving fantily.
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MEMORIES OF THANKFUlNESS
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MRS. RUBY (REBA)
DELL THOMAS
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Jan. 2, 1939 Nov. 21 ~ 2009
Gone from our sight,
but not our h e arts. It's
been a ye.a r s ince you've
been gone and the house is
so cold, no longer warm.
Your presence fills the air,
still until this day. I know
that you'r e in heaven smiling down with Popa,
Bubba and Ken all around.
Miss ing you: Patricia,
Cassandra, Derrick and
Delores ; and all your
grandchildren.

JOSEPH WIGGINS, SR.
Sunrise: 1/17/44
Sunset: n/6/10
Gone, but never to be forgotten .
From, your children, Freddie Stoney, Joseph Wiggins,
Jr., Ervin Lee Wiggins, Brenda Wiggins and Quenna Wiggins; brother, Alton Wiggins; and a host of family and
friends.
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RONDA DEE CARMICHAEL.PARAMOURE
Sept. 14, 1963 - Oct. 23, 2010
'Shumah'

Our faith in God, must move us to trust in His perfect
will. Psalms 138:8.
The Carmichael-Brown's and Paramoure families.
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WHATE-VER THE
TIME OF YEAR.

Creative- Eye Catching - Realistic Monuments
Quality Products At Great Prices
Superior Engraving Done By EKperienced Mastercrsftsmen
Picture s & M.JU solcum s
;., '·. ('. r·' :,/ ' ·: .~, I )/'' •

IMONALISA

. .i;MONUMENTS
•

I·

(81~"10.0301 Fax (813) 242-4194
~202 EastM.LK. Blvd. Tllnpa

1 mt%~
Serving The Tampa Bey Ares
For Over ~4 Years

Free Home Consultation
We Install In All
Cemeteries!
Houra: Monday.frlday • 9-8

.We Accept All Major Credit Ce

When you eed us,

-w~
FUNEKA.L HOME

3000 N. 29th St • Thmpa, FL 33605

(800) 605-3350. (813) 248-6125
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Crime

D,uo Arrested For September

IN MEMORIAM·
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ANDRE PARHAM

DEMARKIS GRANT

JENNIFER
JOHNSON
It's been two years since
we've seen your beautiful
face and smile.
There's not a day that goes
by that you're not in our
hearts.
From, your family.

JENNIFER JOHNSON
Big sis, we love and miss you.
From, your daughter, mom, Rachel and Shawlett.
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THE MARSHAll
FAMILY

THE JOHNSON
FAMILY

IN
MEMORIAM
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DEA.CURTIS
MARSHALL

FRANCES
B. JOHNSON
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A Better Place
They're in a better place right now, than they've ever been
before. All pain is gone; they're now at r est; nothing troubles
them anymore .
It's we who feel the burden of our sadness a nd our grief.
We have to cry, to mourn our loss, befor e we get relief.
We know we'll reconnect with the m at the e nd of each
life's road. We'll see the ir cherished face again , when we r elease our earthly load.
Missed by the Family.

REMEMBERING YOUR BIRTHDAY
We little knew that morning that God was going to call
your name.
In Jife we loved you dearly,
in death we do the sa me. It
broke our hearts to lose you,
you did notgo alone, for part
of us went with you, the day
God called you home.
. You left us peaceful memories, your love is still our
guide, and though we cannot
see you, you are always at our
side.
Our family chain is broken, and nothing seems the
same. But as God calls us, one
by one, the Chain will link
again.
The Family.

JOHNNIE
JACKSON
Sweetheart , it's been 2
years (Nov. 21st) a nd · we
love and miss you so much.
Muffin sti ll looks for
you to walk in to play with
her.
Love always, your wife.
kids and grandkids.

CARD OF
THANKS

MAMIE LEE
MITCHELL
MS. CHERLYENE
(CHERYL)
MARIE BEALL
. 11-18-1965 - 08- 02- 2010

We woUld like to thank
everyone for their express ions of comfort, cards,
support and prayers during our time of b e reavem e nt at the loss of our
loved one.
We would like to especially thank: Reverend Antonio Hawkins, Divine
Worshit> Chm·ch of God,
Minister Rosson Hamilton
and Aikens Funeral Home
for un outstundingjob.
Edward,
Deboruh,
Sonya Mitchell und families.

The Hillsborough Count)'
Sheriffs Office has released a
statement saying two men have
been arrested for the murder of a
South Florida man. Officials said
th e victim 's body was found on
the roadside in Thonotosassa on
September 20, 2010.
Demarkis Grant, 19, 8326
Moccasin Trail
Drive in
Riverview was arrested Wednesday night and Andre Parham,
21, 3409 North 34th Street, was
arrested early Thursday morning.
According to the investigation, two men met George Rodney of Coral Springs, Florida, on
September 14th at the Travelers
Motel on Busch Boulevard. All
three left the m_otel in Rodpey's
vehicle.
Investigators said·_:prior to
leaving the motel, Grant and
Parham allegedly talked of a
plan to rob Rodney of cash and
drugs . The plan called for Rodney to be choked v.oith plastic zip
ties until he became uncon-

scious. Grant and Parham
would then steal his drugs and
money.
Detectives said Rodney
drove Grant and Parham into
Eastern Hillsborough County,
stopped in the area of Walker
Road in Thonotosassa, and
Grant and Parham. got out of
the vehicle.
Detectives said Parham allegedly shot Rodney as he sat in
his vehicle. He and Grant then
reportedly pulled Rodney from
the vehicle and dumped him on ·
the side of the road.
Grant and Parham are
being held without bond on firstdegree murder and armed robbery charges.
According to arrest reports,
this was Grant's first arrest as
an adult.
However, Parham has been
arrested 11 times; ·t he first time in
2008, all on marijuana possession charges. Records did riot indicate any prior arrests for
violent acts.

Three Arrests Made Aner Armed
Robberv At Dollar General
ST. PETERSBURG -St. Petersburg Police detectives have
been working a pattern of seven
arm ed robbe!ies over the past
few weeks.
On Wednesday, undercover
detectives were conducting a
robbery stake out in the vicinHy
of the Dollar General Store on
49th Street, North , when they
ob erved a vehicl e drive slowly
around the busin ess.
Police
aid th e vehicle
stopped on th e side of the store.
lsah
Chis om
20
and
Nathaniel Barnes, 32 got out
wearing hooded sweat shirts. The
driver of the ca r, Danielle
Johns, 20, remained in the vehicle.
According to report , as Chisom and Barnes approached
the fro nt of the business they put
bandanas over their faces, pulled
hoods up over their heads, and
entered the Dollar General Store.
Out of the view of detectives,
Chisom ailegedly produced a
h andgun and with the assistance
of Barnes, robbed the store.
Both suspects quickly went out
the front door, heading back to-
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hicle where
Johns was
waiting.
Det e ctives
confronted
Chisom and
DANIELLE
Barnes.
JOHNS
Chisom, reportedly still
holding the gun,, turned tovvard
one detective, who fired two
shots striking Chisom once in
the leg.
Both Chisom and Barnes
were detained by the detectives.
Barnes was unarmed and uninjured. Johns attempted to drive
off in the vehicle but was
stopped as she pulled out from
the parking lot, police said.

·301 North Howa«< Avenue
Tampa, FL 33606

Phone: 813.~53.3419 • Fax: 813.251.4912
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Crime

Help Needed lndenti
Burglarv Suspect
The Hillsborough County
Sheriffs Office is asking the
public for help in identifying a
suspect in a business burglary.
According to reports, on November 10th at 4:30 a. m. , a
man forced entry through the
front door of Beef 0 ' Brady's at
the Sun City Center.
Detectives said the suspect
left without taking anything,
and his image was picked up on
a surveillance camera.
The suspect is described as a
Black male with a shaved head
and chinstrap beard.
Anyone with information
about the suspect is asked to

fi S~\p:tt'tERSBURG - St. Petersburg Poli~~ are looking for

This is a surveillance photo
of a man suspected of breaking into a Beef 0' Brady's.
call the Hillsborough County
Sheriffs Office at 247-8200, or
Crime Stoppers at 1-800-8738477-

Former Buccaneer
Arrested On warrant
Former Tampa Bay Buccaneer
offensive lineman, Arron
Sears, has been arrested on a
warrant from an altercation in a
hospital in June.
According to authorities, in
June, Sears grabbed a police officer's arms and pushed his 360
pound body against him in an attempt to flee his room at Tampa
General Hospital.
Sears was being hospitalized
under the Baker Act at the request of his personal physician.
The incident at Tampa General
led to a warrant being filed
against Sears on a charge of
battery on a law enforcement of'ficer.
On Saturday, Hillsborough
County Sheriff's deputies found
Sears wandering in the middle
of the road near Gunn Highway.
He was arrested on the warrant.
Authorities said in the June incident, Sears became combative
when a nurse asked him to
change into a paper gown. An officer who was there on extra duty
because of a'previous incident at
the hospital in which it took 10
people to subdue Sears,
stepped in when Sears fled the
room, according to spokesperson, Laura McElroy.

Bank
Robberv

SOUJftt

Woman Sought On Credit
Card Fraud Charges

-two ·men- who robbed a bank
Tuesday morning.
Police said officers and detectives arrived on the scene at the
First Community Bank on Central Avenue after receiving a call
of the robbery from a bank employee at 10:58 a.m.
According to reports, two men
entered the bank armed with
handguns and their faces, head,
and bands covered.
Police said one suspect ordered two of the bank employees to the vault, but once there,
an employee told the suspects
access to the money inside was
not possible. Both suspects fled
without taking any money.

Suspects
Charged In
Home Invasion

Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal n.·~~"L:,~
Call Tanya Dugree

(813) 418-5253
Paymcat PbnsAv•llablc

WlfhNO CREDIT CHECK

.

EMPWYMENT DTSCRTMTNATTON

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
CIVIL SERVICE I UNION GRlEVANCE

BANKRUPTCY

-cb11ptcr-., (S500 Plus Costs)

Hillsborough County Sheriffs
detectives are asking for help in
identifying the person in a surveillance photo taken at the
Walgreen's Store on Gibsonton
Drive in Riverview.
Sometime between Novem-
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UNClE SANDY SAYL -_.
There's no need for 1, 4, 7, 9 anyone to put someone 12,
17, 19, 25 down simply because they think 29, 33, 38,39
they are better 42, 49, 51, 54

ARRONSEARS
That's when Sears allegedly
grabbed the officer's arms and
pushed his body against him.
Sears also reportedly pushed a
nurse, sending her 4 to 5 feet
into 'the air. The officer used a
taser to subdue Sears and he
was returned to his hospital
room.
The officer pressed charges
against Sears with hope thcrt he
would get court ordered medical
health counseling.
·
Sears was a 2007 secondround draft pick and named to
the all-rookie team. He started
31 games over his first two seasons but suffered an undisclosed
psychological problem before
the 2009 season and was later
put on the non-football related
illness list.

This is a surveillance of a
woman suspected of using a
stolen credit card.

her 10th and November 12th,
detectives said a woman's wallet was taken from an office
area while she was at work at
the Brandon Regional Hospital.
The wallet contained several
personal identification cards,
credit cards, and $1,000 in
· cash.
The suspect then used the
victims' credit card and flexible
spending card at the Walgreen's
Store to purchase a Visa card.
and miscellaneous items for a
total of 4144.73.
The suspect is described as a
Black 'female, 5'8" _tall with a
large build, weighing 200
pounds and last seen wearing a
white v-neck shirt and black
pants with a white stripe down
the side.
Anyone with information on
the woman seen in the surveillance photo is asked to call the
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
Office at (813) 247-8200.
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WALDEN

ST. PETERSBURG - On November 10th, St. Petersburg Police reported that Tavaris
Roberson, 22, was charged
with a horne invasion and an
auto theft that occurred October
4, 2010. On November 16th
after further investigation,
Roberson was charged with
two additional charges, aggravated battery and armed kidnapping.
Police said Roberson is also
being charged with the offenses
that occurred on November 4th
at the M. J. Fashion Store.
Those charges are armed robbery, and armed kidnapping. He
is also being held on federal
charges.
In the October case, police
said a couple and their two children were held hostage for five
hours while their captors tortured the husband.
In the clothing store offense,
police said four armed men
stormed into M. J. Fashions,
beat and tied up a store clerk,
and made off with armfuls of
clothes, hats and shoes.
Police linked Roberson and
Leorn Walden, 17, to that offense.
Police arrested Robersqn
last week on a dealing in stolen
property charge. Roberson reportedly passed himself off as
his 16-year-old brother and
spent five days as an adult in juvenile detention until his fingerprints gave him away.
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"CALL RICKY"
"ASK RICKY"
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AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:
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Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?
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CALL RICKY
------------------------

892-8193

(813)
·- -- or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
Available 24
• FREE Consultation
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RICKY E.

WILLIAMS

WARREN
DAWSON

221-1800

1467 TaiDPa Park Plaza

@ Nebraska Ave. & scott St.
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• NOIN Gulf seafood is coming back on the menu. so come on down.

Q

we're open for business.·

z

Bryan Z8t
Co-owner. Restaurant des FamiHes
Crown Point, LA
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Making This Right
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Beaches
Claims
Cleanup
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Economic Investment
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Environmental Restoration
Health and Safety
Wildlife
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I grew up bussing tables at this restaurant. Last year. my wife. Brooke, and I
bought it. We were working hard to build a business. then the spill hit. BP
said they would try to make things right. But how was an energy company
going to help our restaurant?

Keeping Businesses Open
We figured they would tell us to take a number and wait in line. Instead. they
asked us if we could serve food to the workers. engineers. scientists. and local
residents they had hired to cleanup the spill. It kept us busy round the clock.
And we weren't the only ones. They hired a lot of local businesses and kept a

tii

lot of people working. They have kept businesses up and down the Gulf~
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and it's still making a difference.
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Open for Business
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BP asked us to share our story with you to keep you informed. Our restaurant's
open six days a week. Customers are filling our restaurant again and

we think

en

it 's a good time to come down to the Gulf Coast. And if we could make just

c(

one request. please think of us when planning your next vacation . We're still

Q

here and while it's been tough. we are still cooking. And ·we are just one of

a:
0

the hundreds of great places ready to welcome

LL

don't wait . we ·re looking forward to seeing

...J

you when you come down. So
you.

For lnfoonatlon visit: bp.com For assistance. please call:

restorethegulf.gov

To report Impacted wildlife: (866) 557-1-401

facebook.comlbpamerica

To report oil on the shoreline: (866) 448-5816

twitter.comlbp_america

To make spill-related claims: (800) 440-0858

youtube.comlbp

florldagulfresponse.com

0 2010 BP. E&P

bp

-v t0/26/10 8:32AM
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Organizations Host Communitv DiabeteiProgralll
The Tampa Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., in partnership
with D. E. L. T. A. , Inc., Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. ,
Gamma
Ze ta
Lambda
Chapter and Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc., Epsilon Mu
Mu Chapter, presented the
3rd Annual Community
Diabetes Program.
The event wa s h eld at

University Area Community
Center. Members of the team
of panelists included James
R. Gavin, III, MD, PhD,
Kevin B. Sneed, PharmD,
Dean of the School of
Pharmacy, University of
South Florida; Vasco
Marques, MD and Renee
Meehan, RN , BSN , CDE.
(Photos
by
Lomax
Mcintyre)

Le ft to right: Shani Davis , Janette Spencer-Davis, President, Tampa Alumnae Chapter, Delta
Sigma T heta Sorority , Inc. ; Dr. James Gavin , III, guest panelist; Kevin B. Sneed, PharmD, Renee
Meechan , Le slie Brown , Lorretta Jackson , Vasco Marques, Jonell Lawson. In the rear, Bruce
Curry, Lomax Mcintyre , Jr. and Mack Davis.

Khaliah Fleming, Anthony Spann and Courtney Newsome
were among the participants.

These gentlemen are members of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity: John T. Warren, President;
Bruce Curry, Manny O'Brien , Anthony Curtis, Barry Cole, Mike Dorm, Mark Demps, Terrence
Houd, Louis Finney, Doyem Brown, Mike Stanislaus and Rud Ifill.

Vernell and Alfonso Savage were among those listening to
Diabetes facts.

Yolanda Lemons and Millen Redda.

Members of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Epsilon Mu Mu Chapter: Ted Sparks, Reggie Daniels,
Sylvester BarnweJJ, Derrick Crowley, OiShae White. Moses Allen , Michael Harris, Rod
Cunningham and Julius Davis.
1\~:.\. H~t~~lt t.~
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Thes e health s uppm·te t·s at·e Willie 1.. Davi s , Faith Hom e
He alth Cat·e ; Shaquitu Bt·own , W e Cat·e, Inc. and Oavid Scot I.

.Je ff C;u·ls on represe nted
on e of th e suppcwtet·s at th e
pt·ognnn , Sanofi Ave ntis.

Keith Boyd, Saundra \<V . Pemberton nnd Grahnm Roberts.

RN .
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Cypi·ess Point Office Park
10014 N. Dale ivlabry, Su.ite 101
Tampa, Florida 33618
(813)269-9706 • Fax:(8l3)960-0641
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Adoption
• Immigration
Civil/ Personal Injury • Bankruptcy
Guardianship
• Probate
Social Security
• Wills
Call Us. We Can Help.

F. Kemi Oguntebi
Attorney At Law
109 N. Armenia Avenue Tampa, FL 33609
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should·
not be baSed solely upqn advertisements. Before you decide,
ask us to send you FREE written information about our
qualifiCations and experience!
•

505 East Jackson St. Suite #303
Barrister's Building
Tampa, FL 33602 * (813) 387-7724

•BANKRUPTCY
Stop Foreclosure & Creditor's Harassment ·
·REAL ESTATE LAW
•FAMILY LAW

;~~

UF Alums Host
Tampa Bav Gatorfest

Practicing Law In:
• Criminal Defense • Family Law
• Personal Injury
Allomev & Counselor At Law

MIRIAM L SUMPTER-RICHARD

Esqui,.

(813) 387-7724

K:

Th e Gr ea t e r Tampa
Chapter of the Uni ve rsity of
Florida Association of Black
Alumni (ABA) recently hosted GatorFest throughout the
Bay.
The weekend of activities
got off to a great start with a
power mixer at th e Carillon
Hilton in St. Petersburg, FL.
The mixe r's special guest
was The Honorable
Darryl E. Rouson, Florida
State
Repr esentativ e,
District 55· Representative Rouson spoke to the
attentive crowd about his trials and triumphs; and how
important it is for our communities to build mea ningful
r e lat ion sh ip s wit h eac h
other.
GatorFest also featured a
wine tasting at Keel & Curley
Win e ry and a golf tou rn ament/ BBQ at Walden Lakes.
The Greater Tampa Chapter
of the University of Florida
ABA we lco m es all Black
graduates of UF, as well as
other graduates from surrounding universities.
The chapter invites n ew
members and guests to
attend monthl y meetings

and planned activities. The
goal of this orga nization is to
build a strong alumni associat ion that will h ave a positive impactthrough mentor- ·
ing, scholarships, community involvem e nt a nd activities.

For further information
about eve nts and meetings,
contact Tiffany Chatmon
at tchatmon35 ®gmail.com
For more information
about the ABA, visit the website at http://aba.ufalumni.ufl.edu.
·

Shown in this photograph are University of Florida graduates Ken Jones and Dwight Wilson at the GatorFest.

LAW OFFICE OF PATRICIA DAWSON, P.A.
Criminal Defense, Family Law &
Personal Injury
Cypress Point Office Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 101
Tampa, Florida 33618

(813) 386-5730
- --- • , -Fomier flillsooiouih Cotm(y · Prosecutor-DepuTy Chief .

ABA Supporters Maranda Hill, Mississippi State; Monica Williams, FAMU and University of
Florida School of Law; BlackintheaBay.com's Keisha Pickett, FAMU; and Kamilah Perry, Stetson
University, attended the GatorFest..
·

Kamilah Pct•t-y, Steve Marshall, Ken Jones, Dwight Wilson , Monica Williams, Allen CusseatLx,
Jt·. , Tiffani Chntmon , Dt·. Sum Wright, Rache l Nickie and Rep. Darryl Ronson attended the
Gntm·Fcst.

5irthda Greetin

Happv BOth Birthdav

11-21

Happy birthday to a special little girl who needs no introduction.
You have survived and overcome so much in the last year.
God has showered you with so much love and mercy.
Keep smiling and laughing. Happy birthday.
From, your family.
Her Kids: Mary Ann Hill, Linda Williams And Sandra Hill;
Grandkids, Perry Williams, Daryl Williams, Eric Williams,
Tymia Williams, Tomeka Evans, Laghanza Thomas,
Nikki Williams, Quenterro, Predue And Danny Hill
Happy birthday to the world's greatest mom, grandmorri·and great grandma.
Mary Hill will be celebrating her day with family at MacFarlane Park on November 20th.
Come one, come all and have a ball with us. We love you.
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Happy Birthday

Look Who's
Turning 18!
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24CHUCK

BIG CHUCK
And LIL CHUCK
Happy birthday to 24 Gunna Chuck, 11-21. We're still
holding it down for you, no matter what.
Love always. Your lady, Renee; mother, Pam; Grandma
Sandy; and the fam .
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·Single And
loving It

c

Still
Standing
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HERBERT

C. BASSETT
MS. TEQUilA
RAYFORD

51

Years Old,

11-27

DEMARIO BASSETT
1 Year Old, 11-15
-Grandson

Love, from your sister and auntie, Colious.

Birthday wishes going out to
my first born, Tequila, who's
turning 18 today.
She will be celebrating her
day with family and friends.
Love, niommy.

MS. TERESA

MS. TERESA

It's my birthday, I'm turning a year older and wiser. I'm still
standing, doing me, single and loving it. Ladies, no need to
worry, I'm not on that. I'm living life now. When the time comes
beware because if I want it I'm going to get it. Anything I touch,
I keep. If he flags the train, I'm going to let him ride it.
With that being said, it's not my fault, it's just my birthday.
Happy birthday to me.
·
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Once again, I have been
blessed with another birthday. Thank God for it all and
happy birthday to all Scorpios
Love, Beautiful.

NATHANI·E L

BEASLEY, JR.
Novembert6
Happy birthday.
From, your mom and dad
and iamily and friends. We
love you.
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MS. BEAliTIFUL

Anniversar_y Celebration
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Wis · · :-y - a happy
birthday.
Love, Tangi, Ke-Ke and
Sticks.

Andersons .Celebrate
50th Anniversarv
Lawrence and Rita Anderson celebrated their soth wedding
anniversary with the renewal of vows. The event was held at the
Blaise Alfano Conference Center. Family, friends, and classmates
came from far and near - Turkey, North Carolina, California,
Louisiana, Miami, New York and Virginia- to help the couple celebrate.

(L) KEITH
TAYLOR
#75245-004 And

(R)FRANKIE
LEONARD
# 04297-018
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November iS, 1970

Z

Happy 40th birthday to the
greatest son, father, brother,
uncle and daddy in the world.
We love you very mu,ch and
wish many, many more birthdays for you, our super hero.
Love, your family.
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To be released soon.
Serious reply only. Send
pic.
FCC Complex USP
#1, P. 0 . Box 1033,
Coleman, FL, 335211033·

RITA AND LAWRENCE ANDERSON
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24 Years Of Service
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Feed Our Children
Minisbies, Inc.
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NEW MT. ZION M. B.
CHURCH, INC.
2511 E Columbus Dr.
(813) 248-8101 or (813) 247-3899

P.O. Box 290415 • Tampa, R. 33687
(813) 784-1021
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF COUEGE HILL
3838 N. 29th St.
Tampa, FL 33610
(813} 248-6600

AledOt.allkhn.o
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BROWN MEMORIAL

REV. EVAN BURROWS
SENIOR PASTOR

CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

2313 E. 27th AVE. * (813) 248-5690 * (813) 241-6902

SUNDAY SERVICE
Early Worship
7:50a.m.
Su nday School
9 :45a .m .
Morn ing Worship 10:50 a.m .

PASTOR MOSES BROWN

WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE

Sunday. School
..... 9:30 -A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship .
.... 11 'A.M.
Sunday Evening Worship
.... 7:30P.M.
Morning Prayer
(Tuesday- Friday) .... 9 A.M .
Wednesday Night Worship BISHOP MATTHEW
WILLIAMS
..... 7:30P.M.
Pastor

For Transportation Call
(813) 486-7890
Dea. Clarence Fort,
Deacons Minis

TUESDAY SERVICE
Prayer Service
6 :30 p .m.
Life Enrichment University

Visit our website at www.tbcch.org
or Email us at info@ftx:ch.org ·

Maltftlssioruly

7221 s. Sherrill
Port Tampa, Aorida 33616
(813) 839-5263

. _ __ _ _..;a..,.........._ ,

"A Church Where Tile Love Of God Flows
And Tile Holy Ghost Is In Full Control."

"Building On A Fim1 Foundation"
&may School - 9:30A.M.
Sunday Morning~ -1ru56 A.M.
Wedneeday Night Prayer SeMce &
Bible Study- 8:30 P.M.

Trans rtation Setvices Available

Morning Worship
11:00 A.M .
YPWW - 6 :00 P.M .
Evening Worship
7 :00P.M .
TUESDAY & FRIDAY
Evening Service
7:00P.M

----~--~~~------------~~~----------------------------------~~
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He Is AProtector
Sometimes life gets the best
of most people. Situations
arise, families fallout, and enemies emerge. Some days
you feel like you just want to
get away and hide from it all.
Life wiil at some point get the
best of you. When it does,
where do you go to get away
from it all and to whom do
you turn for help?
Thi,s is the situation of the
Psalmist in Psalm 91. The
psalmist found the answer to
these questions. The psalmist
knew that he needed somewhere to go and somewhere
to turn that would be able to
provide for him the comfort
and security he needed.
He writes, "He that dwelleth in the secret place of the
most High shall abide under
the shadow of the Almighty"
(vs. 1). God has been and
will be a place of refuge and
security for His children. God
does not intend to be a rest
stop or a vacation away from
it all. God has established
Himself as a dwelling place.
He wants to be a place for His

1"Gch

"-children to live permanently.
In verse two, he makes personal declarations. He acknowledges that God is his
refuge and fortress and he
will put his trust in God.
Every believer must make
these personal observations.
God is a refuge and a mighty
fortress . The blessing of a
fortress is that none can get
in. A fortress is locked up safe
and secure.
God provides safety and security for His people. When
you dwell in God, the enemy
cannot have access to you unless God permits him . If God ·
allows him access to you then
you have to tru st that God
will take ca re of you and not
allow any harm or disturbance to come to you.
The psalmist gives his readers an understanding of what
God will do for them. In
every insurance policy the insurer details what they will do
for the insured. With God
there is no insurance. God
gives ASSURANCE!
The assurance of God i to

His wing and.pfotect you. As
God takes you under His
~IJihf?U 111ust be willing to
trust Him and remain there.
. .. .. .His protection is a twentyfour hour a day protection.
You do not have to be afraid
of the terror in the night; nor
the arrow that flieth by day
(vs. 5). God provides you
protection and relieffrom the
things that causes discomfort
and fear in your life. He
knows how to give you victory
over the stuff that haunts you
in the dark times of your life
and He knows how to give
you comfort from the stuff
you deal with in the day.
As an added convenience
and protection for choosing
God to provide you with security and protection, God assigns special agents to your
case. He gives his angels
charge over you to keep you
in all your ways and prevent
you from getting hurt (vv. 11,
12). His angels shall watch
over you and keep you in
every way, every day.
There is no better place to
be when things are going
wrong in your life than with
God. God gives you permanent protection and coverage.
His protection is not tempo-

lasting covenant. If you need

emies or nagging issues, seek

to get away from it all, and

God; He will hide you. .
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Min. Jeffery Griffin
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Rev. Evan Burrows

Rev. Oscar Johnson, Jr.

Guest Preacher

Pastor
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GREATER FRIENDSHIP
M. B. CHURCH
3325 E. Emma St.

HERITAGE CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY BAP11ST
CHURCH

lew Testament M. B.
Clnnb Of 111onotasassa, Inc.
11530 Walker Road
Thonotosassa) FL 33592
986-3971

14801 N. 15th Street

Lutz, FL 3354~

610-1252

Maili~ Address

P.O. Box 4724 * Tampa
Dr C.T. Kkldand, Pastor
Tel: (813) 253-5714 *Fax (813) 254-1441
E-mail: MtPieasantMB@aol.com

Devotion By Mt. Pleasant Praise Team

• Church

omoe: {813) 677-1~

·Pastor's omce: (813) 672-0389
• Academy Otflce: {813) 677-5988
• Fax: (813) 672-o514
• E·Mall: fboopv~tampabay.rr . oom

EARLY MORNING WORSHIP AT 7:45A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL* 9:30A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP- 11 A. M.
1ST SUNDAYS
5 PM- Family Series Hour (B.T.U.)
6 PM-L.ord's Supper (Communion)

TUESDAYS
6 PM - Prayer Service
7 PM - General Bible Study
7 PM -Youth Bible Study

TAPE MINISTRY
Order On Une At Web Site Or Call Church
WEB SITE: MtPieasantMBChurch.org
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Weekly Services:
Sunday School • 9:30A.M.
Sun. Morning Worship *11 A.M.

REV. DELORES JAMES CADI,
8618 Progress BIYd., T~ A. 33619

c:
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Sunday School-9 :45a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Evening Worsh1p - 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Tuesday - 7:30 p.m.
VIsitors Are Welcome!

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF
PR08RESS VILLA&E

"'D

m

Mu;""'ll' 1 Pastor

2002 N. Rome Avenue* (Comer of Rome Ave. and Spruce St.)
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P.O. Box 273757
Tampa, FL 33688

MOUNT PLEASANT M.B. CHURCH

rr-

Pastor

Sunday Morning Worship Services
7:45 A. II. &11 A.ll.
Sunday School."tOA.II.
llld-Week Worship Tuesday· 7:00 P.ll.

Wed. Night-Youth Prayer Service
And Bible Study
Thurs. Night: Prayer Service
And Bible Study
"SiJving Th8 Sinners And
Educating Th8 BelieWHS"
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•t Can Do AR Things Through Christ
Who Strengthens Me.• - Phil. 4:13

ST. MATTHEW
M. B. CHURCH.
3708 E. Lake Ave .• Tampa, FL 33610
(813) 628-0752 *Website: www.stmatthewchurch.org Email: rsims®tampabay.rr.com

DR. lAM IIAXWELL, SR.,
Senior Teaching Pastor

Adu!OOhlldren Worship Times
71JIJ AM. & 10:55 A.M.
4!mllf1ilim~t
Sunday ·9:45AM. ·Ad'* &
Youth/ Chldren
Tuesday • 11 AM. • Ad'*
Wednesday· 7 P.M. • Youth/ Children
71JIJP.M. Ad~

A SM&Iile Cam
F()( Failh Bille lnllit\ft
"Grow' The~ For Global cta1ga"
(~ 1:8, Rom. 1:8, 1 Thee. 1:8)

Break Of Day Worship 7:45 A. M.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Prayer Service Wednesday * 7 p.m.
Study of the Bible Wed. * 7:30- 8:30 p.m.
Praise & Worship Service
Wed. "8:30 - 9 p.m.
Children & Youth Bible Study
Wednesday * 7 - 8:30 p.m.
Saturday Prayer Service & Bible Study
10a.m.
• Youth Bible. Institute " 12 - 4 p.m.

Teen N!ght
·- W D.- p
Friday before the 2nd SUnday 7 - 11 p.m. -··• • _ , astor
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November Birthdays

rah Taylor-Brown.

LL

Shannon "Shay-8hay''
Anthony will celebrate her special day on the 24th of this month.
Much love is sent to you from
your family and friends.
Sick And Shut-Ins
Lifting prayers for the sick
and shut-ins: Ms. lradean
Biggs, David and Alberta
Shedrick, Archie Hayes and
Michelle Crosson.
Deepest Sympathy
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Our condolences are sent to
the families of Mrs. Charlotte
McBurney, Mrs. Andrea
Willis, Mr. Augustus Tiller,
Master Ulysses Franklin,
Jr., Ms. Carol Pringle, Mrs.
Minnie Woodson, Mrs.
Theresa Williams, Mr. Walter Gallon, Jr., Mrs. Delores
Patterson, · Mr. Anthony
Frederick, Mr. Janies L
Johns,
Mr.
Charles
Gilmore, Jr. and Mrs. Debo-

Gospel Stage Play
(1he Amen Corner)

The Amen Corner, a Gospel
Stage Play, will be presented December 4, 2010, at 2 p. m. and
5:30 p. m. at Middleton High
School.
St. James AME Church Of
Progress Village News
The Community Hour of
Power Bible Prayer Band meets
each Thursday morning at 10:30
a. m. They are a group of God's
children gathered together on
one accord to learn the Word of
God. Everyone is invited to come
and share with them.
First Baptist Church Of
Progress Village News
Every third Saturday of the
month between 8 a. m. and 12
noon, the church gives away donated clothing, toys and household items at 8616 Progress Blvd

(between 78°' St. and FaulkenburgRd.)
The soYear anniversary celebrations continue.
Today, November 19th at 7 p. m.
with a Gospel Pioneers Musical
Extravaganza and First Family
Choirs.
Sunday, November 21st at 10
a. m. Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church of St. Petersburg. Combined worship service at Spoto
High School with Pastor Ricky
Houston and Congregation.

2

My Brothers
Keep Ministry

markets and competition, develop marketing strategies and
teach techniques to enhance
your business.
.
Registration is required with
the Small Business Series, please
call (813) 914-4028.
This event is co-sponsored
and presented by The Hillsborough County Small Business Information Center. The Part 2 of
the Series will be December 1"
frOm 6-8 p. m.

Thought For Today
C. Blythe Andrews, Jr.
Library

Upcoming events held at the
For FREE Bibles and cards
for Aorida Prison Inmates, write:
MB2KMinistry, P. 0. Box89174,
Tampa, 33689-0402.
Ursula Footman is asking
for prayer for her family; Adrien
Apollon is asking for a pen pal;
Alex Everett is asking for
prayer in his new walk;
Leonard Coleman is asking
for prayer for himself and family
(Sandra Coleman, VIrginia
Nettles and Rosalee Fluitt).

78th Street Library
On Tuesday, November 20th,
the 78th Street library, 7625
Palm River Road, Tampa, will be
participating in a 2-part series introducing marketing fundamentals, helping to clarify target

chase 1,000 sleeping bags for the
homeless.
To
learn
more
visit
www.homelessofthc.org.
Checks for new sleeping bags
can be sent to 708 Milliford
Place, Brandon, FL, 33510 or donations can be made on
www.helpkeepwarm.org. Every
penny goes for sleeping bags and
they will be distributed Decemben9th·

C. Blythe Andrews Jr. library,

2607-E. Dr. M. L K Jr. Blvd,
Tampa are as follows:
December 1st, 10 a. m- noon:
Smart Start Your Business.
December 1st, 1-3 p. m.: Doing
Business With Local Government

"Just when you think you've
graduated from the school of experience, someone thinks up a
new course."
ScriptUre (Ecclesiastes
7:19)

WISdom strengtheneth the

wise more than ten mighty men
which are in the city. ·

Sleeping~

·

F.Y.I.

For The Homeless

Ricki South and volunteers
follow the soup kitchens in
Tampa and.the suburbs to distnbute the bags. www.HelpKeepWaun.m:g the organization
she formed to collect and distribute sleeping bags to the homeless, is starting its fourth year.
With the money being donated
she is hoping to be able to pur-

Remember our helpers at Shu
Lon's Kitchen, (813) 741-976<>.
Let's keep President
Baraek Obama and his family
in our daily prayers.
Let's also keep our service
men and women lifted up as they
continJ.Ie to protect our country.
Call your news into Gloria
McNair-Johnson at (813)
403-()()71.
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UNITY M.B. CHURCH

NEW FRIENDSHIP
M.B. CHURCH

3111 Ybor St., Tampa,FL 33605
(813) 248-5955

3107 E. Lake Ave. • 248-4127

m

ELDER H. H. HUNT, PASTOR

Weekly Activities

..J

Sunday School• 9:30A.M.
Morning Worship •11 A.M.
Bible Study • Tues. • 7:30 P.M.
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GRACE MARY MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

3901 N. 37th St •

248-3779

·2811
&u;?NEW
HARMONY M. B. CHURCH
N. 17th St *Tampa, FL 33605 • (813) 248-1080
DR. A. MUNFORD Th.D Pastor/Teacher
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THE PUBLIC IS INVIT ED

Pastor

Sunday ChlXCh School
9:30A.M
Morning Worship
10:45 A.M
Bible Class
4:30 P.M
Evening Worship
5 P.M
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
7 P.M
· Bible Study
7:30 P.

ELDER THOMAS J. REED
Pastor

Early Morning Worship- 8 A.M.
Sunday School-9:30A.M.
Morning Worship -10:50 A.M.
Bible Study, Wed. - 7 P.M.
THE PUBUC IS INVITED
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ST. JOHN CATHEDRAL
3401 E. 25th Avennue, Tampa, FL (Comer Of 34th St. & 25th Ave.)
Phone: (813) 248-3737 Or (813) 248-3651 Fax: 242-8076
Careline: 248-HELP
Bishop Eddie Jllwkit, Sr. Pastor

..J
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WEmY WORSH. SCHEDULE

I am
resurrection
and the life: he that
believeth in me,
though he were dead,
yet shall he live. And
whoever liveth and
believeth in me
shall never die.
John 11:25

Sanlay:

8:00 A. M. Spiritual Enrichment 9:45A.M. Sunday School/ Orientation
10:45 Worship ServiCe
(Youth Church 2nd And 3rd Sundays)

Tuasclar.

12:00 Noon Intercessory
Prayer wJBible Study

Wednesday: 5:30 P. M. Free Tutorial ,
. 6:45 P. M. Adult &Youth Mid Week Service
Email Us At:
sijministries@aolcom

Mission Statement:
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School - 10 A. M.
Morning Service - 11 :30 A. M.
Evening Service- 7:30 P. M. .
."
Bible Studv -.Tuesday Evening ·
Bible Band - 7:30 P. M.
Thursdax Evening -YP\NW - 7:3 0 P. M.
1st And 3rd Friday Even
Women's Outreach
- 7:30 P. M.
~ ·

•A Church of the inner city
f88Chingout to the comrrxnJty
by ministering to the
whole man."
Outrea:h Ministry:
NOAH COMMUNITY, lf\C./
H)USEOFLYDIA

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,~
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Local

Foundation To Host Feeding The Familv Event
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BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
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Ray DeMoulin, the
founder and president of the
Renisha Foundation, will be
giving away 6oo food boxes
to well deserved families in
the Tampa Bay area.
The event will take place
Saturday, November 2oth
from 11 a. m. until 4 p. m. at
13753 North Nebraska Avenue.
The Renisha Foundation
was founded after the accidental shooting death of DeMoulin's
daughter,
Renisha Seltzer, at the age
of 12. Since her passing, DeMoulin has forgiven the

RENISHA SELTZER

RAY DEMOULIN

young man responsible for
her death and is also men taring the young man.
"I helped him get enrolled
in a GED program and explore other aspirations.
"The foundation has hosted

several community events to
bring awareness to illegal
guns and weapons."
The Renisha Foundation is
based in Tampa, and the mis- ..
sian of the organization is to
encourage, equip, and em-

power teenagers and young
adults.
"Our efforts toward achieving this goal are centered on
providing education about
the dangers of illegal
weapons, while generating

opportunities in educational
and extracurricular activities," s1;1.id DeMoulin.
To find out more about
the Renisha Foundation, visit
the website at www.therenishafoundation.org.

Tampa Native Is
Finalist In Militarv
Rising Star
Competition
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SALE
Orqanlc Root
Stimulator
Olive Oil
Molsturlzlnq
Hair Lotion
8.5 oz.

SHAUNNACOOK
... Needs votes to win Oprising Star Competition
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Ms. Shaunna Cook is
calling on the community for
assistance. Ms. Cook is one of
12 finalists chosen from a pool
of 500 to compete in the
Oprising Star Competition.
A Tampa native, Ms. Cook
needs people to go on line and
cast ballots for her. The voting
began on Sunday, November
14th, and will end on Saturday,
November 2oth.
Ms. Cook began singing
at the age of 3 and has never
stopped. After graduating
from
Hillsborough
High
School, she joined the U. S.
Army and auditioned for the
soldier show. Since joining the
military, Ms. Cook has traveled extensively performing
for soldiers and their families.
Now an ordained minister,
Ms. Cook is married to
Derek Cook, Sr., and the
mother of 3 sons: Kenya,
Jaivan'te, and Derek, Jr.
She is the daughter of Arthur
and Linda Randall, Pastor
and Assistant Pastor of Christ
Community Ministries.
If she wins the competition, she will travel to Los Angeles to record 3 of her songs.
Those wishing to cast votes
can visit the website at
www.OpRisingStar.corn.
The competition will be
held in Washington , DC and
h er parents plan to attend.
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SALE
Orqanlc Root
Stimulator
Olive Oil
Smooth-n-Hold
Puddlnq

499
SALE ·Ultra
Care Coatse
Relaxer Kit

13

oz.
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Warninq: Follow directions carefully to avoid skin and scalp irritation, hair breakaqe and eye injury.

Buy 1 at 5.99 Get 1

FREE

SALE' NuNaat Naat Silicon
Molsturlzlnq Hair Mask
8.8 oz.

SALE Cover Girl
Queen VIbrant
Hue Color and Hue
Shine Lipstick

699
SALE
Orqanlc Root
stimulator
Olive Oil
GlosslnQ Polisher
6 oz.

Publix Young Turkey We have a wide variety of sizes of young, broad-breasted,
USDA-Inspected, Grade A frozen turkeys so you can
choose the one perfect for your gathering,
10--to 24-lb Limit Five per Customer.
$AVE UP TO .70 LB

Land 0 Lakes
(2\
Sweet Cream Butter...~

Celery ______ -- ------.--------

5°0

8Free

Assorted Varieties, 15 or 16-oz pkg.

Grown in California. Fresh , each
Quantity rights reserved .

AL L-NATURAL

SAVE UP TO 1.79

SAVE UP TO 1.98 ON 2

_Kraft
(2\
Shredded Cheese .. ..... \~ 400
Or Cubes, Assorted Varieties,
5.8 to 8-oz pkg.

e ..;;,-

Publix Deli
l
Cranberry-Orange Relish .. . 99
8-oz pkg.
SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

SAVE UP TO 2. 78 ON 2

~~~ili~~-~--- -· ··· -· ___ _
.Free

Assorted Varieties, 14.5-oz can
Quantity rights reserved .
SAVE UP TO 1.13

lXII

00

w
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Cool Whip

.F .

~--l!!il.!!!iiill~ Whipped Topping...
Assorted Varieties. 8-oz bowl
Quantity rights reserved .
SAVE UP TO 1.99
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TO CREATE A HEARTY HOLIDAY MEAL
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Fresh Yellow Squash

Potato Rolls, 12-CounL.. ..

Along with being high in fiber and vitamin C, squash is
incredibly versatile and makes a beautiful, colorful addition
to your Thanksgiving table.

Enjoy them just the way they are or warm them in the oven.
They're perfect for your Thanksgiving dinner, 15-oz pkg.

Made from premium Pepperidge Farm breads and a blend of
special seasonings, our stuffing is a gratifying must for your
Thanksgiving meal, 12 or 14-oz bag

SAVE UP TO 1.00

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

SAVE UP TO 1.38 ON 2
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Apfee

Apfee

Publix
Baby Cut Carrots..........

Meridian
·
Chardonnay Wme.......

Cook them up and top with a bit of butter and a

sprinkling of brown sugar. Give your ThanKsgiving a touch
of nature's sweetness, 2-lb bag Quantity rights reserved.

A great wine-and-food combination makes both wine and
food taste better. Here's to a feast with family and friends!
750-ml bot. Quantity rights reserved.

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

..

Pumpkin Pie ...,.................... ~ .............. 2~

Why search for ingredients and get out your mixer? Our Pu lix -~
Bakery Pumpkin Pies are the perfect dessert, 24-oz s1ze
SAVE UP TO 3.00

,.

.
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, ~~ETHER WE'RE COOKING OR OFFE}l: NG ADVICE,
WERE EXPERTS AT CREATING MEALS
'

I

Prfdts .rfectiv•
Tfunday, Nov.nbe' 18 through
Wecln.lday, Nov.nb4fr'24. 2010.

If your wish is to enjoy a delicious, complete meal thllt you
can simply heat and serve, order a Publlx Dell Holiday Dinner.
For details; visit publlx.comlentertalnlnK or pick up a Publix Deli
Holiday Dinners brochu(e from your local store.

"

•, • Only In Aillsborough, Pasco, Pinellas, Highlands, Hemanc;lo,
•
· Citrus, Ml!lnatee, Sarasota, Ctiarlotte, Lee, Collier. Lake, '
Sumter, Polk and Oscoola Counties. lndudll'\g Publi at
Stone)'brook H!lls Village in ~ount Dora. Any item -tarri$:1
by PubliK GreenWise Market will~ at the Publi>t •
advertised sale .price. Prices not effitctlve f>ublix Sabor.
' Quantity rights reserved.
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This year, add a pinch of creativity with these recipes that will surely enhance your holiday menu. ·

Sweet
Potato
Cheesecake

31/2 cups chicken stock

3 tablespoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon dried basil leaves, crushed
1 teaspoon dried thyme leaves, crushed
l/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
1 stalk celery, coarsely chopped (about 1/2 cup)
1 small onion, coarsely chopped (about 1/4 cup)
112 cup sliced mushrooms (about 11/2 ounces)
4 cups herb seasoned stuffing
1 turkey (12 to 14 pounds)
Vegetable cooking spray
~
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DIRECTIONS: Stir 1 3/4 cups stock, lemon juice,
basil , thyme and 1/8 teaspoon black pepper in a
small bowl.
Heat the remaining stock, remaining black pepper, celery, onion and mushrooms in a 4-quart
saucepan over medium-high heat to a boil. Reduce
the heat to low. Cover and cook for 5 minutes or
until the vegetables are tender. Remove the
saucepan from the heat. Add the stuffing to the
saucepan and mix lightly.
Remove the package of giblets and neck from the
turkey cavity. Rinse the turkey with cold water and
pat dry with a paper towel. Spoon the stuffing lightly

~ 1-----------------------.,
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into the neck and body cavities.* Fold any loose skin
over the stuffing.·Tie the ends of the drumsticks together.
Place the turkey, breast side up, on a rack in shallow
roasting pan. Spray the turkey with the cooking spray.
Brush with the stock mixture. Insert a meat thermometer into the thickest part of the meat, not touching the bone.
Roast at 325°F for 3 1/2 to 4 hours or until the thermometer reads 180°F., the drumstick moves easily
and the stuffing reaches 165°F. Baste occasionally
with the stock mixture. Begin checking for doneness
after 3 hours of roasting time. Let the turkey stand for
10 minutes before slicing. * Bake leftover stuffing in a
covered casserole with the turkey for 30 minutes or
until the stuffing is hot.

3 packs cream cheese,
softened
1 cup sugar
4large eggs
3 egg yolks
3 tablespoons flour
2 teaspoQns-each .
cinnamon and nutmeg
1 teaspoon ginger
1 cup whipping cream
1112 cups sweet
potatoes, mashed

Graham Cracker
Pecan Crus~

Monday S.!t urd.r,
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CAULDRON
J~~t'iJm§~cYMNT

~

6842 50th Street/SIIgh Ave. • Tampa, R.
(FGmwty t..ocmclln Ybor at,)
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Mon.- Sat 11 A.M.- 9 P.M. (813) 622-7910
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3608 N. 1Sth(Comer 0fl.ake)

cups crushed graham cracker crumbs
112 cup melted butter .
1/4 cup fin~ly chopped
2

~1~~1!!'

LUNCH SPECIAL
CS,~e<J'~t~:~e~r

lndudes: Rice, Vegetable ·
Plantains & Silad

pe~s

DIRECTIONS: Pre. heat oven to 425°.
Crust: Combine crust
ingredients thoroughly;
press into a 10-inch
springform p~.
Be~t c~·eam .cheese,
sugar, and eggs until
smooth; beat in flour,
cinnamon, and ginger.
Beat cream and wellmashed sweet potatoes
in on medium speed of a
hand held mixer just
until well-combined.
Pour the batter into
the prepared crust. · ·
Bake at 425° for 15
minutes; lower heat to
275° and bake 1 hour
longer. Cool .on a wire
rack.
Serve with whipped
topping or ice cream.
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Take 6oo to 1,200 mg a clay
of a standardi zed herbal ext ract containing of 0.3% hypericin to help \"'ith mild to
moderate depression- but
talk to your doctor fi rst as St.
J ohn's wort ca n interact wi th
ce1tain medications.

Get Enough Iron

For wlien it's beyond a bad
day: Learn more about symptoms and what you can do to
overcome depression.
According to research or
other evidence, the following
self-care steps may be helpful:

WHAT YOU NEED
TO DO AND KNOW
Get Active
Exercise that increases your
heart rate at least three hours
a week (or 30 minu,tes a day)

A lack of iron can make depression worse; check with a
doctor to find out if you are
iron deficient.

Try B Vitamins
Take a supplement that
contains folic acid and vitamins B12 and B6 to help correct deficiencies associated
with depression.

Seek Counseling
A mental health professional may help you make a
full recovery.
Remember admitting you
have an issue is the first step.

Best Nutrition Pra ctices
F o r A H e althy Prostate

Fruits and Vege tables.
Daily servi ngs should be 5 - 10 .
Fiber. Fiber attaches to
toxic and carcinogenic materials, allowing them to be elimin at~p from the body.
Fluids . Water transports
. nutrients and waste, enhances
chemical reactions, and regulates body temperature and
blood volume.
Supplements. Vitamins A, C
and E, as well .as selenium, lycopene, and betacarotene reduce oxidative damage in
prostate cells. Flax seed can
inhibit tumor growth, while
green tea polyphenols have
been shown to block cancercausing compounds .. Finally,
saw palmetto can help reduce
inflammation and the growth
of malignant cells by blocking
the conversion of testosterone
to DHT.

Is ItA Cold?
With a cold, there's a cluster of symptoms including:
• Nasal congestion
• A run-down feeling
• Runny nose with clear discharge
• Sneezing
• Sore throat
• Post nasal drip (nasal
fluid dripping down the back
of the throat)
• Fever is uncommon with
colds in adults but can be seen
in children
Colds may be accompanied
by a cough and headache and
last three to seven days with
or without any treatment . .

Is ItA Sinus
Infection
Sinusitis simply means in-

fl ammation of the sinuses.
Whether it's caused by a coid,
an infection or allergies, any
swelling of the sinuses can
produce symptoms such as:
• Pressure or pain behind
the eyes qr cheeks
• Pain in the top teeth
• Congestion
• Green or yellow nasal
drainage
• Headache
• Post nasal drip
People also complain of fatigue, difficulty breathing
through the-nose, decreased
sense of smell, and restless
sleep.
If you think you have a cold
every month or every other
month, because your siimses
are flaring .up, it's probably
not a cold but a chronic sinus
infection.
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Diabetes&

Endocrinology

Geriatrics

Heart&
Heart Surgery
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Kidney Disorders

Orthopedics

l)rology.

Awards speak louder than headlines.
Tampa General Hospital is proud to be named to U.S.News & World Report's list of "America's Best Hospitals" in six
specialties. Out of nearly 5,000 hospitals evaluated, TGH is one of only 152 to be honored. We would like to thank our
outstanding team of healthcare professionals for their continued commitment to exceptional patient care.

Tampa
General
Hospital.
Trusted far eur 11pertl11. Chasen fer eur cere."'

~·

C)

For a referral to one of our physicians, please call 1·800·822·DOCS or visit www.tgh.org.
AHilil!Md with the USF Col#t!tge ol Medicine
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Coping With
lactose Intolerance
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70% of African-Americans
are lactose intolerant; this
condition often occurs as early
as age 2.
Lactose intolerance is
caused by a deficiency of the
enzyme, lactase, needed to digest lactose (milk sugar).
Undigested lactose lingers in
the intestine and ferments causing intestinal discomfort,
including abdominal pain,
~ bloating, gas and diarrhea.
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Accepting New Patients. fnduding Children
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• Exams, Cleaning & Fillings
·Cosmetic (Bonding, Veneers)
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·Crowns (Caps) & Bridges
• Partials & Dentures
• Extraction
• Implant Restorations
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If milk and other dairy
products are giving you a hard
time, tly these:
• Drink small quantities of
milk at one time.
• Drink milk with meals.
• Use Lactaid (an enzyme to
help digest lactose in dairy)
every time you eat dairy.
• Use special milk products
which have lactose reduced by
99%. Some "lactose-reduced"
milk products have lactose
only partially reduced - so be
sure to read the labels.
• For infants with lactose
intolerance, try Lactose-free
infant formulas.
• Try calcium-fortified soy
milk to ensure adequate calcium intake.
• Also try calcium-fortified
orange juice if you are concerned about calcium.
• Stick to dairy products
that are naturally low in lactose, such as swiss cheese and
cottage cheese.

ANGEUA TOMUNSON, ODS, PA
GAIL C. MCDONALD, ODS, MPH

Walk-Ins & Emergencies Welcome
Most Insurance Accepted
Senior Citizen Discounts

z

Tampa • (813) 209-0338

w

3911 N. Boulevard (1 Blk South Of W. Dr. MLK Blvd.)
www.tomlinsondentalcare.com
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Is Your Job
Hazardous
To Your Health;»
Okay, sure, the daily work
grind can be challenging, but
hazardous?
Well, according to current
studies, yes.
But there's some good
news, too: you can undo the·
damage, whether you spend
your days behind a desk or
sta~td around all day.

The Unhealthiest Place For
Your Toothbrush: The Sink
There's nothing wrong with
the sink itself, but it's generally
right next to the toilet.
Unfortunately, when you
flush, aerosolized toilet ickyness is propelled as far as 6
feet, settling on whatever is
nearby, including the floor, the
sink, and your toothbrush.
The Best Place: Keep your
toothbrush behind closed
doors-in the medicine cabinet

or a nearby cupbo~rd.

You Sit All oav
News Flash: Sitting too
much is bad for you. Not only
does it place pressure on the
low back and tailbone, causing pain and even sciatic
nerve trouble, but two recent
studies also found that the
more time people spend on
their butts each day, the more
likely they are to die of cancer
or heart disease.
Undo The Damage: The
way to ward off both bacK
strain and the scarier, more
serious health effects of sitting is fairly simple. For five
· minutes every hour, get up
and do something - a trip to
th e bathroom or the watercooler wo rks, but the more
active you can be, the better.

Whv Isn't Mv Bellv Flatil
You're Not Engaging Your
Core Ab Muscles. Simply
pulling your navel in when you
are sitting, standing or exercising will activate your Ab horizontal fibers to do their job.
You're Not Burning Enough
Fat. As we mature, fat tissue
settles more easily in certain
areas like the abdominals.
You're Not Active Enough.
If you are not getting adequate

exercise then the belly and rest
of the body will reflect that.
You're Not Eating A Proper
Diet. You could be working out
several times a week but if your
diet is not healthy then you're
undermining your workouts.
Small, consistent changes in
eating (and drinking) will
lessen the accumulation of fat
around the midsection and the
rest of the body.

SCHOOL PHYSICALS

You Jvpe All Dav

STEPHEN A. WILLIAMS, M.O;, P.A.
Board Certified Pediatrician

News Flash: Spending
20 or more hours a week in
front of a computer can put
someone at risk of wrist injuries. Often th e damage is
severe enough that surgery is
th e only real cure. That's why
prevention is so crucial.

Undo

The

714 W. MLK Jr. Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33603
W\'tW.kiddlemd.com

marketamenca.com/drstevens

Confidence Begins \"'ith A Beautiful Smile!
!mpr0·:P \·0,!'..

S· ..... , e

'Tiif-

Damage:

When you're typing, keep
your wrists in a neutral position - never rest them on
your desk or hold them up too
high. Ideally, your forearms
should be suppmted on armrest .
Interesting Fact: For females, during your me nstrual cycle, your body retains
water, including in the arms
and wrists, which increases
pressure on the nerves.

Accepting New
Patients 0-21
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Fnendly Personal Care
Most Insurance Plans Accepted·
Zero Down Payment Plans Available
Flexible and Affordable Monthly Payments
Family Discounts
BRACES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN
MARSH

······:····,····
•

C~fied ~
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William F. Marsh, DDS, PA
Perferred Orthodontist For Over 30 Yea!S

Olm!OOON11CS

813 238
- '3384
•

•

.

b.r?~~ ~~~h.o.u.t .~~~~~$ 4119 N. Taliaferro Ave. • Tampa
Just Right Of The 1-275 Northbound Entrance
Ramp Of M. L. K. Blvd.

• Seminole Heights • Ybor City

You Stand.All oav
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• FREE HOME DB.IVERY OF YOUR
MEDICATIONS
• DIABETIC SHOES &SUPPLIES
• FAST &ffiiENDLY SERIVCE
• $4 DRUGS NOW AVAILABLE ON MOST
GENERIC MEDS
• WE ACCEPT HILLSBOROOlll COUNTY
PLANS, SHARE COST, MEDICAID,
MEDICARE &OTHERS.

Let Us Be.Your Pharmacy
Call Us Today At ·

(813) 989-1351

www. supei1ormedlalc~com

News Flash: People, especially women, who stand
for more than eight hours a
day have significantly higher
rates of varicose veins tl1an
those who are on their feet
less, research has found.
Undo The Damage: It
seems counterintuitive, but
after a long day of putting
pressure on your legs and
feet, the smartest thing to do
is move them. "Sitting with
your legs up can relieve engorged veins. and soreness
temporarily, but increasing
circulation by moving around
is the best thing.

is spoosoriog its annual

~.•.,... lll<ll~ ·For

The Homeless

Pleae drop oJfyoor shoes at .
Dr. Sheebyts Oftkle:
w. Martin I...utber KJDc,Jr. Bhd. SoMe ~01
'l'llmpa, FL 33603
· All shoes will be given to
The Abe Brown Ministry &

Metropolitan Ministries
'lbe drive this year will nm from
2010 to Dee. 1 2010
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$0 Monthly Plan Premium·
$0 Primary Care Visits(l,
Prescription Drug Benefits
$0 Copay for Tier 1 Generic and ·
Brand Drugs
Up to $35 Every Month in Personal Healt_
h
care ltems(J)
Health Club Membership
Dental, Vision & Hearing Benefits and much more...
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Join Us to learn more about Freedom Health HMO Plans
BRANDON
Freedom Marketing Office
Behind the Goodwill
1076 East Brandon Blvd, Suite 106

Nov. 22, 24, 30 at 10:00 am
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TAMPA
Perkins

TAMPA continued
Golden Corral

12650 N. Dale Mabry Blvd

6942 Hillsborough Ave West

Nov. 24
at 11:00 am

Nov. 19 at 2:00 pm
Nov. 26 at 11 :00 am
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TEMPLE TERRACE

RUSKIN
Ozzies Buffet and Grill

Golden Corral

307 4 College Ave East

11801 N 56th St

N~v.
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22, 29 at 1:30 pm
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Nov. 23 at 11 :00 am, Nov. 30 at 2:00 pm

·. Call now to reserve your s~at and join us for a complimentary s-eminar'.~~·
. (;;.r.'
.... -~!'£"
··.' ~~ f?.'·~

:.-

RSV~ Code

U0.03 '·

. Light refreshments will be served

.Call1 ~80Q-51'5~J(}l .6 ..... TTY/TDD 1-800-955-8.771
or-
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November 15,2010 to March 1, 2011

7daysaweek

8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

March 2, 2011 to October 14,201 1

Monday through Friday

8 a.m. to -8 p.m.

t....,

8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

I:S"'\
,~~ ·

October 15, 2011 to December 31,2011 7daysaweek
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www.freedomhealth.com

iFREEDOM
g Member Focused HEALTH
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Ranked #1 Best Benefit Value by Medicare NewsWatch the Last 4 Years Runningc41
Featured 2 years in a row as one of the fastest-growing private companies in America by Inc. 500 Magazine, August 2009 and September 2010W
Freedom Healh is ahealh plan wijj aMedicare contract. This is an advertisemert You 10051 {eceive an routine care rrom plan JJOviders. (1) PrinaJy Care Physkian Copay is $0. Specialy Physk;ian co-pay varies by jAn and
COIIIty. (2) For plans with part Breimblrsemert, you must continue to pay y011 Medicare Part Bpremilms. That ilciOOes the balance of Part BjJOOlilms on Part Bbuy back plans even I the plan premiln is zero. Part BpemRims are covered by the state for anyone who is dual eigible for benefits through both Medicare and MedicaK!. (3) Anultllt varies by plan and county. (4) Meckare NewsWati:h is alivisiln ci Healli'tetrix Research, an i1dependent research company. The study reviewed cost CORJ;I3risons for over 150 Medicare Healh Plans in 80 cities, November 1st. 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009.1NC 500 Magazine ranked FreedomHealh 7th fastest JOIIi1g company in America over the previous 4years, Aug 2009 and September 2010. The benef~ information provided herei1 is abrief Sllllmary, but not a~ehensive descriJDln of avaiable benei6.Addml iloonatiOn ~benelits is avaiable to assist you in making adecision abott your coverage. F« more informatioo contact the plan. Asales person wil be presen wlh i1formation and appbtions. The sales JmOil williscuss ~. 1110-POS
and HMO-SNP. ~ans. For accOITIIlOdations of persons with special needs at sales meetings can 1-888-796-0946. TTYITDD 1-800-955-8771.
.
H5427_AO $9640_V2_Fie and Use_10202010
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Bethune-Cookman Is
The·New No. 11n Poll
NEW YORK/ Fuquay-Varina,
::=; NC- There is a new No. 1 atop the
0 Boxtorow.com/BASN media
a: and coaches polls for the fourth
LL time this year.
With Gran1bling State's shmning 41-34 overtime loss to Texas
Southern and by . virtue of
Bethune-Cookman
defeating
Howard, the Wildcats become the
new #1 this week.
TI1e undefeated Wildcats received 17 of 22 first-place votes ih
the media poll while receiving all
u first-place nods in the coaches'
poll..
As expected the top five shifted
a bit as well.
The only other undefeated tean1
in Black College Football, Albany
State (1o-o) is second followed by
the South Carolina State Bulldogs
(8-2) at #3. Grambling dropped
from the top spot to #4 while
Texas Southern moved all the way
up from #9 to # 5·
The remainder of the media poll
bas Tuskegee (8-2) moving up one
spot to #6 while Morehouse (8-2)
is #7. Shaw (8-2) won the CIAA
Championship 14-'7 over VIrginia
State Saturday and remains at #8,
while Jackson State is #9 and
Florida A&M (7-3) enters this
)'Jeek's poll at #10.
Some big match-up's take place
this week as the Boxtorow.com
Game ofthe Week features Florida
A&M and Bethune-Cookman in

\Defense Stops
-<,Pirate Invasion

NOV 2 2010

JtYTEDTAYLOR
/

/

·~- A valiant defensive effort pro-

DARRIN NETILES

which places major emphasis on
HBCU Sports. BASN is the preeminent leader in the coverage of
sports from an African-American
perspective.

the Florida Classic on Saturday in
a nationally televised showdown.
If Bethune-Cookman wins the
Wildcats win the MFAC outright
If Florida A&M wins and South
Carolina State loses to North CarolinaA&T, then FloridaA&M wins
the MFAC. If Florida A&M wins
and South Carolina State wins,
then all three will share the MFAC
crown.
The NCAA Division II Playoffs ·
get underway this weekend as
Shaw will play at Shepherd on Saturdaywhile Morehouse will play at
Wmgate. Albany State will have a
first round by and will
host
the
winner
of
MorehousejW"mgate.
Texas
Southern can win the SWAC Eastern Division with a win over
Arkansas-Pine Bluff.
FROM TilE PRESS BOX TO
PRESS ROW is the nationally syndicated radio sports talk show

HBCU Media Top 10 Poll

School W-L Pts LW
Bethune-Cookman (17) 1(}{) 213 2
2. Albany State (4) 1o-o 177 3
3. South Carolina State 8-2172 4
4 Grambling State 8-2 162 1
5· Texas Southern 7-3 93 T9
6. Tuskegee 8-2 915
7. Morehouse 8-2 77 6
8. Shaw 9-2 68 8
9. Jackson State 7-3 61 7
10. Florida A&M 7-3 42 NR
L

Also receiving votes: Alabama
State (1) (7-3) 26, Saint Augustine's (8-2) 15, Fort Valley State (82) 13, Wmst:on-Salem State (8-2)
6, Prairie VIew A&M (6-4) 4

••• •• • •
•

•

pelled Florida A & M to a 17-12 victory over the Hampton Pirates on
Sauu·day afternoon before 10,306
on Senior Day in Bragg Stadium.
TI1e outcome was in doubt to the
end as the Rattlers could not put
away the Pirates when they had the
opportunity in the first half.
FAMU used a 79-yard sprint by
runningback Philip Sylvester at
the ten-minute mark of the opening quarter for a 7-o lead Hampton responded on its ensuing
possession with a 22-yard field goal
by Rodrigo Hernandez.
Early in the second quarter, quarterback Austin Trainor went off
left tackle on a 5-yard run to up the
score to 14-3. On the ensuing possession Hampton got another field
goal from Hernandez, this time
from 39 yards. Later in the quarter,
FAMU upped the lead to 17-6 on a
25-yard field goal by Trevor Scott
where it stood at the hal£
The 17 points turned out to be it
for th~ Rattlers as drive after drive
eventually stalled The Pirates were
not much better scoring only six
points in the second half on a 22yard pass from quarterback David
Legree to receiver Javaris
Brown. The two-point conversion pass was intercepted by cor-

CURTIS HOLCOMB

nerback Curtis Holcomb.
Hampton had the ball three more
times in the last quarter and was
rebuffed each time by the Rattler
defense. The game was sealed on
an interception ofa Hail-Mazypass
by Holcomb at the 1-yard line.
Sylvester finished with 129
rushing yards on 24 carries, his fifth
straight 1oo-yardgame. Hampton
ran sixteen plays in the fourth
quarter gaining only 34 yards.
FAMU is looking furward to the
Saturday ~moon battle against
rival Bethune-Cookman University
in the Florida Classic at the Citrus
Bowl in Orlando. The 7-3 Rattlers
are in second-place in -the MidEastern Athletic Conference at 6-1,
behind~ at 1o-o and 7-o in the
conference.

Wildcats Continue
On Road To Perfection
BYTEDTAYLOR

The Wildcats of Bethune-Cookman University held off a game
Howard University Bison 35-20,
befure 5,431 Municipal Stadium
fans to reach 1o-o fur the first time
in school history. The victory
clinched a share ofthe Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference crown as well
as assured the seniors of finally
having a winning season on their
day of recognition.
B-CU began the ~arne in usual
fashion against a weak opponent
jun1ping out to a 21-o lead, before
Howard realized what happened.
The 'Cats opened the scoring on a
quick 62-yard, 6-play drive, on a 1yard run by runningback
Johnathan Moment.
The score was fullowed by a 15yard pass from quarterback Matt
Johnson to receiver Edd,ie
Poole. The key play leading to the
score was a 69-yard interception
return by linebacker Ryan Lewis.
TI1e lead was increased to 21-o,
when Jarkevis Fields recovered
a Howard fumble in the endzone.
Howard finally got something to
cheer about early in the third quarter on a 27-yard pass from quruterback Terry B~dden to receiver
Daley Gwtter. Th point-after
kick was no good fur a 21-6 score.
Eatlyin thefuurth;Bradden hit
receiver Willie carter on a 41)'ard bon~b to trin1 the lead to 21-'12.

JEVAUGHN REAMS

The point-after kick was blocked
this tinle.
In a bizarre final 2:44, Reggie
Sandilands returned an interception 26 yards to increase the 'Cats
leadto28-12. Alittleoveraminute
later, Bradden threw his thitd
touchdown pass of the glime, this
one to Brandon Drayton.
Bethune ended the scoring on the
ensuing kickoff when ·Eddie
Poole returned the onside kick 37
yards.
On Sarurday afternoon at 2:30
B-CU will be seeking its first ever
u-o season, as well as the Mid&sternAthletic Conference crown
in the Florida Classic in Orlru1do
· ag$st: Florida A & M O"niversit:)f.
Thi s
n also marks the first
Football Chan1pionshlp Subdivision playoff appearance for B-CU
sillce 2002 when the subdivision
was known as Division 1-M.
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Neither mini nor van.
Presenting the Chevy Traverse. The 8-passenger crossover designed for
families and made for you . The interior amenities lavish the driver in comfort.
yet it has 30% more cargo space than a Honda Pilot. The Traverse also offers
a remarkable 24 MPG hig h way~ It was even named a Consumers Digest "Best
Buy" three years in a row. Everyone deserv~s a family car that isn't a minivan.
Starting at $29,999~ Find out more at chevy. com.
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~ Rangel Found Guiltv 01 Vi
W

WASHINGTON

Rep.

~ Charles Rangel, once one of
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most influential House
members, was found guilty
Tuesday on 11 counts of breaking ethics rules and now faces
punishment.
An ethics panel of eight
House peers deliberated over
two days before delivering ajarring blow to the 2o-term New
York Democrat's career. The Soyear-old Rangel was charged
with 13 counts of financial and
fundraising misconduct.
The full ethics committee will
now conduct a hearing on the
appropriate punishment for
Range}.
The next step for the committee is to make a recommendation on punishment to . the
House.
Possible sanctions include a
House vote deploring Rangel's
conduct, a fine and denial of
Pn.Vl.leges ·

r:;-------r.~---,
.
.

ngc1l,House Rules

Rangel ·~~ed out of the
OV 2 ~iaQ§~fJMo};;] , pleading un-

REP. CHARLES RANGEL
He also was found guilty of
failing to disclose at least
$6oo,ooo in assets and income
in a series of inaccurate reports
to Congress; using a rent-subsidized New York apartment for a
campaign office, when it was
designated for residential use;
and failure to report to the IRS
rental income from a housing
unit in a Dominican Republic
resort.
Rangel Denied
Continuation, Walks Out

Winning $129 Million lonerv Ticket
Bought At Detroit-Area Porn Store

~

successfully fot ime to hire new
lawyers. He aid his form er
lawyers abandbned him after he
· ··paid·them soine $ 2 million, but
that he could no longer afford
.. t h em.
Rangel implored the ethics
panel for further delay, saying
that "so years of public service
is on the line. " But the panel basically decided that the 2 112year-old case had gone on long
enough- and Congress had littie time left to deal with it in the
lame duck session that commenced Monday.
The official acting as prosecutor of the ethics committee made up of four Republicans
and four Democrats _ said on
Monday that the facts were so
clear in the case that there was
no need to call witnesses, and
panel members agreed.

A group of friends got lucky when they bought a winning Powerball
ticket at a Detroit-area adult store.
Mike Greer claimed the $128.6 million prize last Friday, on behalf
of a group of southeastern Michigan residents that he dubbed "Team
Victory Club." At a press conference in Lansing, Michigan, Greer
wouldn't answer questions as to who purchased the ticket at Uptown
Book Store.
Team Victory Club, on the other hand, opted for a lump sum payout
of $69.6 million before taxes.
Greer said that the winners planned to give some of their money
to an unnamed local church, "and maybe fix some things around the
house. "
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Hawaii Among Two Universities
Eveing Obama Librarv
H 0 N 0 LULU, . - - - - - - - - - - - . _ . . . HAWAll - President
Barack Obama hasn't even finished the
second year of his first
term in the White
House, but officials
with two universities
that are interested in
builcling his presidential library are already
positioning
themselves to win the
Hawaii-born
presiacademic center might accomdent's favor .
pany an Obama Library and
The University of Hawaii is
Museum.
well into early preparations The University of Chicago, loinducting preliminary searches
cated in the city where Pres.
for potential sites, talks with NaObama's political career began,
tional Archives officials and designaled an interest a year ago
liberations on what if any new
but is saying very little now.

Ex-Trooper Pleads Guil.tv In 1965
Slaving 01 CiVil Rights Protester
It took 45 years, but
justice is close to being
served in the murder of
a Black civil rights protestor from Alabama
by a white police officer.
James
Bonard
Fowler, 77, a former
state police officer
pleaded guilty to a
lesser charge in the
1965 shooting death of
Jimmie Lee Jackson at a
Civil Rights protest.
Fowler entered the plea of
misdemeanor second-degree
manslaughter two weeks before
he was scheduled to go to trial
on a murder charge for the
death of Jackson.
Fowler allegedly shot Jackson in a cafe as a protest march
turned violent in Marion, Alabama, on the night of F b. 18,
1965. Fowl~r claimed Jackson
was trying to grab th trooper's
gun and that he fired in self-d -

James B. Fowler Killed
Jimmie Lee Jackson
fense. Jackson later clied from
hi wounds in an Alabama hospital.
Fowler, who apologized to
Jackson's family after entering
the plea Monday said it wasn't
his intention to kill anyone on
that fateful night.
"I was coming over here to
save lives. I clidn't mean to take
lives. I wish I could redo it, says
Fowler.
H was sentenc d to six
months in jail in Geneva County
his home county.
:.
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LEGAL NOTICE
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY AVIATION AUTHORITY

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OFTHE 13TH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
FOR

Case No.: 201D-CA-Q1715
DIVISION: C
RF SECTION: I

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CIVIL SERVICE
New Employment
Opportunities
ACCOUNTANT II
$40,768

AIR SERVICE DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT SERVICES

ARCH BAY HOLDINGS, LLC-SERIES 2009B
(PLAINTIFF)
vs.
MICHAEL E. HIGHSMITH and all unknown parties claiming
by, through, under arid against the above named Defendant
who are unknown to be dead or alive whether said unknown
are persons, heirs, devisees, grantees, or other claimants;
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF MICHAEL E. HIGHSMITH;
CAREY F. HIGHSMITH; TENANT UUNKNOWN TENANT;
·and TENANT II/UNKNOWN TEANT,
in possession of the subject real property
DEFENDANT(S)

TAMPA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
The Authority is seeking qualified firms desiring to be
considered for this project. The RFP documents will be available
on the Authority's website November 15, 2010, at
www.tampaairport.com; Airport Business, Notice of Solicitations.
For questions regarding the RFP contact Connie Mundzak at
813-801-6040.

NOTICE OF SALE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to the Final
Judgment/Order entered in the above noted case, that I will sell the
following described property situated in Hillsborough County, Florida
described as:
THE EAST 277.5 FEET OF THE WEST 1102.5 FEET
OF THE SOUTHWEST V.. OF THE NORTHEAST V..
OF SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 28 SOUTH, RANGE
22 EAST .HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
LESS RIGHT OF WAY FOR STATE ROAD S-582
OFF THE NORTH SIDE THEREOF
at public sale, to the highest bidder for cash at 10:00 A.M. , on the
2nd Floor, Room 202 in the George E. Edgecomb Courthouse at
800 E. Twiggs St. , Tampa, Florida 33602 on December 10. 2010.
· The highest bidder shall immediately post with the Clerk, a deposit
equal to five percent (5%) of the final bid. The deposit must be cash
or cashier's check payable to the Clerk of the Court. Final payment
must be made by 12:00 p.m . the next business day.

Florida Department of Transportation
District Seven
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
The Florida Department of Transportation, District Seven , invites
you to participate in the Five-Year Tentative Work Program Public
Hearing for Fiscal Years July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2016. The
Tentative Work Program covers the next five years of preliminary
engineering, right-of-way acquisition, construction , and public transportation projects for Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough, Pasco, and
Pinellas Counties and includes Florida's Turnpike Enterprise projects
in these counties. These hearings are being conducted pursuant to
Chapter 120 and 339.135(4)(d), Florida Statutes.

CHIEF PE.RSONNEL
ANALYST
(HAY POINT FACTOR)
$46,238
CONTRACTS MANAGER
(LIMITED DURATION)

r0

ENGINEERING
TECHNICIAN Ill (UTILITIES
AUTOCAD DESIGN)
$31 ,657

c

EQUIPMENT MECHANIC Ill
$36,462
FOOD SERVICE AIDE
(REDUCED HOURS)
$8.?0/HR

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES ACT, PERSONS NEEDING A SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROCEEDING
SHOULD CONTACT THE ADA COORDINATOR NOT LATER THAN
SEVEN (7) DAYS PRIOR TO THE PROCEEDING
AT 800 E.
TWIGGS STREET, TAMPA, FLORIDA, 33602, (813) 272-7040; IF
YOU ARE HEARING OR VOICE IMPAIRED CALL 711.

Lecanto, FL 34461

INSPECTOR II (BUILDING)
$40,768

5!!:!. day of November. 2010.
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INSPECTOR II
(MECHANICAL)
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$40,768
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MULTI-TRADES WORKER Ill

:::0

$31 -,657

c

~

PARATRANSIT MINIBUS
OPERATOR
$22,131

Hernando County: MPO Offices, 20 N. Main St, Brooksville, FL 34601
Hillsborough County: MPO

Office~ ,

601 E. Kennedy Blvd., 18th Floor,

Tampa, FL 33601
Pasco County: West Pasco Gov't Center, 7530 Little Rd, Board Room,
New Port Richey, FL 34654 .

PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEER II
(WATER/WASTEWATER
UTILITIES DESIGN)

Pinellas County: MPO Offices, 600 Cleveland Street, 7th Floor

Dated this

r-

c;;
$31 ,512

Florida Dept. of Transportation, 11201 N. McKinley Dr.,
Citrus County: Lecanto Gov't Building, 3600 Sovereign Path,

zm-4

tD

MULTI-TRADES WORKER I

Tampa, FL 33612

en
z

m

r-

https:l/www2.gotomeeting.com/register/481555299
If you do not have access to a computer or the internet, site
access locations are provided at any of the following locations:

)>

c:

HEAD START/EHS
TEACHER

$27,414
ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY
OWNER AS OF THE DATE OF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A
CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE.

:!:!

"C '

The hearing will be held: Monday, December 13, 2010,
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
The hearing is being conducted as a webinar, which is a live
presentation over the internet. Registration is required to attend the
webinar (space is limited). Please visit the website below to register:

'T1

$46,238

$61 ,110

Clearwater, FL 33755

SENIOR PLANT OPERATOR
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
By: /s/LaNITRA DIGGS
AS DEPUTY CLERK
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The department will receive verbal and written comments from
organizations and the general. public at each location. Written
comments not received at the public hearing must be postmarked by
January 3, 2011 to become part of the official public hearing record.
Written comments may be mailed to: Donald J. Skelton, P.E.,
District Secretary, Florida Department of Transportation, 11201
N. McKinley Drive, MS 7-100, Tampa, Florida 33612-6456.,
Public participation is solicited without regard to race , color,
national origin, age, sex, religion , disability or family status. Persons
who require special accommodations under the' Americans with
Disabilities Act or persons who 'require translation services (free of
charge) should contact Ms. Lei:! Royal , Comm~nity Liaison
Admihistrator, at (813) 975~6427 or (800) ?26-7220 at least seven
days prior to the hearing(s),
•
' ·" ' '

$33,862
TRADES HELPER
$19,905
See our web site at
or visit
our office at: 601 E. Kennedy
Boulevard,.17th Floor, Tampa,
FL. Preference in initial apt.
will:be given to eligible vets &
eligible spouses of yets. ·
htt~://www. hccsb.oq;J
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 13TH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION

Pursuant to Chapter 69-1119 ,
Special Acts, Laws of Florida,
sealed Request for Proposals for
the furnishing of the following will
be received by the Director of
Purchasing, City of Tampa, in his
office until:

CIVIL DIVISION

u.
Case No.: 10-CA-001582
DIVISION: B
FR SECTION: I
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Case No.: 10-CA-012070
DIVISION: H
RF- SECTION: II

FREMONT REORGANIZING CORPORATION
f/k/a FREMONT INVESTMENT & LOAN,
a California Corporation
(PLAINTIFF)
vs.
BERNADETTE LaFAVE ROBINSON and all unknown
parties claiming by, through, under and against the
above named Defendant who are unknown to be dead
or alive whether said unknown are persons, heirs, devisees,
grantees, or other claimants; UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
BERNADETTE LaFAVE ROBINSON; PROVIDENCE
TOWNHOMES HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.;
TENANT VUNKNOWN TENANT; and TENANT It/UNKNOWN
TENANT, in possession of the subject real property
DEFENDANT(S)
NOTICE OF SALE

WELLS FARGO BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
successor by merger to
WACHOVIA BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
(PLAINTIFF)
vs.
CHERYL M. BERNAL and all unknown parties claiming by,
through , under and against the above named Defendant who
are unknown to be dead or alive whether said unknown
are persons, heirs, devisees, grantees, or other claimants;
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF CHERYL M. BERNAL;
CITY OF TAMPA; TENANT VUNKNOWN TENANT;
and TENANT IVUNKNOWN TENANT,
in possession of the subject real property
DEFENDANTS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to the Final
Judgment/Order entered in the above noted case, that I will sell the
following described property situated in Hillsborough County,
Florida described as:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to the Final
Judgment/Order entered in the above noted case, that I will sell the
following described property situated in Hillsborough County, Florida
described as:

LOT 7 IN BLOCK 18 OF PROVIDENCE TOWNHOMES
PHASE 3 AND 4, ACCORDING TO THE MAP OR PLAT
THEREOF AS RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 87, PAGE 7
OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA

LOT 5, BLOCK 2, LA PALOMA, ACCORDING TO
THE MAP OR PLAT THEREOF AS RECORDED IN
PLAT BOOK 3, PAGE 5, OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS
OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA.

at public sale, to the highest bidder for cash at 10:00 A.M., on
the 2nd . Floor, Room 202 in the George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse at 800 E. Twiggs St. , Tampa , Florida 33602 on
December 10. 2010. The highest bidder shall immediately post
with the Clerk, a deposit equal to five percent (5%) of the final bid .
The deposit must be cash or cashier's check payable to the Clerk
of the Court. Final payment must be made by 12:00 p.m. the next
business day.

at publ ic sale, to the highest bidder for cash at 10:00 A.M. , on the
2nd Floor, Room 202 in the George E. Edgecomb Courthouse at
800 E. Twiggs St. , Tampa , Florida 33602 on December 8. 2010. The
highest bidder shall immediately post with the Clerk, a deposit equal
to five percent (5%) of the final bid. The deposit must be cash or
cashier's check payable to the Clerk of the Court. Final payment
must be made by 12:00 p.m. the next business day.

ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY
OWNER AS OFTHE DATE OF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A
CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE.

ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROP~RTY
OWNER AS OF THE DATE OF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A
CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES ACT, PERSONS NEEDING A SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROCEEDING
SHOULD CONTACT THE ADA COORDINATOR NOJ" LATER
THAN SEVEN (7) DAYS PRIOR TO THE PROCEEDING
AT 800 E. TWIGGS STREET, TAMPA, FLORIDA, 33602,
(813) 272-7040; IF YOU ARE HEARING OR VOICE IMPAIRED
CALL 711.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES
ACT, PERSONS NEEDING A SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION TO
PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROCEEDING SHOULD CONTACT THE
ADA COORDINATOR NOT LATER THAN SEVEN (7) DAYS PRIOR
TO THE PROCEEDING AT 800 E. TWIGGS STREET, TAMPA,
FLORIDA, 33602, (813) 272-7040; IF YOU ARE HEARING OR
VOICE IMPAIRED CALL 711 .
Dated this .5th day of November. 2010.
PAT FRANK
CLERKOFTHE
CIRCUIT COURT

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
By: /s/LaNITRA DIGGS
AS DEPUTY CLERK
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2:30PM ON 12/16/10
GUEST SERVICES AND
HOSPITALITY STAFFING
PRE-PROPOSAL
CONFERENCE TO BE HELD
. @9:30AM ON 11/29/10@
CITY OF TAMPA CONVENTION
CENTER ADMIN. OFFICES,
4TH FL., AM. 39, 333 S.
FRANKLIN ST., TAMPA, FL
then and thereafter to be publicly opened and read. Request for
Proposals are available at the
Purchasing Department (Phone
No. 813/274-8351) .

NOTICE OF SALE

Dated this 5.tb day of November. 2010.

m

REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF,'J:HE TijtRTSEMIH:S
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN A'ND. FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLo'RIDA- _..-./

By:

/s/SUSA~

D'LORETO
AS DEPUTY CLERK
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Dated: 11/19/10
Gregory K. Spearman, CPPO
Director of Purchasing
City of Tampa, FL
306 E. Jackson Street
Tampa, FL 33602

INVITATION TO BID
Pursuant to Chapter 69-1119,
Special Acts, Laws of Florida,
sealed Bids will be received by the
Director of Purchasing , City of
Tampa, in his office until:
2:30PM ON 1212/10
CITYWIDE LOCKSMITH
SERVICES
2:30PM ON 12/9110
LIGHT BARS & ACCESSORIES
WITH INSTALLATION,
· SPEC. NO. 2-11
PRE-BID MEETING TO BE HELD
@ 9:30 AM.ON 11/22/10
@ CITY OF TAMPA
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT,
2ND FL., 306 E. JACKSON ST.,
TAMPA, FL
2:30PM ON 12/10110
· DETECTOR-DOUBLE CHECK
VALVES
then and thereafter to be
publicly opened and read. Bid
documents are available at the
Purchasing Department (Phone
No. 81 3/274-8351).
It is hereby made a part of this
Invitation to Bid that the submission
of any Bid in response to this
advertised request shall constitute
a Bid made under the same
conditions for the same contract
price and for the same effective
period as this- Bid to all public
entities in Hillsborough County.
\

Dated: 11/19110
Gregory K. Spearman, CPPO
Director of Purchasing
City of Tampa, FL
306 E. Jackson Street
Tampa, FL 33602

REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS

INVITATION TO BID

INVITATION TO BID

Sub bids requested from W/MBE Subcontractors and/or
suppliers.

Sub bids requested from W/MBE Subcontractors and/or
suppliers.

Hillsborough County
Crosby Road Reclaimed Water
Transmission Main
Bid Date: November 30,2010
Sub bids due no later than November 26, 2010

City of Tampa
30th Street Stormwater Force Main
(UCAP)
Bid Date December 3, 2010
Sub bids due no later than November 30, 2010

Competitive sealed proposals
will
be
received
by _the
Southwest
Florida
Water
Management District, Brooksville,
Florida, and publicly opened on
December 21, 2010 at 2:30 p.m.
for:

Trades/Services Requested:

RFP 002-11
Total Compensation
(Salary & Benefits) Review

Trades/Services Requested:
Asphalt Paving, Audio Video, Concrete M.O.T., Pipe Supply, Sod,
Striping, Survey and Trucking

Audio Video, Asphalt/Milling, Concrete, Clearing & Grubbing,
Erosion Control, Fencing/Handrail, Maintenance of Traffic,
Testing, Pipe Supply
Kimmins Contracting Corp.
1501 2nd Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605
813-805-8627
Contact Person: Carolyn G. Seals
Email Address: cseals@klmmlns.com

Kimmins Contracting Corp.
1501 2nd Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605

The Request for Proposals may
be obtained through the District's
Internet
website
at

Contact Person: Carolyn G. Seals
Email Address: cseals@klmmins.com
(813) 805-8627

under "View our solicitations on
Demand Star" or •Alternate View of
our Current Solicitations."

Equal Opportunity Employer

Equal Opportunity Employe

Southwest Florida Water
Management
District,
Procurement, 2379 Broad Street,
Brooksville, Florida 34604-6899;
Procurement@WaterMatters.org;
352-796-7211, ext. 4132; or in
Florida: 1-800-423-1476, TOO
ONLY 1-800-231-6103.

http://www.WaterMatters.org/procurement

TAMPA-HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
EXPRESSWAY AUTHORITY INVITATION TO BID

II

Sealed bids from automobile/truck dealers for the purchase of a
service body truck will be received by Tampa-Hillsborough County
Expressway Authority (THEA) for the truck -listed below, until
2:30 PM, Eastern time on December 10, 2010, at its Administrative
Offices located at THEA's Traffic Management Center (TMC) ,
11 04 East Twiggs Street, Suite 300, Tampa, Florida 33602 for:

This bid is subject to THEA's Small Business Enterprise (SBE)
policy which strongly encourages the solicitation and utilization of
SBE firms and requires nondiscrimination on the basis of race, color,
sex and national origin in its employment and contracting
practices.
THEA reserves the right to reject any and all bids, to waive
irregularities, if any, and to accept the bids, which in the judgment of
the Authority, is determined to be in its best interest.

Avon Representatives
Needed All Areas!
Call 813-832-4282
Or E-mail
AVONLADYGEORGIAOYAHOO.COM

Work From Home
No Selling, No Buying
No Scam!
Must Have Internet Access
Guaranteed Income
Call The Tag Lady
(813) 417-6654

Job/Health Career Fair
Accepting Applications
And/Or Hiring 1,OOO's
Immediately!
Verizon, Checkers
McDonalds And More
Friday - 11/19/1 0
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Club 305
1947 Main Street
Corner Of Albany & Main
FelonsfTeens Welcome
FREE Food, Clothes
And Metro Giveaways
{813) 965-7991
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devel~ment,

www.phcc.edu COOlmoolcotion~ sotisfoctory
hislofy lxrlground ched; .
l1ll5t be ali! to Milk M8J hem. TrtMI ~ &glees l1ll5t be fum a J8!1W!I~
accredited institution. Prefemld: Mastel's degree in adu~ eduartioo or human
resource development; experienm in highereduaJiion; supefYisory experience; reloled
work experieoce. Salol'( runge is $47,286 - $49,630.30 annual~. Prftious
apJIIkCIIIIs en sill II consldaralloa and l88d 101...,_ New ~nts
must APPLY OIIUNE no later than the llofenlber 30 ap~icotion deadline, ot

www.phcted!V(Obs AND email, lox. or moil a letter of interest, resume and official tronsaipts, by midnight ci the applicotion deadline dote, to:
!Wo-Hemondo Coovnooity CrAieae
Ann: H0010n Resc.uces Office (Job #0043)
10230 Ridge Rood
New IUt Richey, Fl34654-5199
Email: HR@phcc.edu- F1IX #727-816-3315

AU. APPUCAHTS MUST SUBMIT, OR HAVE PREVIOUSLY SUBMimD, AN ONUNE
APPliCATION, L£T1ER OF INTI REST, RESUM~ AND TRANSCRIPTS FOR JOB #0043.
No • subnitled moteriols will qualify you 10 be ronsidnl for tim position. The
opplicotion rMiw ~ con be iniliolad with copies ci 1ronsaipls; IIO'MMir, official
tronsaipls IIIISt be rUvad beba the inlalview. .... oftldallramalpls ...
to lht HI-...__ Ofllct (..._ . . .).INClUDE JOB #0043 ·
ON AlliTfMS SENT TO THE HUMAN RESOtllffi()ffl(l FCJ~wilh ooh~
ron 727-816-3743 c. 727-816-3427.

OIIUIIE APPliCATION, LmE1 Of 111111ES\ IESUME, All) TUIISCIIPIS MUST • SUIMITlED 110 lATEI THAIIIIOVE8EI30.
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EOFIADA Complian<B - Website: www.phctadl{jObs

uesday Edition -Thursday @12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition -·Monday @12:00 P.M.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE·
$8·.00 •1-20 Words And~ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad
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HOMES
FOR SALE
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East Tampa Business
And Civic Association
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1219 East Cayuga
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
With Single Car Garage
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Up to $60,000.00
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Available In
Down Payment
Assistance
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{813) 248-3977
East Tampa Business
And Civic AssoCiation
6806 Waterton
$150,000 - 4 Bedroom
Double Car Garage
12105 Fo~ Bloom
$135,000-3 Bedroom
Double Car Garage

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
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c. reloted field and llree (3) ~ of relalal experience;
ITObli¥J llld
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Steven M. Long
Contracts Manager
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The Specifications will be posted on THEA's webs ite
www.tampa-xway.com after 3:30p.m. on November 15, 2010. The
specifications call for a truck to serve the requ irements of THEA.
Dealers are to follow the specifications, however, can offer
suggestions for improvements. All suggested improvements by any
dealer will ·be shared with all other bidders.
·

II
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A new service body truck, two wheel drive,
standard cab and service body based on specifications
as prepared ·by Tampa-Hillsborough
County Expressway Authority - Spec No. 10-01-6

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

,...'TI .

Up to $60,000.00
Available In
Down Payment Assistance
{813) 248-3977

THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
CONTACT LAVORA

0 (813) 248-1921
FOR DETAILS ON PLACING
YOUR AOVERiflSEMENT
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OFTHE 13TH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION

Own Now Program
1 - 5 Bedrooms
For Rent

LL

Case No.: 10-0007461
DIVISION: A
SECTION: I

Call Trademark

ARCH BAY HOLDINGS, LLC-SERIES 2008B
(PLAINTIFF)
vs.
LEROY PATTERSON and all unknown parties claiming
by, through , under and against the above named Defendant
who are unknown to be dead or alive whether said unknown
are persons, heirs, devisees, grantees, or other claimants;
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF LEROY PATERSON;
JERRY R. CARBAUGH; LINDA A. CARBAUGH; UNKNOWN
SPOUSE OF JERRY R. CARBAUGH; AND UNKNOWN
SPOUSE OF LINDA A. CARBAUGH; TENANT 1/UNKNOWN
TENANT; and TENANT II/UNKNOWN TENANT,
in possession of the subject real property
DEFENDANT(S)

Joining the USF Team is now easier than ever with our
on-line application!

(813) 221-4457

The University of South Florida is one of the nation's leading public research institutions and
the ninth largest university in the U.S., with four campuses throughout the Greater Tampa
Bay region. We offer a competitive benefits package that includes medical, dental and life
insurance plans, retiremeat plan optioos. tuition proglam, generous leave prognuns, career

West Tampa
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Huge Fenced Yard
Less Than 1 Mile

activities. Requires: Bachelor's degree in ACCOWiting, F'IIWICe, or Business Adminiscration,
or a field directly rdaled to the position's responsibilities, and three years of professional
business experience; or a Master's degree in the same fields and ooe year of experience. For
additional infonnation and bow to apply, please visit bttpi'J/employmeat.asl.eda and
searcb for Posting Number 88024'5 or insert the following into an internet .URL:

From Downtown
Call (813) 230-9448

tmploymeat.asl.edufappllamt!/Ceatral?qnktFiad=S3604.
You must fill out an ooline application to be considered for this position.
Be a part of a dynamic, diverse environment that generates bold ideas and creative solutions.

3019 North 38th Street

Join us to make a difference.
USF II Ill fqull Oppottvnltylf(/1111 kalA Unlvwslty.

NOTICE OF SALE

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

UNIVERSITY OF'
SOUTH FLORIDA

On Quiet Dead End Street
CMA, Carport

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to the Final
Judgment/Order entered in the above noted case, that I will sell the
following described property situated in Hillsborough County,
Florida described as:
LOT 8, BLOCK A, AZALEA GARDENS
ESTATES ACCORDING TO THE MAP OR
PLAT THEREOF, AS RECORDED IN PLAT
BOOK 33, PAGE 1, PUBLIC RECORDS OF
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA.

$900.00/Monthly
Plus Security
Call (813) 443-9797

II

FOR RENT

II II

HOMES
FOR RENT

II

Several Homes
Available For Rent

North Tampa

For Rent

2- 5 Bedrooms

at public sale, to the highest bidder for cash at 10:00 A.M., on
the 2nd Floor, Room 202 in the George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse at 800 E. Twiggs St. , Tampa, Florida 33602 on
December 10. 2010. The highest bidder shall immediately post
with the Clerk, a deposit equal to five percent (5%) of the final bid.
The deposit must be cash or cashier's check payable to the Clerk
of the Court. Final payment must be made by 12:00 p.m. the next
business day. ·

2/2 Townhouse
Fenced Yard , No Pets

2 And 3 Bedroom Homes

Starting At

Section 8 Welcome

$595.00/Monthly

WDH , Ceramic Tile

Free TV With Rental

lnvestors-'Choice Realty

ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY
_OWNER AS OFTHE DATE OF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A
CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE.

Gann & Gann Rentals

Fenced .Corner Lot
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH
DISABILITIES ACT, PERSONS NEEDING A SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROCEEDING
SHOULD CONTACT THE ADA COORDINATOR NOT LATER
THAN SEVEN (7) DAYS PRIOR TO THE PROCEEDING
AT 800 E. TWIGGS STREET, TAMPA, FLORIDA, 33602,
(813) 272-7040; IF YOU A-RE HEARING OR VOICE IMPAIRED
CALL 711.

$875.00/Monthly

407 E. Florlbraska Ave.

Tile -Floors, Wood Deck

Section 8 OK

Apartment

$800.00/Monthly

806 Florlbraska Avenue

$500.00/Deposit

Room For Rent

(813) 532-Q313

w

...J
...J

CHA, WDH

SENIOR BUDGET ANALYST· Badget ud PoUcy ADaJ,1111, #175t!. This position
encompasses a full range of budget functions including budget development and monitoring,
budget analysis and reporting, budget projections, preparation of data files, and interpreting
the Florida Board of Governors (BOG) policies and procedures regsrding budgetary

'II!!!!IP.I!'I

c

Large 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

advancement and more!

2- Story
Section 8 OK

Green Light Realty LLC

Call For Rent
(813) 229-8696 Or
(813) 373-2515

2 Bedroom 1 Bath

2/1 Home

Block Home

With Garage

WDH , CHA

$650.00/Monthly
Gated Community

3 & 5 Bedroom Homes

r

- ·Ex:pr
- - · 11\1W--t-~-rd
..A...,._rlca_.,
_ _ _ ..A.,d D - b l t o - r c s -

Progress Village

Central Heat And Air

$800.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcomed!

Rent - $750.00
Deposit $400.00

Swimming Pool, Laundry

CaiiV &V Now

Water And Sewer Included

(813) 259- 4663

(813) 390-4169

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

Phone 813-476-4437

www.myfinancialconnections.com
Lotus & Nebraska

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

.:.:.e-•-r

Call (813) 787-5736

As Low As

Jackson Heights

Fc::.r Vc::.ur Cc::»n"Venlence
T h e Flc::»rlda. S e n t i n e l
Bulletin Accepts

- All Appliances

4901 South 82nd Street
Condo - Pond View
Near Busch

South Tampa
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----·--

South Tampa ·
3213 E. Wallace Avenue

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

By: /s/LaNITRA DIGGS
AS DEPUTY CLERK

121-5ao-9184

813-287-1591
Call (813) 949-3482

Dated this 5th day of November. 2010.

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT

For Details Call

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
800 Square Feet
WDH, Fenced, Carport .

2 Bedroom/1 Y2 Bath

Newly Renovated

Townhouse

Concrete Block

Clean And Ready

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Carport

Section 8 Welcome

Fenced, Patio

$1 ,250.00/Monthly

$645.00/Monthiy

Section 8 Ready

$500.00/ Deposit

Deposit Required

$850.00/Monthly

Section 8 W~lcome

Free application

Call (813) 451 ·9201

(813) 293-2677

(813) 232~900

-
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Own Now Program

;

321 0 East Ida

Section 8 Welcome
..

Call Trademark
(813) 221-4457
111 09 North 22nd Street
4 Bedroom/1 Bath House
CHA, WDH
Huge Backyard
Tile Throughout
Section 8 Welcomed
Call (813) 598-6464
Progress Village

3 Bedroom/1 Bath House
WDH, Fenced Yard
No Smoking
No Pets
Call (813) 453-4968
3418 North 49th Street
. Section 8 Only
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, WDH, Fenced Yard
Available Now!
Call (813) 770-2003
Or (813) 735-5295

'

1708 East ldell Street

$700.00/Security

Sulphur Springs
'

8315 E. Dahlia Avenue

3 Bedroom/2 Bath Home

Section 8 Welcome

Central H/A,

Call (813) 789-0760

Privacy Fence
$800.00/Monthly
Section 8 Accepted

4413 Booker T Drive
Call (813) 503-5321
4 Be.droom/2 Bath
Split Level Home
2 Car Garage
Section 8 Welcome
$500.00/Deposit
$1 ,300.00/Monthly
(813) 967-4102
(813) 562-6585

University Mall Area
3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Section 8 Ready
$850.00/Monthly
Call (813) 451-9201

35Q8 Comanche
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Quiet Neighborhood
CHA, Newly Renovated

(813) 727-6782

$1, 125.00/Monthly
Employment/Landlord
References
Available Now
Call (813) 453-0725

4401 North 30th Street

CHA, WDH
Large Backyard
$1,1 00.00/Monthly
$400 .00/Deposit

(813) 238-2912

3/1- House

Utilities Included

2 And 3 Bedroom

$950.00/Deposit
·Section 8 Welcome

Block Homes

Sec 8 ,Welcomed

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Appliances, Storage Shed

CHA, Tile Throughout

Large Fenced Yard

$965.00/Monthly

Small Pets Only
·section 8 OK

Available Now
Availabl~

$585.00$675.00/Monthly

1 And 2 Bedroom

Plus Deposit

Apartments

Section 8 Welcomed

Gated, Quiet
Call (813) 340-3085

32 Unit Property

Ybor City
2912 East Columbus

(813) 965-7246

Free Water & Garbage

m

z
:::!

z

m

Updated, Very Nice
Section 8 Welcome
Jacob Real Estate Broker
(813) 258-3200
Extension 111 Or 115

r

c:

r
r
m
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No Credit Check ·

m

Orisite Laundry

m
<
m

c

First Month
Rent Free

12301 N. 11th Street
813-971-0341
Busch Gardens
Temple Terrace Area

$50.00 Move In
Excellent Rental History

:::D

Burglar Bars

Newly Remodeled
$595.00-$625.00/Monthly

Security Deposit Of

Includes Water

At $50.00 Per Month
For 6 Months

51 0-366-4600

(813) 238-6353

G~T NOTIC~O ...

a!
·MVIIII\
_t _t

, !"' ,,~
Contact LaVora@ (813) 248~l!fLl_:"~·; II

-

m

$585.00/Monthly

Nice 2 Bedroom/ 1 Bath

Place Your Ad In The
Business Directory

-4

c:

3023-B North 48th Street

2 Bedroom/1Bath
Apartment

:::D

<

en
c
~
)>
z
c

Required

Section 8 Welcome

First Month Free
$50.00 Moves You In

~
en

$850.00/Monthly

With Security
2/1 Bath- Only $545.00

:::D

m

With Washer/Dryer
Move In Special

~

r
0

2/2 - Apartment

www.myfinancialconnections.com

(813) 238-6353

Large Patio, CH/A

Small Pets OK

$300.00 Can .Be Paid

(813) 39Q-7715_

Progress VIllage
Section 8 Preferred

Apartments
Call (813) 810-7725
Or (813) 996-7725

Plus Deposit

4 Bedroom/1 Bath
January 2011

Mark (813) 690-2012
Section 8 Welcome

1 & 2 Bedroom

No Pets

Call V & V
(813) 259- 4663

Excellent Rental History
Required
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Upstairs Apartment
With Deck
3625 Potter Street #B
Gated Courtyard And
Additional Lighted Parking In
Rear Of 3623 Potter
$600.00/Monthly
Security Deposit Of $300.00
Can Be Paid
At $50.00 Per Month
For 6 Months

3/2 House

Cal.l 813-325-2147

2 Bedroom Apartments

No Application Fee*

$1 ,250.00/Monthly

Background Check

One And Three Bedroom
Apartments
$575 .00 - $900.00/Monthly
Electric, Water, Trash Sewer
And Cable Included

Section 8 Welcome

Large Fenced Backyard

Central Heat And Air

First Month Free

$500.00/ Deposit

Properties In

Tampa Rental

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

As Low As

Mint Condition

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Move-In Special

$550.00/Monthly

Beautiful Homes
For Rent

813-915-9787

Central Heat/Air

9215 North Hyaleah Road

....

0

No Application Fee

Sulphur Springs
Apartment

Ask About Our

Call (813) 546-7782

N
0

Section 8 Welcome

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Near Everything

.!D

Apartments

Starting @ $395 .00

$1 ,050.00/Monthly

WDH, CHA

Grant Park Area

Section 8 Tenants
0 Security Deposit

Concrete Block, Carport

Tile, Hardwood Floors

Mrs. G (813) 263-4989

II APTS. FOR RENT II

:::D

....

WDH - 0 Deposit

Call (813) 267-4488

Section 8 OK

3 Bedroom/ 1 Bath Home

1216 East Caracas Street

1, 2 & 3 Bedroom

Includes Water, Sewage

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

813-899-1742

(813) 293-2677

Very Clean

And Garbage

Jackson Heights

Newly Renovated

Apartments

North Tampa And
Temple Terrace Area
Angle's Apartments

$470.00- $525.00/Monthly

Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Fenced Yard

'

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Roomy 4 Bedroom/1 Bath
$925 .00/Rent

.· t.arge 1 And 2 Bedroom

;_£1~ "·.ei''.!IC(;; ~-

Fax To: (813) 248·9218

or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com
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1750 East Mulberry Drive
Section 8 Accepted

8431 North 39th Street

0

z
~
c

Down Stairs Apartment

2/1 - Duplex (2 Units)

LL

Ceramic Tile, CHA

WDH, Well Maintained

$600.00/Monthly

Available Now!

Avail~b_le

Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

a:

$350. 00/Deposit

1000 East 26th Avenue
Please Call
(813) 494-3343

Phone (813) 205-0656
Rooms For Rent

(813) 299-3838
Duplex Apartment
Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
No Problem!!
FREE APPLICATION!!

~
c

en

LU
:l

DUPLEXES

Various Locations

$130.00/Weekly

$375.00/Monthly

~
...J

$500.00/Monthly
9812 N 11th St
Tampa, 33612

$750.00/Monthly

Near Busline

Section 8 OK

And Downtown

w
en
c<c

Ybor Heights

(813) 986-Q830

Move In Ready
Fenced Yard

Call (813) 495-5865
Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
$300.00 Move-In

RENT

Near Busline
Mr. Austin
(813) 362-7618
Ms. Sara (813) 270-4047
l:iistoric Ybor Area ·
Spacious Home With
4 Rooms For Rent

$100.00- $125.00N{eekly

2 Bathrooms

Includes All Utilities

Kitchen _Privileges

Cable & Personal Fridge

WID Available

Call (813) 545-8074

$150.00/Weekly

Roommate

(813) 919-3967.
(813) 31().3556

Master Bedroom
Call 813-245-1998

Senior CitiiZens Welcome

II

Stove, Refrigerator

$1 00.00/Deposit

Duplex

Section 8 Welcome

Near Armenia

Fenced Backyard

R~~~s
F~R

Share Kitchen/Bath

West Tampa

From $1 00.00/Weekly

Section 8 And

CHA, WDH , Carpet

(813) 317-9872

Phone (813) 690-2833

Or $400.00/Monthly

AIC, Cable

$100 .00 And Up Weekly

Furnished

$780.00 Monthly

Call (813) 735-6013

3 Bedroom1 %Bath

Kitchen , Ceiling Fans

South Of 1-275

And Cable

Seffner Area
$130.00/Weekly

AIC, Cable, Phone

Income Preferred

Clean Rooms
lnYbor City

(813) 325-6499

Ybor Area

$11 0.00/Weekly
Older Males With

Large 3/1 - Duplex

0

LL

Cable, Central AIC

AIC, Laundry Room

...J

Room For Rent

In House

2920 21st Avenue
Rent Free First Month

$400.00/Deposit

Beautiful

Call (813) 232-2477
Leave A Message

Includes All Utilities

$650.00/Rent

a:

Includes Cable TV
$25.00/Key Deposit

$75 .00/Deposit

Call (813) 223~5214
Or (813) 363-6444

Small 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced

z
t=
z

Temple Terrace Area

$675.00/Monthly

3618 East MLK Blvd.

Plus.Deposit

Queen Beds

West Tampa Area

Utility Room , WDH

m

w

Call Bobby@
(813) 545-9307

Mark (813) 690-2012
Section 8 Welcome

Gated And Fenced

Duplex

...J

+ $85.00 Deposit

2 Rooms Available

...J

:l

$85 .00 Per Week

CHA , Mint Condition

LU

z

For Rent
With Refrigerator

Duplex

:l
D..

Ybor City Area

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

(813) 748-1566

"LOOK" Special

Big Rooms For Rent

New Laminate And Tile

m

MLK & 17th

Utilities Included

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

en
::i

Call (813) 217-2462

Bath And Entrance

Totally Remodeled

:::z:::

Call (813) 361-6227

Phone 813-234-9339

.....
~
LU
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Cable Included

SSI, Fixed Income

Duplex

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

All Utilities And

Carpet, Free Cable

Furnished- Private Room

Fully Furnished Room

II

Central Heat And Air

+ Deposit $50.00

Call (813) 230-8968

a:

Nice Room For Rent

Tile Floors, CHA

Includes Water .

LL

$125.00/Deposit

$100.00 Weekly

$575.00/Monthly ·

813-244-4551

II

Near Bus Line

$125.00/Weekly

8511 N. Seminole Avenue
3634 N~r'th Bay
Must See!!

Large 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Large Yard

Newly Renovated
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile Floors
New Appliances
New Ceiling Fans
$499.00/Monthly
Water & Trash Included!!!!
Low Or No Deposit!

~
c

~

5619 East Chelsea
Rooms For Rent

II

• Room For Rent
Outside Of The Main House

Private Refrigerator
Internet, Phone Service
Cable, No

Depo~it

Move In Speelal
University Area &
Kenn~/Armenia

Large- Furnished Rooms

No Felonies

Any Size Room

$140.00- $150.00/Weekly

Freshly Painted Room

$100.00/Weekly

Deposit Plus Security

Walk-In Closet

$400.00 For

Plus 1 Week Rent

2 Weeks Free

One Month ONLY

Cable TV, Laundry

$125.00/Weely

Single, Drug Free

Immediate Move-In

And Employed

(813) 944-21 01

(813) 384-Q387

Must Be Employed

Single, Must Be Drug Free ·

Call (813) 247-4724

Free Cable, Water
And Electricity

Large $125.00/Weekly
$0/Deposit

Call (813) 433-3290
Small Room

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Duplexes
-Accepting 2, And
3 Bedroom Vouchers
CHA, WDH ..
Large Backyard
Nice Area·

Single Person
Free Cable, AIC And Heat
$100.00 Per Week
No Deposit

No Drugs Or Kids Allowed

Call (813) 789-3879

Call (813) 562~848

813-431-1310

Furnished
Rooms For Rent

$115.00/Weekly
$0/Deposit

For Your Convenience
The Florida Sentinel
Bulletin Ac~epts

Older adults Preferred
Must Be Employed
·or Receiving Benefits
VIsa. IVIaaterCarcl
An-.erloan Express Ancl Debit Carel•
Phone

I ' ..
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AUTOMOBILE\REPAIRS
:
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c.A~PET
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II

CLEANING

II II

HAULING

II

'

(;(:h t~(~l\/f ('i.l("
... . . ,

',

DNA

_-\

'

Roommate

Tom's Mobile Auto Repair
Check Engine Light On?
Call (813) 368-5037

Master Bedroom
Private Refrigerator, Phone
Service, Cable No Deposit
No Felonies
Freshly Painted Room
Walk-In Closet
3 Weeks Free
$11 0.00/Weely
Immediate Move-In

Affordable Carpet
Cleaning
Deep Scrub
$65.00 Flat Rate Ca$h

All Makes And Models
48 Years Experience

ASAP (813) 484-6757

Reasonable Prices
tja813@live.com

CHILDCARE

II

(813) 944-2101

BARBER
SHOP

II

II

I

Tarpley's A/C LLC

Supreme Style
Barber & Beauty Shop
8643 North Nebraska
(Corner of Yukon)

Sales & Service
New & Used
Financing Available

Men And Boys
Haircuts $5 .00
Monday & Thursday

I

II

Call Dunlap Heating
& A/C NOW!!!
(813) 323-2899
LIC #RA0067106

$60.00

Full

$65 .00

(813)850-1448

Bunk Beds

II

I

II

Lie # RA00671 06

I

ATTORNEY

II

II II

No Selling - No Buying
No Scam!

In 3 Days

Must Have Internet Ac;cess

Legal Or Personal Testing

Guaranteed Income

Payment Plans

$500.00 & Up

Call The Tag Lady
(813) 417-6654

African American
Labor Law Attorney
*Workers' Compensation
*Employment Discrimination

Home Workers Guide

Monday - Saturday

GREETING
·CARDS

II

HANDYMAN

Free Pick Up Of Old
Appliances And Metal

m
c:

Call Eric (813) 764-3968

m
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In Any Condition

c

CJ)
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Title - No Tile

0

No Problem - Any Shape !!

m

Top$$$
Call (813) 458-Q584
(813) 610-8930
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We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1 ,500.00

l>
0

For Junk Cars, Trucks

'TI

:c
0

~

Running Or Not

~

We Pick Up Any
~

Junk MetaVAppliances
For FREE!

DJ's Home Repair

7 Days A Week

Expert In Roofing

(813) 695-2438

Home Additions

(813) 928-2753

And More

1-888-651-5777

Send $5.00

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

~:~·tll#~!tl~tji~ ~..

'

II

LAWN
SERVICE

II

(813) 418-9655
Small Does It All
Handyman Services

(Money Order Only)

To: Joseph Richardson
P.O. Box 55-21 07
Miami Gardens, Fl 33055

I Buy Junk Cars
Up To $500.00 & Up

z
:::!
z

Vans And Motorcycles

Testing Services

Own Home Business

Manila Envelope

II

www.angelfergusonswordprocessing .com

Drywall , Driveways

Now Servicing Nationwide

Call Attorney
Roderick 0. Ford
(813) 223-1200
www.fordlawfirm.org

CJ)

I Buy Cars

Contact Us Today For Your
Customized Greeting
Cards
@ 813/230-7134

DLM-DNA

To Start Your

Self-Addressed Stamped

l>

m

And Tile, Repairs

Dlmservlces91 @yahoo.com

Plus A 9x12

Call (813) 784-8339

24-Hour Service

Everything You Need

*Labor Union Grievances

Trucks And Vans

r:c
0
0

A Time To Share, To
Appreciate And Welcome
The Holiday Season!

We Come To You!
Re~ults

'TI

We Buy Junk Cars

~ternity Test

Filing Bankruptcy?
Chapter 7 Or 13

Call Attorney
Roderick 0. Ford
(813) 223-1200
www.fordlawfirm.org

II

DNA Testing
Work From Home

Junk Cars

Angel Ferguson's
Word Processing

-

II

II

Prefect - Not So Perfect

$35 .00 Service Charge

- DNA

JUNK CARS

Cars And Trucks

Lie #ER13013733

Phone (813) 401-1213
Gloria Gass
Director of Operations
And Owner
Gloriagss@ gmail.com

$150 .00

BUSINESS
OPS

II

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148

Reasonable Rates
For Residential And
Commercial Properties

Call (813) 310-0991

Call Parham Air
& Heating- Today!
(813) 770-6786

(813) 285-4674

Service Upgrades

Veiga Cleaning Services
4202 Richmere Street
Tampa, Fl 33617

Quality Service
At Affordable Rates

Fast And Reasonable

Receptacles, Light Outlets

CLEANING
SERVICE

.....

No Job Too Big Or Small

Breaker Panels And

$ 110.00 & Up

King

0

Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Service

Before 12/31/1 0

$75 .00

Queen

Full Maintenance
Check-Up

Or Anything Else

CALL J.R. (813) 966-3501

Tampa, FL 33677

Beds
Twin

1\:1
0

II ELECTRICAL II

P.O. Box 4284

I
BEDS FOR
SALE

Construction , Garbage

.....

Submit Applications To:

Pre-Winter Tune Up
$35.00 Service Charge
Affordable Service
Duct Repairs Available

~

We Buy Junk

Lie# FTA432104

(813) 935-4333

Lie #1815130

Furniture, Tree Debris

Meals Served

Exp : 12-30-10

Call (813) 238-7884

Legal Or Personal
Testing Available
Results In Just 3 DAYS ·
No Collection
Fees In Tampa
NO BLOOD!
Payment Options Available

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

For 4 Year Olds With VPK
AIR
CONDITIONING

All Junk Removal

http://dnatestingsolutions.com

Weekend Childcare

II

DNA Paternity Testing

Tree Trimming And
Lawn Care
Discounts For

Specializes: Plumbing

Church€ls/Seniors

Electrical , Painting House

Garage, Parking Lot

Yards Mowed, etc.

And Apartment

For More Information
Call Clint Small
(813) 735-3255

Clean-up Available
Call 813-447-7674
Or 813-526-6142
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Gil Robinson Plumbing

Micros Short Hair

$65

MAC DADDY

Installation Of:

Micros Long Hair

$85

Honda, Toyota, Nissan,

Kinky Twists

$65

Acura, Lexus, lnfinit, VW

Get Collect Calls

Box Plaits

$40

BMW, Mercedes, Any Car

On Your Cell Phone

Weaves

$45

I Pay Top$$$
(-813) 458-0584
(813) 610-8930

Lawn Service And

Kitchen Sinks

Complete Clean-Up

And Cabinets

We Haul: Debris, Limbs

We Specialize In

And Furniture

General Plumbing

Phone (813) 245-9761

Call For Appointment
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REPAIRS

1,340 Square Feet
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S & H Painting
& Contracting

$1 ,399.00/Monthly
Plenty Parking
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Ideal For Insurance/Sales

....

. 600 Square Feet
Ready To Rent
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Harvey (813) 412-9318
Insured/Lie# 199701

Free Applications
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Call (813) 232-3900

Roofing , Drywall
Plumbing , Ceramic Tile
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Kinky Twist

$100 .00
$100.00
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ABLE TOWING

Cash In 3 Days

Roll Back Service

For Your House

Tows As Low As $35.00
Call Today!!!
1-888-443-DAYS
1-888-443-3297

FREE!!!
Abandoned Vehicle Removal

Non-Attorney
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SALONS

Ms. D's World Of Beauty
3720 % Dr. MLK Blvd.
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$45 .00

Relaxer

$45 .00

Up Do

$100.00

Sew-Ins

$100.00

Micros

$15.00

Eyelases

Other Services Available

Mattie's Natural Hair Care

Children - $35.00

Relaxer w/Conditioner
$40.00

Figueroa (813) 415-2114

BLICATION DEADLINES

uesaav Edition - Thursday @ 12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition - Monday @ 12:00 P.M.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 • 1-20 Words And 50~ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad

Anywhere!!!
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TUTORING
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I Will Make An Offer
Within 24 Hours

Tutoring In Your Home

Call Jeff Today

All Ages

(813) 325-2813

Math, English, Reading
And Music
Over 20 Years Experience
Call (813) 347-o983
Also Available
Seamstress Services

GRIFFIN

Specials

Relaxer School Age

(813) 247-4368

I Buy Houses Fast!!!
For Cash

Quick Closing

Specials

Twist With Ponytail $35 ."00

Call Morris At
(813) 442-2150

1st Time Clients - 2 For 1

Lie #022650
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Social Security
Applications
Immigration
Modification To Stop
Probation
Motion To Re-Instate
Drivers License For
Non-Payment Of
Child Support
Much More
Available 24 Hours- Mobile
Same Day Service

813-546-2692
813-222-0195

Michelle (813) 30D-0404
Servicing Brandon, Valrico
And Seffner

Call Eli
(813) 325-4643 .
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$2.25 Per Call

II SPIRITUALIST II

& Hauling
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$130.00

Sidewalks Patios
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Micros

Call Brenda
For An Appointment
(813) 368-6077
5401 E. MLK Blvd.

Carpentry, Room Additions

Plus Tax And Deposit
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$75 .00

Or 20% Off
(Expires: 11/30/10)

Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling
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Full Head Sew-In

Queen's Crowns Salon
Welcomes
Healthy Hair Stylist:
Brenda Bennett

See Jobs
www.shpaintingcontracting.com

$600.00/Monthly
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$25.00

Retail/Office Space
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Wash-N-Set

Call (352) 277-2184

Carpenters, Roofing ,

Nebraska Avenue
New Exposure
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From County Jail

Licensed Electricians

Contact Frank Vacanti
(813) 223-4633
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$45 .00

Senegalese Twist

Experienced Staff

rilear Sligh Avenue
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Relaxer

Complete Home Repairs

6749 North Armenia

FREE 30 DAYS
HOME PHONE

(813) 567-1429

Phone(813)872-0927
Or (813) 404-9778

Small Church Location
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I Will Buy Any

"We Do Best For Less"

Sew-In

$50.00

Kinky Twist

$75.00

Offers Special Prayers
And Gives Luck!
Don't be discouraged if
have failed . ·I can help
overcome bad luck, evil
influences, spells, unatural
conditions surrounding you.
Has your loved one changed?
Are
you
in
distress?
the problem, I can
help in one visit. Satisfcation!
CALL ME TODAY!
813-677-2971
4927 83rd Street

Sister Grace

$65.00
Body Plaits
Roller Set w/Conditioner
$15.00

1907 East Fletcher

Roller Wrap w/Conditioner

Spiritual Cleansing

$20.00

Removes Bad Luck
$65.00

Evil Spells

Cut-N-Style

$45 .00

Restores Lost Nature

Bond In

$45 .00

Advise On Love/Marriage

Twist Styles

$45 .00

Health And Business

Jheri Curls

$60.00
$25.00

(239) 81 0-5894

Also Tree And
Limb Removal
Call (813) 9~6-o125
(813) 403-4256 (Cell)
Ask For Dave

IPROCESSING
WORD
I
Angel F~rguson's
Word Processing
We Specialize In Tools To
Enhance Your Business
Business Cards, Brochures
Business Forms Etc.

Special Readings $5.00
www.angelfergusonwordprocessing.conl

Phone (813) 506-9239
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Dave's Well Drilling
And Pump Service

Palm, Card Reader

Two Strand Twist

Hot Press
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WELL
DRILLING

(813) 230-7134
.,

